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Languages are culturally transmitted through a repeated cycle of learning and communicative
interaction. These two aspects of cultural transmission impose (at least) three interacting pres-
sures that can shape the evolution of linguistic structure: a pressure for learnability, a pressure
for expressivity, and a pressure for coordination amongst users in a linguistic community. This
thesis considers how these sometimes competing pressures impact linguistic complexity across
cultural time. Using artificial language and iterated learning experimental paradigms, I investi-
gate the conditions under which complexity in morphological and syntactic systems emerges,
spreads, and reduces. These experiments illustrate the interaction of transmission, learning and
use in hitherto understudied domains—morphosyntax and word order.
In a first study (Chapter 2), I report the first iterated learning experiments to investigate the
evolution of complexity in compositional structure at the word and sentence level. I demon-
strate that a complex meaning space paired with pressures for learnability and communication
can result in compositional hierarchical constituent structure, including fixed combinatorial
rules of word formation and word order. This structure grants a productive and productively
interpretable language and only requires learners to acquire a finite lexicon and a finite set of
combinatorial rules (i.e., a grammar). In Chapter 3, I address the unique effect of communica-
tive interaction on linguistic complexity, by removing language learning completely. Speakers
use their native language to express novel meanings either in isolation or during communica-
tive interaction. I demonstrate that even in this case, communicative interaction leads to more
efficient and overall simpler linguistic systems.
These first two studies provide support for the claim that morphological and syntactic com-
plexity are shaped by an overarching drive towards simplicity (or learnability) in language
learning and communication. Chapter 4 reports a series of experiments assessing the possibility
that the simplicity bias found in the first two studies operates at a different strength depending
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on the linguistic level. Studies in natural language learning and in pidgin/creole genesis suggest
that while morphological variation seems to be highly susceptible to regularisation, variation
in other syntactic features, like word order, appears more likely to be reproduced. I test this
experimentally by comparing regularisation of unconditioned variation across morphology and
word order in the context of artificial language learning. I show that language users in fact
regularise unconditioned variation in a similar way across linguistic levels, suggesting that the
simplicity bias may be driven by a single, non-level-specific mechanism.
Taken together, the experimental evidence presented in this thesis supports the hypothesis
that the cultural and cognitive pressures acting on language users during learning and com-
municative interaction—for learnability, expressivity and coordination—are at least partially
responsible for the evolution of linguistic complexity. Specifically, they are responsible for
the emergence of linguistic complexity which maximises learnability and communicative ef-
ficiency, and for the reduction of complexity which does not. More generally, the approach
taken in this thesis promotes a view of complexity in linguistic systems as an evolving variable
determined by the biases of language learners and users as languages are culturally transmitted.
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Lay summary
Languages are transmitted over time through a repeated cycle of learning and communication.
These two aspects of language transmission partially determine the way in which languages
evolve. How well humans learn a language and how efficiently they can communicate with
it determine how robustly the language is transmitted to future generations. A language is
robustly transmitted over generations of learners if it is simple enough to be learned from
the linguistic environment and effective enough to allow users to communicate successfully.
At each generation, language users will help shift the language they receive towards one that
better fits their learning and communicative needs. This drive towards simplicity affects the
linguistic behaviour of language users, and the product of such behaviour accumulates over
time to shape the way languages are organised.
This thesis is concerned with how language learning and use impact the evolution of com-
plexity in linguistic systems. In particular, I investigate the conditions under which linguistic
complexity emerges, spreads, and reduces. I investigate these questions using experiments in
which participants are asked to learn and use artificial languages in a controlled environment
that models crucial aspects of the learning and communicative contexts of natural languages.
In a first set of experiments I show how unstructured languages evolve linguistic structure
as they are transmitted over generations of learners. At each generation, a participant has to
learn and use an artificial language from the input produced by previous learners who acquired
the language in the same way. The linguistic structure that evolves resembles the one we find
in natural languages. Sentences are composed of words which at the same time are composed
of different morphs (just as cats is composed of cat and s). In addition, the meaning of the
sentences is determined not just by the individual meanings of its parts (the morphs), but also
by the way in which those parts are combined (for instance, their position in the sentence). I
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thus show that this type of complexity in linguistic structure evolves to facilitate learning and
communication. In a second study I demonstrate that users describe meanings in their own
language more simply and efficiently when they are required to communicate with another
user than when they are not. The pressure to communicate successfully with a partner makes
language users modify their behaviour to facilitate the communicative task. Finally, in a third
set of experiments I investigate whether the drive towards simplicity to ease learning and com-
munication impacts linguistic complexity in similar ways across different domains. I compare
the extent to which users reduce redundant variability either in word order (syntax) or in word
endings (morphology). I show that language users reduce such variation to similar degrees
across linguistic domains, suggesting that a drive towards simplicity is ubiquitous in language.
Taken together, the experimental evidence presented in this thesis supports the hypothesis
that learning and use in communication are at least partially responsible for the evolution of
linguistic complexity. More generally, the approach taken in this thesis thus promotes a view
of linguistic complexity as an evolving variable shaped by the pressures that act on the user
during language learning and communication, and over time.
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The central task of a natural science is to
make the wonderful commonplace: to
show that complexity, correctly viewed,
is only a mask for simplicity; to find
pattern hidden in apparent chaos.
Simon (1996, p. 1)
1.1 Introduction
Languages are dynamic systems culturally transmitted over a repeated cycle of learning and
communicative interaction. These two aspects of cultural transmission impose interacting se-
lective pressures on the learner/user which, along with neutral evolutionary processes, shape
the evolution of linguistic systems and their structure (Beckner et al. 2009; Christiansen &
Chater 2008; Kirby & Hurford 2002; Mufwene 2013; K. Smith & Kirby 2012; Steels 2012). It
is well established in the study of the cultural evolution of language that languages evolve (at
least partly) over time to maximise their learnability as long as they do not jeopardise commu-
nicative effectiveness, or in other words, to minimise the effort of unambiguously conveying
meaning (K. Smith & Kirby 2012).
What minimises effort in learning and communication? How does effort minimisation
impact the complexity of the linguistic system and its structure? This thesis considers how
the aforementioned pressures imposed on the learner/user impact linguistic complexity in mor-
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phology and syntactic systems during language learning and communicative interaction, and
over cultural time. Identifying the causal relationship between simplicity in learning and use
and complexity in the linguistic system will ultimately help us understand the cognitive and
cultural determinants that interact with non-linguistic and/or non-selective factors to shape not
only complexity, but also simplification and complexification processes in language change and
evolution. My contribution “to make the wonderful commonplace” in the language sciences
will consist in uncovering patterns in the way individual cognition (language learning and use)
and culture (social transmission) shape linguistic complexity.
In this chapter I will set out the theoretical framework from which I will address the re-
search on the evolution of linguistic complexity in this thesis. In section 1.2 I will lay out a
taxonomy of linguistic complexity encompassing the approaches, types and measures that will
provide a background for evaluating the coverage of the studies in this thesis. In section 1.3
I will give an overview of previous work addressing language as a complex adaptive system,
specially from studies exploring the cultural evolution of language; I will then characterise in
more detail the pressures at play in language learning and communication and their interaction
with complexity in linguistic systems and their structure. Section 1.4 will summarise the re-
search focus of the thesis and methodological commitments. Finally, in Section 1.5, I will set
out the outline of the thesis, mainly focusing on the content of the empirical chapters.
1.2 Linguistic complexity
Complexity is the property of a real world system that is manifest in the inability of
any one formalism being adequate to capture all its properties. (Mikulecky 2001,
p.344)
As highlighted by Mikulecky’s definition above, complexity has no universally accepted for-
malism in complexity science; linguistic complexity meets the same fate in the language sci-
ences. A description of complexity is highly dependent on the viewpoint (e.g., language ac-
quisition or linguistic typology); formalisms vary in the way they interact with a system and
capture different aspects of complexity (e.g., the learnability of a system or the number of
grammatical distinctions in a given linguistic domain). Since the turn of the century, the inter-
est in linguistic complexity has increased notably; in the recent book Complexity in language:
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction
developmental and evolutionary perspectives (Mufwene, Coupé, & Pellegrino 2017), the edi-
tors mention no less than 24 other books after 2001 (p. 1). Yet there is no consensus on the
formulation of the notion of complexity in the field; probably as a symptom of the fundamental
issue described by Mikulecky (for a list of measures used in complexity science, see Edmonds
1999; Lloyd 2001) and not of an inceptive discipline.
Notwithstanding, as in complexity sciences generally, the different formalisms and mea-
sures developed aim to answer the same questions about a system. In complexity sciences,
these are three (Lloyd 2001; Page 2010; Rescher 1998): how hard is it to describe, how hard is
it to create, and what is its degree of organisation (i.e., where does it lie between randomness
and chaos). In the language sciences in particular, the questions linguists try to answer about
a linguistic system or structure are: 1) how hard is it to acquire or process, and 2) how many
and how variable are its component parts and/or their interactions. Question (1) approaches
complexity in relation to the users’ experience, and question (2) approaches it as a property of
an autonomous object. Miestamo (2006b) coined the terms relative (user-related) and absolute
(object-related) complexity to distinguish the focus of study in these two approaches, which
rarely come together (cf. Mufwene et al. 2017). Thus, at a general level, linguistic complex-
ity can be characterised in two ways: either by the cost/difficulty of their acquisition and/or
processing in production or comprehension—relative complexity (e.g., Hawkins 2004, 2009;
Kusters 2003, 2008; Szmrecsany & Kortmann 2009), or by “the number and variety of an item’s
constituent elements and the elaborateness of their interrelational structure” (Rescher 1998, p.
1)—absolute complexity (e.g., Dahl 2004; McWhorter 2005; Miestamo 2006b; Sinnemäki et
al. 2011).
In order to characterise linguistic complexity in more detail, in the remainder of this section
I discuss the taxonomy of approaches, types and measures of complexity developed for the
purpose of this thesis. Figure 1.1 illustrates the taxonomy in question.
1.2.1 Background notions: local vs. global complexity and system vs. structural
complexity
Local vs. global complexity A received view in linguistics considers that, although com-
plexity might vary between domains, all languages will average to the same complexity:
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Objective measurement is difficult, but impressionistically it would seem that the
total grammatical complexity of any language, counting both morphology and
syntax, is about the same as that for any other. This is not surprising, since all
languages have about equally complex jobs to do. (Hockett 1960a, pp. 180–181)
[A] central finding of linguistics has been that all languages, both ancient and
modern, spoken by both ‘primitive’ and ‘advanced’ societies, are equally complex
in their structure. (Fortson IV 2004, pp. 180–181)
This view has led researchers in the field to establish a distinction between local and global
complexity (Miestamo 2006b). Whereas local complexity is concerned with specific parts
of the system (e.g., definite article paradigms or constituent orders, Figures 1.1 and 1.2 re-
spectively), global complexity refers to the overall complexity of a language. This distinction
has led linguists to conclude that whilst progress can be made in measuring local complexity
across languages and their dynamics of change, measures of global complexity are unattain-
able (Deutscher 2009; Miestamo 2006b; Sinnemäki et al. 2011). Miestamo (2006b) identifies
two general problems any attempt to measure global complexity faces: representativity and
comparability. The former means that no metric can represent all aspects of a language. The
problem of comparability, on the one hand, is concerned with the difficulty (or impossibility)
of comparing different parts of languages in a meaningful way—e.g., how can we relate case
marking and tone? On the other hand, it is about the impossibility of measuring the impact of
each aspect of local complexity on global complexity. These issues raise a more fundamental
question: why should a global metric be developed at all?
This thesis is concerned with how morphological and syntactic complexity evolves, and
with how it is shaped by usage. I thus need to be able to assess different aspects of the language
individually and not obscure changes in global complexity. Complexities are expected to vary
locally within a language, as not all domains will interact in the same way with usage. I will
thus exclusively measure local complexity and represent global complexity as the set of all
local differences. Under this view, it is of no interest whether or not two languages are equally
complex or not, but in which ways their complexity varies.
System vs. structural complexity Dahl (2004) established another important distinction
5
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[French]
(1) a. Rina donne un cadeau à Mina
Rina gives a present to Mina
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
[Dutch]
(2) a. Rina geeft een cadeau aan Mina
Rina gives a present to Mina
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
b. Rina geeft Mina een cadeau
Rina gives Mina a present
‘Rina gives Mina a present’
c. (dat) Rina een cadeau aan Mina geeft
COMP Rina a present to Mina gives
‘(that) Rina gives a present to Mina’
[Korean]
(3) a. Rina-ga Mina-ege seonmul-eul junda
Rina-NOM Mina-DAT present-ACC gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
b. Rina-ga seonmul-eul Mina-ege junda
Rina-NOM present-ACC Mina-DAT gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
c. Mina-ege seonmul-eul Rina-ga junda
Mina-DAT present-ACC Rina-NOM gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
d. Mina-ga Rina-ege seonmul-eul junda
Mina-NOM Rina-DAT present-ACC gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
e. seonmul-eul Rina-ga Mina-ege junda
present-ACC Rina-NOM Mina-DAT gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
f. seonmul-eul Mina-ege Rina-ga junda
present-ACC Mina-DAT Rina-NOM gives
‘Rina gives a present to Mina’
Table 1.1: Examples of constituent order variation in French, Dutch and Korean.
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French
feminine masculine







feminine masculine neuter plural
Nominative der die das die
Accusative den die das die
Dative dem der dem den
Genitive des der des der
Table 1.2: Definite article systems in French, Dutch and German.
between system complexity, a property of the language, and structural complexity1, a property
of individual expressions in a language. I will briefly illustrate the differences between these
two concepts with examples of local absolute complexity.
Table 1.1 shows the constituent order variation (generally speaking, the order of subject,
objects and verb) of three different languages, i.e., French, Dutch and Korean. For the sake of
simplicity, the table only includes full forms and excludes pronominal forms as constituents.
French has a fairly fixed SVO(O) constituent order (pronominal forms aside), as shown in 1a.
Dutch, on the other hand, is a V2 language and alternates between verb-second and verb-final
orders: whereas the matrix clause in 2a has the verb in second position, the embedded clause
in 2c is verb-final. Moreover, sentences 2a-b show that Dutch (as English) allows dative al-
ternation with some di-transitive verbs; however, it requires a change of form in the dative
constituent, i.e., with or without aan (‘to’). Unlike the other languages, Korean has case mark-
ing and although it has a canonical SO(O)V order, it allows the order of the subject and object
to vary freely; sentences 3a-f show six different constituent orders without any modification of
the constituent forms. If we consider order variability as an aspect of a system’s complexity we
can conclude that Korean is more complex than Dutch and Dutch is more complex than French.
However, if we compare French and Dutch according to their definite article systems, Table 1.2
shows that French is more complex than Dutch as it has more distinctions between forms, and
both are less complex than German. These comparisons pertain to whole morphological and
syntactic systems and thus refer to system complexity.
By contrast, comparisons between patterns of individual expressions concern structural
complexity. If we compare the dative alternation patterns in 2a-b in Dutch, we observe that 2a
1Should not be confused with structural complexity in Rescher (1998).
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requires an extra marker, i.e., the preposition ann. If we consider the number of elements in a
sentence as an aspect of the sentence’s complexity, we can conclude that 2a is more complex
than 2b. And if we compare the number of morphs required to convey the meaning “Rina gives
a present to Mina” across Dutch (2) and Korean (3), we can conclude that the structures in
Korean—which include case-marking—are more complex than in Dutch. Structural complex-
ity can also serve as the basis to measure complexity across a given sample of natural language
expressions, e.g., by taking the average number of morphs per sentence.
Having established these background concepts, I will now proceed to discuss in detail
the characterisation of complexity within relative (user-related) and absolute (object-related)
approaches.
1.2.2 Relative complexity
In the relative or user-related approach, complexity is defined in relation to the experience of
the language user; complexity is then measured in terms of cost or difficulty in acquisition
and/or processing (Dahl 2004; Hawkins 2004; Kusters 2008; Miestamo 2006b). A relativist
position thus always assumes a perspective or point of view from which linguistic complexity
is evaluated; difficulty will always depend upon the interaction between aspects of language
and the language user.
The main advantage of this approach is that it gives researchers the opportunity to straight-
forwardly evaluate linguistic complexity through the assessment of learners’ and users’ perfor-
mances in naturalistic tasks and in psycholinguistic experiments. However, two main issues
have been raised against the robustness of relative complexity, specially for cross-linguistic
analyses. Firstly, difficulty in learning and processing is too dependent on the prior knowledge
of the learner and on the context of use. Precisely its relativity makes it hard to achieve a con-
sensual formulation of complexity as cost and/or difficulty: how should we decide which type
of context of use and language user are primary for the definition of complexity? Secondly,
and most problematically, there is no consensus on what is actually costly or difficult to the
language learner/user either (Miestamo 2008).
Given the problems raised, several authors claim that cross-linguistic and typological stud-
ies should not rely on relative measures of complexity (Dahl 2004; Miestamo 2006b). However,
discarding relative complexity altogether would be throwing the baby out with the bathwater.
8
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Users are indeed constantly adapting their language to the context of use and thus from a pro-
cess point of view of typology and for the study of language evolution more broadly, it is
impossible to dismiss altogether: only with a good understanding of user-related complexity
can we shed light on externally-motivated language change and variation. Whilst learning and
communicative needs can vary between users and contexts, some might be shared: evolution-
ary linguistics has productively studied language emergence and change as a cultural product
of pressures imposed onto the learner and user during language learning and use in commu-
nicative interaction (Boyd & Richerson 1988; Brighton, Smith, & Kirby 2005; Christiansen &
Chater 2008; Kirby 1999; K. Smith et al. 2017; Steels 2012). The study of relative complexity
in language evolution can benefit both from the study of general tendencies as well as individual
variation, what I call user-general and user-specific relative complexity. Whereas user-specific
complexity is relative to the specific mind and knowledge of an individual user, user-general
complexity is relative to the human mind and knowledge—shared across language users. Ad-
ditionally, grouping relative complexity into these two separate categories and acknowledging
their differences will help elucidate the limits of the relativist approach in cross-linguistic gen-
eralisations.
User-specific complexity heavily depends on the user’s specific experience and knowledge,
linguistic or contextual. This particularly plays a role in the context of adult learning. Difficulty
of acquisition of novel linguistic features will partially depend on the languages a learner knows
and the contexts of exposure. Second language learners need to integrate novel grammars with
their existing linguistic knowledge; thus at least initially, learners exploit prior knowledge,
which can then interfere with the learning of the novel language (Ellis 2013; Odlin 1989;
Weber, Christiansen, Petersson, Indefrey, & Hagoort 2016). To the extent that features overlap
between languages, prior knowledge can serve as the basis for the novel feature and ease their
acquisition; however, because similar features might differ in detail, the acquisition of the novel
feature might also be hindered by prior knowledge (Ellis 2013; Odlin 1989). For instance,
native speakers of Dutch (a V2 language), Korean (canonical SOV order) and French (fixed
SVO order) might not find the learning of constituent order in German (V2) as complex: Dutch
speakers will more likely match the target V2 order very early on whilst Korean and French
speakers will start producing SOV and SVO orders initially and only later on match the target
V2 (see Vainikka & Young-Scholten 1996). Difficulty of acquisition will also depend on the
9
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context in which a learner receives data; e.g., learners who have previously learned a language
in an academic environment might find it easier to acquire a novel language under similar
circumstances and to perform similar tasks.
Given the variability in user-specific complexity, it does not come as a surprise that cross-
linguistic analyses often dismiss it (Dahl 2011; McWhorter 2005; Miestamo 2006b). However,
understanding this type of complexity and comparing it across languages and contexts is cru-
cial to the identification of user-general relative complexity, which is of great importance for
generalisations on externally-induced language change; without the former, we cannot test the
latter. Experimentalists need to take into account that it is impossible to get rid of the influ-
ence of prior knowledge in an individual’s performance. However, it is possible to identify
common patterns after controlling—as thoroughly as possible—for variation in prior linguistic
knowledge.
In the context of foreign language acquisition exclusively, Kusters (2003, 2008) has used
the concept of the “generalised outsider” to discuss relative complexity: “[t]his person speaks
a first language, and is not familiar with the second language in question, nor with the customs
and background knowledge of the speech community” (p. 9). The notion of “generalised” in
his case discards the consideration of interferences from prior linguistic knowledge from com-
plexity assessments. In the context of language evolution, researchers also use the concept of a
general learner/user. However, this is not explicitly restricted to the context of foreign language
acquisition, or adult learning—although most experimental studies are looking at artificial lan-
guage learning in adults (e.g. Kirby et al. 2008; Regier, Kemp, & Kay 2015). Across human
cultures, languages are learned and used for communication. Linguistic complexity could then
be estimated based on the efforts required by a “general” mind to acquire a language and suc-
cessfully use it for communication. As noted in Mufwene (2008), “[a] linguistic system that
fully responds with its structures to the communicative needs and the context of use may be
seen of little complexity, while a complex linguistic system may be characteri[s]ed by struc-
tures that do not reflect these needs”. We can expand Mufwene’s consideration to comprise
learning as well as communication and propose that features that in general terms balance
the learnability of a system and its communicative effectiveness—in a given context—might be
considered to be less complex. Under these terms, systems are simple in relation to the user if
they are efficient, i.e., minimise the effort required in language learning and production without
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jeopardising effective communication (Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport 2012; Kirby, Tamariz,
Cornish, & Smith 2015; Regier et al. 2015; Zipf 1949).
How can we assess learnability and communicative effectiveness? Learnability can be
measured by the accuracy and ease with which a learner reproduces the target grammar (Fehér,
Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Kirby et al. 2008; Michel 2011); given comparable amounts of in-
put and in similar contexts, languages that can be reproduced with less effort by learners will
be considered simpler. Communicative effectiveness can be measured by communicative ac-
curacy or by the amount of information transmitted. If communication between interlocutors
is successful, we can infer that it meets the requirements to clearly transmit information in a
given context. Communicative success depends upon a shared system of conventions between
interlocutors (i.e., alignment) and on the expressivity of the message to be conveyed in a given
context; an ambiguous message will lower the chance of being interpreted correctly. The easier
a message is to interpret, the simpler the system can be considered from the receiver’s point of
view. Effective communication thus entails that the message is expressive enough in a given
context—full expressivity is unattainable (Levinson 2000). Effectiveness interacts with learn-
ing effort as well as production effort in natural language, i.e., with efficiency more broadly;
a speaker/signer aims to spend the minimum time and resources required for unambiguously
conveying a message to the receiver (H. H. Clark 1996; Zipf 1949). An utterance that conveys
a meaning in context with less linguistic material will be considered simpler under these terms
(for an alternative account, cf. Bisang 2009). Altogether, linguistic systems or structures that
minimise the effort of unambiguously conveying a meaning will be considered to be efficient
as they will maximise their learning and/or ease of production without jeopardising commu-
nicative effectiveness. Therefore, in terms of relative complexity and thus of cost/difficulty, the
more efficiently a language satisfies learning and communicative needs, the simpler it is.
1.2.3 Absolute complexity
In the absolute or object-related approach, the definition of complexity is not related to the
experiences of the language user but ascribed to the architecture of a system or structure (Dahl
2004). Broadly speaking, absolute complexity can be defined in terms of the number of parts of
a system or structure, e.g., number of units, number of categories, number of rules or number
of interactions between components. The more parts a system has, the more complex it is.
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What constitutes a part is heavily theory-dependent and cross-linguistic analysis can only be
taken as robust under comparable linguistic description (Haspelmath 2015).
There are two main questions the study of absolute complexity treats; how to measure the
complexity of the form, and how to measure the complexity of the mapping between meaning
and form (e.g., Kusters 2003; McWhorter 2005; Miestamo 2006b; Sinnemäki et al. 2011). For
the purpose of this thesis, the form will be restricted to morphology and syntax. Within form
and form-meaning mappings, there are different aspects which can vary in complexity. It is
thus necessary to break down complexity into further categories. Based on previous work
(Dahl 2004; Kusters 2008; McWhorter 2007; Miestamo 2006b; Rescher 1998), I differentiate
the following types of absolute complexity for the purpose of this thesis2:
A. Complexity of the form
System complexity
a. Paradigmatic complexity: the number of different types of components (e.g.,
grammatical distinctions), for example, the variety of definite articles (see Ta-
ble 1.2). The more types in the paradigm, the higher the system complexity.
For instance, the paradigm of definite articles is simpler in Dutch than in Ger-
man; whereas the former agrees in number and gender of the following noun,
the latter also depends on case.
b. Organisational complexity: the variety of ways of arranging components in a
sentence (i.e., rules), for example, constituent order variability (see Table 1.1).
The higher the variation in the ways of arranging constituents at the word or
sentence level, the higher the system complexity: e.g., Korean—with a fairly
flexible constituent order (see 3 in Table 1.1)—is more complex than French
or English, which have a fixed SVO constituent order.
Structural complexity
2This thesis focuses on absolute complexity within what Rescher (1998) classified as the “ontological mode of
complexity”, and excludes the “formulaic mode”, which would include measures such as Kolomogorov complexity
or Minimum Description Length (MDL). Although these complexity metrics are common in the field of language
evolution (e.g., Kirby et al. 2015), they are of little use when full grammars are not available/describable, as it is the
case during periods of grammatical change in language evolution. For an in-depth account of Kolmogorov com-
plexity see Dahl (2008); Li and Vitányi (1997); Miestamo (2009); and for MDL, see Brighton (2002); Grünwald,
Myung, and Pitt (2005); Li and Vitányi (1997).
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c. Syntagmatic complexity: the number of rules and/or constituent elements (to-
kens) in a expression or set of expressions, e.g., morphemes, words or phrases.
The more components that appear sequentially, the higher the structural com-
plexity; for example, “Rina gives Mina a present” (5 words) is less complex
than “Rina gives a present to Mina” (6 words).
d. Hierarchical complexity: elaborateness of subordination relationships, that is,
the number of different levels of constituency (i.e., morphs < words < phrase
< sentence < complex sentence). The more levels of the hierarchy of con-
stituency we find in an expression or in a set of expressions, the higher the
structural complexity; for example, “The man that Rina met at the party gave a
present to Mina”, a complex sentence including a subordinate clause, is more
complex than “Rina gave a present to Mina”.
B. Complexity of the form-meaning mapping
a. Isomorphism: directness of the relationship between semantics and morphosyntax.
The more computable and motivated by the semantic structure the morphosyntactic
structure is, the higher the isomorphism and the lower the complexity of the struc-
ture. For example, the phrase “old books and paintings” is ambiguous between
two readings: it can be parsed as [[old books] and [paintings]] or as [old [books
and paintings]]. The morphosyntactic structure in this case corresponds to the se-
mantic structure; i.e., the meaning the phrase receives corresponds to the hierarchy
between the morphosyntactic constituents.
b. One-to-one mappings (transparency): clarity of relation between meaning and
form. Unlike isomorphy, transparency does not concern structure, only reference.
The more deviations there are from one-to-one form-meaning mappings in terms
of e.g., synonymy, allomorphy, fusion, fission or homonymy, the less transparent
the mapping and the higher the system complexity. Generally, we find fewer one-
to-one correspondences in fusional languages such as French than in agglutinative
languages such as Korean.
13
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1.2.3.1 Measuring absolute complexity
So far in the examples provided I have been quantifying absolute complexity by the number
of types within a given feature (system complexity) or the number of component parts within
a given expression or set of expressions (structural complexity). This feature-based approach
(Atkinson 2016) is the most common in cross-linguistic analysis. Feature-based measures are
particularly useful for the characterisation of system complexity (e.g., definite article paradigms
or constituent order variants) as they have the advantage of allowing large cross-linguistic
comparisons using widely available typological datasets such as the World Atlas of Language
Structures (WALS, Dryer & Haspelmath 2013) or the integrated Typological Database System
(TDS, Dimitriadis et al. 2009). Structural complexity can also be quantified in a similar fashion
from corpora rather than typological databases, i.e., by counting the number of times a specific
linguistic feature occurs in an expression or in a set of expressions on average: e.g., hierar-
chical complexity can be compared between languages by the average number of subordinate
relations between the nodes in their derived syntactic trees (e.g. Ferreira 1991).
Although feature-based analyses can be used to make useful (and broad) typological ob-
servations (e.g., differences in complexity between languages with high and low percentage of
foreign speakers (Bentz & Winter 2013; Good 2015; Lupyan & Dale 2010; McWhorter 2005)),
they do not take into account any rules that might condition the choices of one or another type
for a given feature. As we saw in the discussion of Table 1.2, Dutch and French both differen-
tiate singular definite articles—in full form—by the gender of the following noun. However,
whilst Dutch distinguishes between common and neuter genders (de and het respectively),
French distinguishes between masculine and feminine (le and la respectively). In common-
neuter noun class systems, the common gender is significantly more frequent (approx 75% and
25% in Dutch, see Hulk & Cornips 2006), whilst in feminine-masculine systems, both genders
can appear in comparable numbers in the noun lexicon (approx 44% and 56% in French, see
Roché 1992). The frequency of each noun class in the lexicon, as well as their recurrence in a
natural language sample, will determine the probability of finding each of the singular forms of
the definite article variants. In order to take factors such as frequency into account, at least an
extended featured-based approach is required, whereby complexity could at least be quantified
in terms of the ratios between the types and tokens, which takes into account frequency and
14
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richness more broadly. For this type of measure, typological description does not suffice to
quantify even system complexity, and linguistic corpora are required. We could then measure
the system complexity (paradigmatic, more specifically) of the Dutch and the French definite
articles by calculating their type-token ratio, i.e., the number of times each variant type is used
divided by the total number of definite articles tokens in the corpus. We can also find measures
of this sort for structural complexity in corpus linguistics (e.g. Lu 2010) and production studies
in language acquisition (e.g. Gilabert 2007).
Alternatively, information-theoretic approaches offer a more comprehensive quantification
of complexity than the featured-based approach with the additional advantage of pertaining to
a widely established framework—unlike the less articulate extended feature-based approaches
discussed. Information theory uses Shannon entropy or entropy-related measures to quantify
the amount of uncertainty contained in a system or structure; uncertainty under this account is
equated to complexity. Complexity is thus highest in the case of total randomness; the more
patterned an object is, the simpler it is (for alternative accounts which exclude randomness as
noise and only measure the complexity of patterns, see Gell-Mann 2003; Newmeyer & Preston
2014). Entropy allows the quantification of recurrent patterns or forms taking into account their
probability distributions. Going back to our example of the definite article, we can quantify how
variable the use of a singular definite article form is in French within a real language sample.






where the sum is over the different variants (i.e., la or le) and P(si) is the relative frequency of
variant si in the set of observations S. If le and la occur equally often, H(S) = 1. If le occurs
75% of the time and la, 25%, H(S) = 0.81. The more variability in the system, the less certain
we are that a given form will be used, and the less certainty, the greater complexity. This is
an example of what would count as paradigmatic complexity, but entropy can also account for
other types of system complexity, and structural complexity: for example, we can quantify how
variable word order is (organisational complexity) or the average variability of morphology in
individual expressions (syntagmatic complexity).
Entropy can be extended to consider the relationship with other linguistic and extra-linguistic
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features. For example, conditional entropy quantifies how variable the use of a singular definite
article is in French given information about the gender of the following noun. Given a set of







where the sum is over the different variants (i.e., la or le) and contexts (gender of the following
noun, i.e., masculine or feminine); P(c) is the relative frequency of context c in the set of
contexts C; and P(c,s) is the relative frequency of variant s in context c in the set of observations
and contexts, S and C. If le and la always occur in the context of a masculine and a feminine
respectively, H(S|C)= 0; we can be certain of the definite article that will appear if we know the
gender of the following noun. Entropy and conditional entropy capture two different aspects of
complexity; the former is a measure of uncertainty of the variant use within definite articles, the
latter measures the amount of uncertainty that remains after the gender of the following noun
is known. Whilst paradigmatic complexity is higher in French than in English (which only
has one definite article), the complexity is predictable by the context and thus the conditional
entropy of French and English is the same. Altogether, definite articles are still more complex
in French than in English because we require an extra bit of information about the context to
predict the variant that will appear. The system of singular definite articles is more complex in
German than in English in all respects (see 1.2): not only would entropy be much higher but
this would also apply to conditional entropy. The German system of definite articles requires
the knowledge of three different linguistic features in order to fully predict the variant use of
definite articles in a given context: the gender, the case and the argument role of the following
noun.
By knowing the entropy of one variable (e.g., definite articles) and its conditional entropy
in a given context (e.g., gender of the following noun), we can also compute the mutual in-
formation between these two variables; i.e., the reduction of uncertainty that knowing either
variable provides about the other. Given a set of observations S and the set of contexts C,
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where H(S,C) is the joint entropy of S and C. In the case of singular definite articles in French,
le always appears with masculine nouns and la with feminine nouns, therefore I(S;X)= 1−0=
1. Additionally, mutual information can be used to quantify the strength of association between
meanings and forms, an thus measure the transparency of form-meaning mappings. Mutual in-
formation is a very robust measure of association but it does not provide information about the
direction of the association, either positive or negative. This means we cannot know whether
a given meaning is the referent of a given form, or alternatively the meaning never appears
when a given form is used. Moreover, the maximum mutual information is the joint entropy
of the two variables and therefore mutual information scores are not comparable between dif-
ferent types of systems. In order to solve this comparability problem, we can use the mutual
information related measure known as Jensen-Shannon distance (Endres & Schindelin 2003), a
distance metric between two probability distributions bounded by 1 (i.e., maximum distance is
1; minimum, 0). Alternatively or complementarily, we can deviate from information-theoretic
measures and use correlation coefficients to extract the strength as well as the direction of
the relationship between the occurrences of a given meaning and those of a form. Although
correlation coefficients are not as robust a measure of association in comparison to mutual
information and they can only detect linear relationships, they provide information about the
direction of the relationship as well as clear minimum and maximum strengths of association.
Correlation coefficients range between 1 and −1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 0
is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation. The stronger the positive
association, the more transparent the form-meaning mapping; a coefficient of 1 would sug-
gests a strictly one-to-one form-meaning mapping. We can also use correlation coefficients
to quantify isomorphism (i.e., systematic mapping between morphosyntactic structure and se-
mantics) in a language sample, for example, by computing the correlation between a matrix of
morphosyntactic-distances and another of semantic-distances of the expressions comprised in
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the sample (Kirby et al. 2008, 2015). The higher the correlation between distances across mor-
phosyntactic structures and semantic structures, the more isomorphic the linguistic structure
is.
Information-theoretic measures can also account for descriptive complexity, also known as
algorithmic entropy or Kolmogorov complexity, which I have excluded from the taxonomy for
the sake of simplicity as it will not be used in this thesis (for an in depth account of Kolmogorov
complexity, see Dahl 2008; Li & Vitányi 1997; Miestamo 2009). Kolmogorov complexity is
calculated by the minimum number of bits from which a given system can be reproduced, or
in other words, the length of the shortest possible description—in some sort of universal de-
scription language. Unlike entropy-related measures, it is not contingent on any probability
distribution that generates the data, thus it does not take into account frequency effects either.
Kolmogorov complexity is a common metric of complexity, however it is very dependent on the
description language used and, more problematically, it is uncomputable (Li & Vitányi 1997).
It can nevertheless be approximated using the Minimum Description Length principle (MDL),
which states that the best description for a given set of data is the one that leads to the best
compression of the data as well as the description of the data (for an in-depth account of MDL,
see Brighton 2002; Grünwald et al. 2005; Li & Vitányi 1997). This measure of descriptive
complexity is common in the study of grammar complexity in computational models of lan-
guage evolution (e.g. Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2015). However, as Deutscher (2009)
points out, descriptive complexity is not suitable for the evaluation of linguistic systems whose
grammar cannot be fully described, which is the norm in the messy and limited behavioural
product from experimental models.
1.2.4 Relationship between absolute and relative complexity
Absolute and relative complexity can, and often do, go hand in hand. If we compare the most
explicit criteria that have been previously proposed for cross-linguistic comparison from each
approach—relative and absolute—we realise that they are in many respects similar (Miestamo
2008).
Kusters (2003, 2008) establishes three criteria whereby relative complexity for the “gener-
alised user” is measured: economy, transparency and isomorphy. Economy is proportional to
the number of categories that can be overtly encoded; the fewer categories a language allows,
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the more economical it is. Economy here is proportional to system complexity, in particular,
to paradigmatic complexity. Transparency refers to the clarity of form-meaning mappings; the
more one-to-one form-meaning mappings, the more transparency. Lastly, isomorphy is mea-
sured by the directness of the relationship between syntax and semantics; the more computable
the semantics are from the syntax, the more isomorphic the linguistic structure is. The author
shows that violations of these criteria cause difficulty for L2 learners and thus are interpreted
as complexity. These criteria for relative complexity perfectly align with those in the taxon-
omy of absolute complexity in section 1.2.3. And although the study focuses on inflectional
morphology, these criteria can be easily generalised to other aspects of a grammar.
McWhorter (2001) argued that pidgin/creole grammars are simpler than those of older lan-
guages in terms of absolute complexity according to three criteria he the developed further
(McWhorter 2007): overspecification, structural elaboration and irregularity. Overspecifica-
tion refers to the number of grammatical distinctions overtly and obligatorily encoded; the
more distinctions a language makes within a given domain (e.g., definite articles) the higher its
paradigmatic complexity. Structural elaboration involves “the number of rules (in phonology
and syntax) or foundational elements (in terms of phonemic inventory) required to generate
surface forms” (McWhorter 2007 p. 29); structural elaboration would be proportional to the
descriptive complexity of a grammar, and in our computable taxonomy would mainly comprise
both organisational and syntagmatic complexity. Finally, the criterion of irregularity concerns
the amount of irregularity and suppletion; the longer the list of separate items in a system, the
higher its complexity. The overspecification and irregularity criteria in McWhorter (2007) are
close to Kusters’ (2003; 2008) economy and transparency. The more overspecification, the less
economy; and the more irregularity, the fewer one-to-one form-meaning mappings. The fact
that their criteria are so similar might be due the overlap of the object of study; i.e., second
language adult learning (Kusters 2003, 2008) and pidgins/creoles (McWhorter 2007), which
are languages that have evolved from populations with a majority of adult learners. Follow-
ing these criteria, Miestamo (2006a) proposed two very general principles to compute absolute
complexity, which the author claimed would apply to older as well as newer languages: the
principle of Fewer Distinctions and the principle of One-Meaning-One-Form. In the same way,
the fewer distinctions and the more transparency, the simpler the language.
In sum, the criteria to assess relative and absolute complexity in cross-linguistic studies
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overlap noticeably. In the following sections I will discuss models of language evolution which
suggest a causal relationship between absolute linguistic and competing pressures in language
learning and use to minimise relative complexity. These models provide suggestive evidence
for the claim that when languages are shaped by the pressures imposed on the user in learn-
ing and communication, under the taxonomies discussed, linguistic systems tend to become
simpler in absolute terms. However, further work is required to comprehensively explore such
claims across different aspects of absolute complexity in morphological and syntactic systems.
1.3 Linguistic complexity as an evolving variable
It is common practice in cross-linguistic analyses to assess the complexity of languages as static
systems—as we have done so far in our examples of absolute complexity. However, languages
are dynamic systems product of cultural evolutionary processes, and as such they are constantly
adapting to pressures imposed on the learner/user during transmission. We might study the
dynamics of linguistic complexity over various time-scales: we can explore the emergence of
complexity in language formation and its modification in language change, or its development
during language learning and its alteration during language use in communication.
Across time-scales, both complexification and simplification processes can be explored. In
language emergence the focus is usually on the shift from simpler to more complex structure
(Dahl 2004; Galantucci & Garrod 2011; Kirby et al. 2008). However, complex structure can de-
velop from simpler systems or from unstructured and/or chaotic systems. In the latter case, the
emergence of patterns in structure is accompanied by a reduction of system complexity—i.e.,
randomness decreases. In regard to historical language change, processes such as grammat-
icalisation or language contact can also be studied with a focus on whether they increase or
decrease the complexity of a system (Heine & Kuteva 2007; Trudgill 2011). For instance, con-
tact between languages has been documented to result in “additive” borrowing—in which new
features are acquired in addition to existing features instead of replacing them (Kuteva 2008;
J. Nichols 1992), but they also result in the reduction of redundancy and in the increase of
regularity and transparency (Sasse 2001; Trudgill 2011)—especially in extreme contact situ-
ation which lead to the formation of pidgin/creole languages (McWhorter 2007; Mühlhäusler
1977). During language acquisition, learners start out with simpler systems—manifested in
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e.g., simpler morphosyntax and poorer lexicons—which increase in complexity as they match
the target languages more closely; but are the systems simpler only because they have not been
fully acquired or do we find additional processes of simplification? There is a large body of
work that provides evidence for simplification behaviour (i.e., regularisation in particular) in
early stages of L1 acquisition (Fraser, Bellugi, & Brown 1963; Newport 1999; Ross & New-
port 1996; Singleton & Newport 2004) and in L2 interlanguages (Ellis 2013; Kusters 2003;
Richards 1974, 1975; Touchie 1986).
The study of linguistic complexity as a dynamic variable during communicative interac-
tion has not often been addressed directly; whilst many researchers subscribe to the idea that
languages adapt to communicative needs (see contributions in Ellis & Larsen-Freeman 2009;
Massip-Bonet & Bastardas-Boada 2012), few studies explore how linguistic complexity is
modified accordingly during the course of communicative interaction (e.g., Atkinson 2016;
H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Fussell & Krauss 1989).
The few available suggest that although speakers initially tend to produce longer and more re-
dundant expressions to ensure their comprehension (Fussell & Krauss 1989), as linguistic con-
ventions develop during interaction, we observe a drive towards shorter utterances and more
regular systems (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016).
The studies in this thesis will explore how relative complexity (mainly user-general) af-
fects absolute complexity across these different time scales; i.e., how language learning and
use impact the complexity of linguistic systems, during a systems’s development and evolu-
tion. Understanding any causal relationship between relative and absolute complexity across
time-scales requires us to address what Kirby (1999) referred to as the problem of linkage, i.e.,
how individual behaviours in language learning and use shape the complexity of the way a
language is organised and structured at the population level. Cultural transmission provides a
solution to this problem (Kirby 1999). Languages are culturally transmitted through a repeated
cycle of learning and communicative interaction, also known as iterated learning; therefore it
makes sense to posit that languages adapt over cultural time to maximise learnability as well
as communicative effectiveness, altogether maximising their efficiency (Beckner et al. 2009;
Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby 1997; Regier et al. 2015; K. Smith & Kirby 2012; Steels 2012).
Through cultural transmission, the product of the learners/users’ biases during language learn-
ing and to communication accumulates over repeated usage and over cultural time, ultimately
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shaping a system of behaviour shared at the population level (Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby, Grif-
fiths, & Smith 2014). How learnable features are and how effective they allow communication
to be will determine their prevalence in the linguistic system, eventually leading competing
features which are less fit to remain a minority or dissipate.
Computational and experimental iterated learning models and further signalling games pro-
vide extensive support for these claims (e.g. Baronchelli, Loreto, & Steels 2008; Brighton et
al. 2005; Christiansen 2000; Kirby & Hurford 2002; Kirby et al. 2015; Nowak & Baggio 2016;
Regier et al. 2015; Spike, Stadler, Kirby, & Smith 2017; Steels 1995; Verhoef 2012). These
studies often focus on how linguistic structure evolves over generations of learners/users—
from scratch or from unstructured systems—as a trade-off between cultural pressures at play
in language transmission (e.g., Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby & Hurford 2002; K. Smith 2004;
Steels 2012; Theisen-White, Kirby, & Oberlander 2011). Only recently are we observing an
increasing interest in answering how complexity in linguistic structure evolves (e.g., Atkinson
2016; Mufwene et al. 2017; K. Smith et al. 2017; Tinits, Nölle, & Hartmann 2017; van Trijp
2016; Winters 2017). The current thesis aims to contribute to this latter question. Having
discussed this widely accepted solution to the problem of linkage in the field of evolutionary
linguistics (i.e., cultural transmission), we now focus on defining the pressures involved in
communication and learning in more detail, and what kind of short-term behaviour they trigger
to ultimately understand how these might impact on the complexity of the morphology and
syntax of a language.
1.3.1 Communicative effectiveness and learnability in language transmission
1.3.1.1 Communicative effectiveness
Effective communication is first and foremost dependent on a shared system of conventions
between users (Lewis 1968; Schelling 1960). Every communicative interaction requires speak-
ers to convey a meaning with a signal and hearers to arrive at an interpretation. In order to
meet this requirement users need to coordinate to align on a shared system of conventions,
established through the repeated use of the same expression to refer to the same thing; such
routinisation at the same time facilitates the identification of new as opposed to old interpre-
tations for any given expression (E. V. Clark 1988). Additionally, effective communication
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requires that messages are expressive enough to unambiguously convey a meaning in a given
context; an ambiguous message would hinder the task of the hearer to arrive at its intended
meaning. There are thus two pressures at play for effectiveness in communication, a pressure
for coordination—to facilitate linguistic alignment between interlocutors—and a pressure for
expressivity—to ease comprehension of the meaning to be conveyed.
1.3.1.2 Learnability
Learnability is often described in terms of robust transmission through a bottleneck (Brighton
et al. 2005; Kirby 2002; K. Smith, Brighton, & Kirby 2003). Languages are productive and
productively interpretable systems; however they must be learned from messy and relatively
limited input, which posits a challenge to the learner. This mismatch between the magnitude
of the system to be transmitted and its medium of transmission is referred to as a learning
bottleneck (Kirby 2002; K. Smith & Kirby 2008; Spike et al. 2017). The learner needs to
learn a grammar (L1 or L2) that generates a potentially infinite amount of data regardless of
this bottleneck in transmission (Chomsky 1980). How can languages then be robustly trans-
mitted? We find two complementary but often encountered answers to this question in the
literature: generative accounts propose that humans are biologically endowed with a language
faculty that complements the “impoverished input” (Chomsky 1986); and cultural evolutionary
accounts claim that language adapts over time to maximise its learnability making its instances
as generalisable as possible (Brighton et al. 2005; Zuidema 2003). Under the latter account,
languages are generalisable enough to allow productivity with the acquisition of a finite lexicon
and a finite set of rules (i.e., grammar); crucially, they evolved this way due to the accumulated
behaviour product of a bias for learnability in language acquisition. Learnability is general-
isability: the more generalisable the lexicons and grammars, the more learnable (i.e., easy to
induce) they will be from the limited amount of data the learner is exposed to. These claims
are supported by experimental and computational iterated learning studies (e.g. Brighton et al.
2005; Christiansen & Chater 2008; Kirby et al. 2008, 2015; Regier et al. 2015; Wonnacott &
Newport 2005; Zuidema 2003).
A bias for generalisability has also been shown to be at play even in the absence of a
learning bottleneck from limited data; i.e., even when all the data is available, learners tend
to regularise any inconsistencies they might find, making the system more generalisable (Cul-
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bertson, Smolensky, & Legendre 2012; Hudson Kam & Newport 2009; K. Smith & Wonnacott
2010). Regularisation behaviour during individual learning and use (without communication)
has been proposed to be due to a bottleneck in memory instead, which could affect the encoding
of variants and their relative frequencies in training, and/or in variant retrieval during produc-
tion. Altogether, these studies suggest a bias for learnability which leads to the reduction of
a system’s complexity (Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2008, 2015); I refer to it as a bias
for learnability (Kirby et al. 2015) or generalisability (Winters 2017), but it is also referred to
as compressibility or simplicity bias. The reduction of complexity is quantified in terms of al-
gorithmic complexity (i.e., compressibility) in computational iterated learning models—which
allow for a full description of a fabricated grammar (Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2015),
and in terms of paradigmatic and organisational complexity in laboratory experiments (Atkin-
son 2016; Culbertson et al. 2012; Kirby et al. 2008; K. Smith & Wonnacott 2010; Winters,
Kirby, & Smith 2015). Generally, we can conclude that the higher the generalisabiliy of a sys-
tem, the lower its uncertainty and thus the lower its system complexity. The same conclusion
cannot be drawn about structural complexity, which is not usually the focus of study and can
be orthogonal to system complexity (Kirby et al. 2015). For example, the system complexity
of the English verbal system would lower if there were no irregular forms as it would contain
less variability within morphological systems. However, the substitution of irregular for reg-
ular forms could lead to an overall increase in structural complexity; e.g. runed and swimed
are composed of two concatenated morphs whilst ran and swam only contain one (suppletive)
morph.
A pressure for generalisability is also present in coordination during communication, where
learning also takes place. Messages need to be produced and interpreted productively, thus the
conventions interlocutors align to during interaction need to be generalisable. Conventions not
only need to solve the immediate task at hand to achieve communicative success but they also
need to be able to be reused to solve future problems—which constitutes a bottleneck in com-
munication. If conventions are not generalisable to new data and to new situations (e.g., new
context, new interlocutors), the probability of making successful predictions, and thus commu-
nicating successfully, decreases (Winters 2017). Laboratory experiments exploring specifically
the role of communication in the emergence of linguistic structure and regularisation behaviour
have shown that efficient and generalisable linguistic systems are indeed developed during in-
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teraction (Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Winters, Kirby, & Smith 2018).
1.3.1.3 Efficient linguistic systems: the interplay between learnability, expressivity and
coordiantion
An efficient (not only effective) linguistic system requires the coordination of linguistic con-
ventions which are both expressive and learnable (equated to generalisable hereafter) (Winters
2017). A language only shaped by a generalisability pressure can result in degenerate systems
whereby all possible meanings are encoded by the same expression. Such a system would be
maximally learnable but also maximally ambiguous, which would not allow its users to dis-
criminate between meanings—given that disambiguating all meanings extra-linguistically is
unattainable (Levinson 2000). On the other extreme, a language only shaped by an expressivity
pressure would lead to holistic languages, whereby each meaning to be conveyed is expressed
by a different expression which cannot be further divided into meaningful units. A holistic
system is maximally expressive and allows its users to communicate successfully; nevertheless
it would not allow learners to use this linguistic knowledge and generalise it to novel mean-
ings, which will set a cap on productivity—unless learners are exposed to the full language and
their memory resources allow them to acquire it. Whereas the absolute complexity of the form
would be minimal in a degenerate language and higher in a holistic language, the complexity
of form-meaning mappings would be maximal in degenerate systems and minimal in holistic.
One solution to the interplay between learnability and expressivity pressures is to gen-
erate a language with isomorphic and transparent form-meaning mappings, which will max-
imise interpretablility and maintain system complexity as low as possible (i.e., the number
of components to be learned), altogether minimising the effort of unambiguously conveying
and interpreting a message. Supporting evidence comes from computational and experimental
studies modelling iterated learning which have shown that compositional structure—whereby
the meaning of the form is derived from the meaning of its constituent parts and the way they
are combined (Szabó 2012)—evolves from the trade-off between learnability and expressivity
pressures (e.g. Brighton 2002; Kirby & Hurford 2002; Kirby et al. 2015; Regier et al. 2015).
Compositional structure, along with an unbounded hierarchical structure (Chomsky 1965), al-
lows for productive (generalisable) and productively interpretable (expressive) languages, and
it only requires its users to learn a finite lexicon and a finite set of combinatorial rules (i.e.,
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a grammar) (K. Smith & Kirby 2012). Therefore whereas the emergence of compositional
structure might be accompanied by an increase in structural complexity, it is in the interest of
system complexity and productivity; it licenses users to “make infinite use of finite means”
and potentially communicate about anything with each other. So far only experimental evi-
dence is available for the evolution of compositional structure without hierarchical structure,
but hierarchy is theorised to emerge along the expansion of the worlds to communicate about
(e.g., see Kirby 2002; Mufwene 2012), to precisely license more productive and productively
interpretable languages.
Another source of efficiency in linguistic systems comes from the trade-off between ex-
pressivity and effort expenditure in terms of time and word/utterance length (respectively, see
the principles of Economy, Minimise Forms and Least Effort in Haiman 1983; Hawkins 2004;
Zipf 1949 ). According to Zipf, this principle (amongst other things) can explain difference
between word length as a function of their frequency: by reducing the length of the most fre-
quent words, speakers spend on average less effort producing their utterances (for behavioural
evidence of Least Effort, see Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby 2017). This principle has
been reformulated also by H. H. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) into the principle of least
collaborative effort to include the collaborative aspect in the establishment of linguistic con-
ventions during communicative interaction. This principle states that interlocutors exploit the
context to minimise the total effort spent during interaction, i.e., in both production and com-
prehension (H. H. Clark & Schaefer 1989; H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Davies 2006).
Support for least collaborative effort comes from experimental studies showing that speakers
tend to reduce structural complexity over repeated interactions—as a result of the elimination
of redundant information to the hearer and/or the context (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986;
Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Hupet & Chantraine 1992; Kanwal et al. 2017; Krauss &
Weinheimer 1964, 1966; Winters et al. 2015, 2018). At the same time, most of these stud-
ies further connect least effort to learnability: speakers produce overall more transparent and
more regular systems during communicative interaction than they would in isolated production,
without the need to communicate (Brennan & Clark 1996; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016;
Fox Tree 1999; Fussell & Krauss 1989; Garrod & Anderson 1987). At the end of the day,
both learnability and utterance shortening help users to minimise the effort of unambiguously
conveying a message.
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1.3.2 Functionality in the evolution of linguistic complexity
So far I have argued that linguistic complexity can be influenced by the pressures imposed on
the user during language transmission, both in learning and communication. The cultural prod-
uct stemming from these pressures adapts over repeated usage, and potentially over cultural
time, to maximise the language’s learnability and communicative efficiency. Moreover, I have
discussed how systems and form-meaning mappings can become simpler in the process. As
a matter of fact, simplification is a common process in natural language change and evolution
more broadly. Over time, irregularities are regularised, transparency increases and grammatical
distinctions are lost; e.g., in the evolution of English, irregular verbs and plurals such as holp
and kine have been replaced by helped and cows and case morphology was lost to a more rigid
word order to indicate semantic roles. However, concluding that languages are shaped by the
pressures at play in language transmission—during language learning and use—does not entail
that these will always lead to language change in the long run or that they are the only trigger of
language change. All the evidence discussed suggests is that language change can be a product
of these selective pressures in language transmission, and thus that language learning and use
can partly explain the evolution of languages and their complexity. Given the cross-linguistic
variation of complexity in similar features and domains (e.g., the number of distinct definite
articles or word order flexibility), it is hard to make the case for strict functionality (Dahl 2004;
Gil 2009).
As pointed out by Gil (2009), languages are generally more complex than required to as-
sure learning and communication. The author argues that a language which is purely isolating,
which has no distinct syntactic categories, and whose form-meaning mappings are purely as-
sociational would suffice; he calls this an isolating-monocategorical-associational (IMA) lan-
guage. This language would not require any type of linguistic structure (including word internal
structure), would only count with an undefined single syntactic category, and it would have no
semantic interpretations dependent on linguistic structure. And since IMA languages do not
exist, Gil (2000) concludes that language structure is not functional but simply the product
of system-internal self-organisation processes. This conclusion assumes that any adaptation to
the user’s needs leads to simplification ubiquitously; and although as previously discussed there
exists an overarching bias towards simplicity, we cannot conclude that it applies to all aspects
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of linguistic complexity or that it is the only outcome from the interaction between different
pressures in cultural transmission and across contexts. For example, we have previously men-
tioned that in the emergence of productive and productively interpretable languages, structural
complexity necessarily increased in the interest of the system’s economy and productivity—
i.e., to maintain learnable finite sources whilst allowing users to “make infinite use” of them
(see also Mufwene 2013). Such productivity would be compromised in an IMA language, both
in production and interpretation; an IMA language would be heavily underspecified and too
dependent on contextual information, therefore it would put a cap in productive interpretabil-
ity. Different linguistic contexts can indeed lead to differences in communicative contexts and
pressures (Trudgill 2011; Wray & Grace 2007). We can imagine that an IMA language could
be effective in small populations where interlocutors shared a long history of communicative
interaction that can provide them with the common ground required to overcome underspecifi-
cation. However, as soon as the communicative network and the meaning space complexified,
linguistic structure would develop as it has around the languages of the world (for an experi-
mental proof of concept, see Winters et al. 2018).
Languages evolve cumulatively through cultural transmission, with different components
being added, reduced or modified at different times and contributing to different domains. The
cumulative fashion in which languages are transmitted between users and from generation to
generation highlights not only the importance of the pressures imposed on the general user but
also the importance of historical contingencies. The evolutionary paths of linguistic complexity
are constrained by historical events (and their linguistic and communicative contexts) that are
often random. Thus the emergence of complexity is guaranteed from sources other than adap-
tation as well. Under this view, and not taking languages as static systems, Gil’s (2009) denial
of any adaptation to the learners’/users’ biases is unfounded. Not all features in languages
respond to learnability and communicative effectiveness, but languages do not complexify and
simplify by drift alone either. Language learning and use play an important role in the cultural
transmission and selection of linguistic features, and it is worth further exploring how individ-
ual biases impact what aspects of the complexity of linguistic systems over repeated learning
or communicative episodes, and over cultural time.
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1.4 Research focus and methodology
In their introduction, Mufwene et al. (2017) write that “students of linguistic complexity must
explain the consequences of thinking of languages as complex adaptive systems” (p. 14). This
thesis aims to contribute to such an explanation. Thinking of languages as complex adaptive
systems requires us to focus on the processes and mechanisms involved in their transmission
as cultural products; it compels us to explore how absolute complexity is determined by user-
related complexity. In the previous section I have discussed cognitive biases and cultural pres-
sures which have been proposed to be at play in language transmission. Whereas there is plenty
of evidence on how the interaction of these pressures and biases shape linguistic structure dur-
ing language learning and use, and over cultural time, there is little evidence of how they shape
the complexity of such structure over different time scales and across different linguistic do-
mains.
My contribution to the field is thus to directly test the conditions under which complexity
in morphology and syntax emerges, spreads, and reduces during language learning and use,
and over generations of learners/users. I do so using laboratory experiments with young adults.
Laboratory settings allow us to observe trajectories of change, and test causal hypotheses while
controlling variables that are difficult or impossible to control in the real world (Cangelosi
& Parisi 2012). Thus unlike corpus and cross-linguistic analysis, laboratory experiments let
me test predictions about causal relationships in a controlled environment where I can oper-
ationalise complexity, the learning and communicative contexts and the different time scales.
This advantage also comes with its limitations: the data obtained from experiments will not
reflect as closely the complexity of real-world language, its environment, or the dynamics of
language change and formation, and it will lack the power and the richness of large corpus and
cross-linguistic analysis (see section 1.4.1 for further discussion).
For the studies in this thesis I will employ techniques from iterated learning (Esper 1966;
Kirby et al. 2008, 2015), interaction studies (within experimental semiotics and pragmatics,
e.g., H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Galantucci 2005; Garrod & Anderson 1987; Krauss &
Weinheimer 1964), and statistical learning (Culbertson et al. 2012; Hudson Kam & Newport
2005; G. A. Miller 1958). All these paradigms (except for interaction studies in experimental
pragmatics) use artificial languages to provide direct behavioural evidence of individual biases
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in learning and use; artificial languages (novel meanings and forms) facilitate the isolation of
specific aspects of natural languages and observe under what conditions these change. I will use
artificial languages in the experiments encompassed in Chapter 2 and 4, however, in Chapter 3,
I address the effect of communicative interaction without any effect of language learning and
the only way to do that is by exploring natural language production. Further description and
motivation for the specific paradigms will be provided for each study in Chapters 2–4.
1.4.1 Methodological commitments
Previous work has pointed out the limitations of artificial language learning and iterated learn-
ing as general models of language acquisition and change (Beckner & Wedel 2009; Croft 2004;
Niyogi & Berwick 2009; K. Smith 2009; K. Smith et al. 2017). K. Smith (2009) and K. Smith
et al. (2017) note that while iterated learning provides a powerful tool for exploring how bi-
ases in language learning and use shape linguistic structure, in real populations those biases
are fed in to a population dynamic—with complex social networks—whose consequences are
largely not understood (see also Kerswill & Williams 2000; Lupyan & Dale 2015; Niyogi
& Berwick 2009). Further, the authors show that the relationship between individual biases
of learners/users and universals in linguistic structure is not transparent: not only can strong
effects in languages be due to very weak individual biases but even very strong biases can be
completely invisible at the level of languages (K. Smith et al. 2017) . In real populations, learn-
ers learn from multiple models and interact with multiple speakers, and the outcome of cultural
transmission is not necessarily simply determined by individual biases—whose strengths might
also differ between individuals within a population (Navarro, Perfors, Kary, Brown, & Donkin
2017)— but also by transmission factors such as the quantity and the quality of data learners
and users receive and interact with (Beckner & Wedel 2009; Niyogi & Berwick 2009; K. Smith
et al. 2017). Altogether, previous work does indeed suggest that caution must be taken when
extrapolating from language learning and cultural evolution in convenient miniature language
learning tasks and one-individual/pair iterated learning chains to larger populations.
I make no strong claims about the nature of the individuals (learners and/or users) driving
natural language change in this thesis either; however, the studies contained ascribe to a model
of language change and formation in which both acquisition and usage are crucial drivers of
change. There is no reason to assume that language change is driven exclusively via acquisition,
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or exclusively via usage (Beckner & Wedel 2009; Kirby et al. 2015; Winters et al. 2018).
Language acquisition is undoubtedly an important factor in understanding natural language
change: the language system that a learner acquires might differ from that of their input mod-
els (e.g. parents). This has been claimed to be a significant part of language change (e.g.,
Crain, Goro, & Thornton 2006; Lightfoot 2010). Moreover, studies on naturally emerging sign
languages and creole/pidgin formation provide further evidence for the role of acquisition in
language change (Hudson Kam & Newport 2005; Newport 1999; Senghas & Coppola 2001;
Senghas, Kita, & Özyürek 2004). On the other hand, usage-based approaches leave open the
possibility that imperfect learning during (at least L1) acquisition might not be the primary
mechanism of some types of language change. Although language learning abilities deterio-
rate with age, mature grammars are not immutable: language usage as a mechanism of change
has been proposed to involve continuous, gradual adjustments to language structure across the
lifespan of each individual (Bybee & Slobin 1982; Kerswill 1996; Sankoff & Laberge 1974).
There is evidence suggesting that adult speakers adopt ongoing changes in their language (e.g.,
Harrington 2006), that adults have innovated systematic grammatical conventions in L2 speech
communities (Bentz & Winter 2013; Lupyan & Dale 2010; Sankoff & Laberge 1974), and
that adults most likely originate grammatical features that are acquired late by children (By-
bee 2009). Moreover, there is also evidence that many errors produced by young children do
not have a direct reflection in the current direction of change in English (e.g., Bybee & Slobin
1982); it has been proposed that this is the case because children do not constitute an influential
group for other learners and users (Kerswill 1996).
Further computational and experimental studies support this dual-mechanism approach to
language change in which both acquisition and usage are important drivers. In Beckner and
Wedel (2009), the authors use iterated learning computer models to tease apart these two mech-
anisms of language change; they conclude that—in their case study of regularisation of irreg-
ular morphology—both usage and acquisition can be theoretically possible mechanisms of
change. Although iterated learning started by having language acquisition at the core of a
model of language change in the evolution of structure, the latest work has incorporated both
inter- and intra-generational change, with special attention being paid to the the role of usage in
interaction with learning (Kirby et al. 2015; Silvey, Kirby, & Smith 2015; Theisen-White et al.
2011; Winters et al. 2015, 2018). As mentioned above, Kirby et al. (2015) provides evidence for
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the claim that acquisition and use might sometimes influence language in a different direction,
and that their influences may often compete (Kirby et al. 2015). Given the evidence reviewed,
a full account of language change will thus acknowledge that the interactions between usage
and acquisition are quite complex; under different circumstances the contributions of each of
these mechanisms may differ, and in many occasions they may amplify or compete with one
another.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
This thesis comprises three experimental studies supporting the hypothesis that the cultural and
cognitive pressures acting on language users during learning and communication—for learn-
ability, expressivity and coordination—determine (at least partially) the emergence, mainte-
nance and reduction of absolute linguistic complexity depending on whether or not it max-
imises learnability and communicative effectiveness, altogether increasing the system’s effi-
ciency.
In Chapter 2, I report the first set of iterated learning experiments to investigate the evo-
lution of complexity in compositional structure at the word and sentence level from holistic,
unstructured systems. In Experiment 1 (section 2.2) I demonstrate that a complex meaning
space paired with a learning bottleneck in transmission and a pressure for expressivity without
explicit communication can result in the emergence of compositional hierarchical constituent
structure. This structure includes fixed combinatorial rules of word formation and word or-
der. Compositional hierarchical structure grants a productive and productively interpretable
language and only requires learners to acquire a finite lexicon and a finite set of combinatorial
rules (i.e., a grammar). The shift from unstructured systems to such linguistic structure entails
(as predicted) an increase in structural complexity (both syntagmatic and hierarchical), in the
interest of productivity, low system complexity and transparent and isomorphic form-meaning
mappings. In Experiment 2 (section 2.3), I show that by combining a learning bottleneck in
transmission with communicative interaction facilitates the evolution of compositional hierar-
chical structure. This supports the claim that communicative interaction cannot be reduced to a
pressure for expressivity alone, and that coordination plays an important role in the establish-
ment of linguistic conventions. A third experiment (section 2.4) further corroborates the results
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of the previous experiments by showing that if coordination between interlocutors is hindered,
so is the evolution of linguistic structure.
Chapter 3 contains Experiment 4 (section 3.5), where I address the unique effect of com-
municative interaction on absolute linguistic complexity by removing language learning com-
pletely. Speakers use their native language to express novel meanings either in isolation or
during communicative interaction. I demonstrate that, even in this case, communicative in-
teraction leads to more efficient and simpler linguistic systems: interlocutors produce more
productive and transparent morphological lexicons (i.e., lower paradigmatic complexity).
These first two chapters provide support for the claim that morphological and syntactic
complexity is shaped by an overarching drive towards simplicity to maximise learnability as
well as communicative efficiency. Chapter 4 reports a series of experiments (Experiments 5–
7, sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6) assessing the uniformity of this simplicity bias across different
linguistic levels. Studies in natural language learning and in pidgin/creole formation suggest
that while morphological variation seems to be highly susceptible to regularisation, variation in
other syntactic features, like word order, appears more likely to be reproduced. I test this exper-
imentally by comparing regularisation of unconditioned variation across morphology and word
order in the context of artificial language learning. Variation in morphology and word order are
quantitatively comparable but represent two aspects of system complexity, i.e., paradigmatic
and organisational complexities respectively. I show that language users in fact regularise un-
conditioned variation in a similar way across linguistic levels, suggesting that the simplicity
bias may be driven by a single, non-level-specific mechanism.
A final chapter provides a summary of the work presented and discusses its contributions
to the study of language evolution.
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Chapter 2
The cultural evolution of complex
compositional structure in the
laboratory
2.1 Introduction
Human languages possess a highly productive compositional structure exclusively attested
in our species (Collier, Bickel, van Schaik, Manser, & Townsend 2014; Engesser, Ridley, &
Townsend 2016; Lachlan & Nowicki 2015; Ouattara, Lemasson, & Zuberbühler 2009; Suzuki,
Wheatcroft, & Griesser 2016; Yip 2006). Such a linguistic structure is supported by a remark-
able combinatorial capacity for generating an unbounded number of different linguistic signals
to communicate complex meanings (Chomsky 1965; Hockett 1960b). These linguistic signals
are constructed by recombining reusable meaningless units (phones) to form meaningful units
(morphs) which further recombine recursively to form complex meaningful units (from words
to sentences to discourse) (Hockett 1960b; Martinet 1967). At the same time, the meaning of
such complex units is derivable in a predictable way from the meaning of their subunits and a
language’s grammar, a property of languages known as compositionality (Pagin & Westerståhl
2010; Szabó 2012). And although grammars differ between languages, the existence of such
productive power provided by compositional structure is universal to all languages.
How did such characteristic structure evolve? Evolutionary linguists have effectively stud-
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ied it as a product of cultural evolution (Brighton et al. 2005; Christiansen & Chater 2008).
Languages are culturally transmitted through a repeated cycle of learning and communicative
interaction. These two aspects of cultural transmission impose two interacting pressures that
potentially shape the evolution of linguistic structure: a pressure for languages to be learnable
(for ease of acquisition) and a pressure for languages to be expressive (for communicative ef-
fectiveness). Compositional structure allows language to be expressive and learnable, i.e., lan-
guage users can communicate potentially about anything “making infinite use of finite means”
(i.e., a lexicon and a grammar) (Chomsky 1965).
Several experimental models of iterated learning have shown that basic compositional
structure emerges from the trade-off between learnability and expressivity pressures in cultural
evolution (Kirby et al. 2008, 2015); in these experiments, languages evolve in which simple
forms map to simple meanings and these combine by means of concatenation, without further
syntactic or semantic structure. In this paper I show how the same mechanisms involved in
the evolution of such basic compositionality can lead to richer morphosyntactic structure by
increasing the complexity of the meanings to be conveyed. More specifically, in this study
I show that hierarchical constituent structure and argument structure (marked via word order
rules) can also result from the need for languages to be learnable as well as expressive.
2.1.1 Structure in natural languages
Human languages are productive and productively interpretable communicative systems. Such
productivity is facilitated by the interaction of (at least) two properties that linguistic structure
often exhibits: compositionality and hierarchical constituent structure.
Compositionality is a property of a language’s semantics relative to its syntax by which the
meaning of a linguistic expression is derivable in a predictable way from the meaning of its
constituent parts and the way they are combined (Pagin 2012; Szabó 2012). In other words,
compositionality assures the prediction of a meaning given the form. Any finite system would
be trivially compositional because a list of form-meaning mappings can make the predictions,
but language is a non-finite system and non-finite lists are impossible. Instead, in natural lan-
guages form and meaning are systematically isomorphic, i.e., they have a structure-preserving
one-to-one correspondence. Isomorphism thus requires structure in form (i.e, syntax) as well as
in meaning (i.e., semantics), and this in human languages is hierarchical constituent structure.
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Through syntactic recursion, sentences in natural language can be organised into a hierarchy of
constituents—known as constituent structure (Chomsky 1957), where each constituent higher
in the hierarchy is built by recursively combining constituent units from lower levels: sentences
are built from other sentences and/or phrases; phrases, from other phrases and/or words; and
words from other words and/or morphs. The derivation of the sentence Laura says her col-
leagues loved books provided in (4) illustrates these different levels of constituency. Higher
levels of constituency (i.e., sentences and phrases) demonstrate greater productivity, for only























In (4), the meaning of each non-terminal constituent node is composed of the meaning of
its daughter nodes, which might be complex (i.e., non-terminal) themselves: e.g., the meaning
of loved is composed of the meaning of love and the past tense affix -ed, the meaning of books
is derived from book and the plural affix -s, and the meaning of loved books is composed of
the meaning of books and loved. This hierarchical constituent structure provides systematicity
in grammars: constituents can be grouped into different syntactic categories whose members
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compose in the same way with other linguistic material, and thus these ways of composition
are definite and predictable (Pullum & Scholz 2007). If, instead of hierarchical constituent
structure, we proposed a simple additive function for the derivation of (4) by positing that the
meaning of loved books results from the combination of loved and book and then loved book
with -s it would be hard to argue why the meaning of -s only affects the number for book
and not loved book altogether and why it would not have the same meaning and/or function
if used sentence initially, e.g., in “books are expensive these days”. An additive function or
simple concatenation, without further semantic or syntactic structure, is sufficient for basic
compositionality but not for the complex compositionality we find in natural languages.
In sum, compositional and hierarchical constituent structure is a prerequisite for a pro-
ductive and productively interpretable language, and it only requires its users to learn a finite
lexicon and a finite set of combinatorial rules (i.e., a grammar).
2.1.2 The cultural evolution of linguistic structure
It is a generally shared intuition that language structure is compositional because it is useful to
language learning and use in communication, and studies in the field of mathematical linguis-
tics ratify this general intuition (Pagin 2012, 2013; Yang 2016) (for a processing account on
compositionality, cf. Baggio, van Lambalgen, & Hagoort 2012). But how did such linguistic
structure evolve? In order to establish a causal link between the observed linguistic structure in
natural languages and its functional advantages, we need to explain how the advantages of com-
positional structure can permeate language as a system of behaviour shared at the population
level (Brighton et al. 2005; Bybee & Hopper 2001; Hall 1992; Kirby 1999).
It is probable that languages adapt over cultural time so as to maximise their learnability as
long as they do not jeopardise their expressivity (Brighton et al. 2005; Christiansen & Chater
2008; K. Smith & Kirby 2012). Languages are learned from messy and relatively limited input;
i.e., the learner needs to learn a grammar that generates a potentially infinite amount of data
from finite data (Chomsky 1980). However, languages are robustly transmitted in spite of this
learning bottleneck (Brighton et al. 2005): from limited data, language learners are able to
acquire the necessary tools to generate novel expressions with minimum error. This fact about
language acquisition has been used as an argument for the existence of an innate language
faculty which complements the “impoverished input” and makes it possible for learners “to
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know so much given so little evidence” (Chomsky 1986). The cultural evolutionary approach
to language offers a complementary solution to this problem: because the poverty of the input
presents a challenge to the learner, language might adapt over cultural time to maximise its
learnability making its instances as generalisable as possible (Brighton et al. 2005; Zuidema
2003).
Yet, in order to be functional, it is not enough that languages are learnable, they should also
be expressive (Regier et al. 2015; K. Smith & Kirby 2012). For example, a degenerate language
in which all possible meanings are encoded by the same expression would be maximally learn-
able and could be transmitted intact but nevertheless it would also be maximally ambiguous and
would not allow its users to discriminate between meanings, that is, without the incorporation
of disambiguating information in the extra-linguistic context (Winters et al. 2018). On the other
extreme, we have holistic languages, in which each meaning to be conveyed is expressed by a
different expression—which cannot be further divided into meaningful units. This language is
maximally expressive and would allow users that know it to communicate amongst themselves
accurately; nevertheless, it would not allow learners to communicate about anything outside
their input data and it would not survive its transmission through a learning bottleneck—unless
learners are exposed to the full language and their memory resources allow them to acquire it.
Only a compositional language could survive transmission as well as permit accurate and pro-
ductive communication amongst its learners. Provided that a learner’s input data is sufficiently
rich to allow the grammar to be deduced, the learner will acquire it alongside a lexicon and will
be able to reproduce the full language as well as to produce and interpret novel expressions for
novel meanings.
In the last decade, evolutionary linguists have developed experimental models to study the
emergence and evolution of linguistic structure in the laboratory (for thorough reviews see
Kirby et al. 2014; Scott-Phillips & Kirby 2010; Steels 2012). Kirby et al. (2008) developed
an Iterated Artificial Language Learning (IALL) paradigm to specifically explore whether the
pressures for learnability and expressivity previously outlined in computational and mathe-
matical models of iterated learning (e.g. Brighton et al. 2005) would lead to similar results
once idealised and rational learners were replaced with human participants. Kirby et al. (2008)
showed the evolution of linguistic structure as languages were transmitted down generations
of participants organised in transmission chains (Esper 1925; Mesoudi & Whiten 2008). Each
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participant in a chain tried to learn an artificial language based on a set of description-meaning
mappings, and during testing produced a new set of linguistic data (typed responses) which was
used as the input data for the next participant in the chain. Critically, during testing participants
were asked to produce description-meaning mappings that where held out during training. This
data bottleneck in transmission forced participants to generalise the linguistic data available to
the learner to novel descriptions for novel meanings, thus introducing a pressure for learnabil-
ity (i.e., generalisability) of the linguistic data. With the implementation of this bottleneck
in transmission (a pressure for learnability) in conjunction with an artificial filter to prevent
ambiguous expressions to be transmitted to the next generation (a pressure for expressivity),
holistic languages evolved to become compositional. Crucially, without an artificial pressure
for expressivity, languages uniquely adapted to be learnable and evolved to be degenerate (see
also Perfors & Navarro 2014; Silvey et al. 2015).
Further studies have shown similar effects with the introduction of communicative interac-
tion (i.e., a natural promoter of expressivity) in transmission chains, for both linguistic (Kirby et
al. 2015) and graphical (Theisen-White et al. 2011) systems of communication. These studies
show that sets of expressions or drawings become structured as languages are culturally trans-
mitted through iterated learning and communicative interaction; critically, they also show that
the same level of structure does not evolve from interaction alone (Kirby et al. 2015; Theisen,
Oberlander, & Kirby 2010; Theisen-White et al. 2011). These studies thus replicate in the lab-
oratory the results previously obtained in computational and mathematical models (Brighton et
al. 2005; Kirby & Hurford 2002): compositional structure results from the trade-off between
learnability and expressivity pressures at play in cultural transmission.
2.1.3 The evolution of complex linguistic structure: this study
Because isomorphism (i.e., a systematic mapping between semantic and morphosyntactic struc-
ture) is a defining feature of compositional structure (Montague 1970), the complexity of the
compositional languages that evolve in IALL experiments is necessarily related to the complex-
ity of the meaning space, that is, the set of meanings participants learn and produce descriptions
for. Meaning spaces utilised in the above-mentioned IALL studies are very simple. Kirby et al.
(2008) used a meaning space that comprised 27 static pictures of coloured objects with arrows




features Shape Colour Motion Arrow
feature 
values
square circle triangle black blue red horizontal bouncing spiraling
Figure 2.1: The visual stimuli used in Kirby et al. (2008) consisted of 27 pictures of coloured
objects with arrows indicating motion. Each object feature (Shape, Colour and Motion Arrow)
varied over three values: square, circle or triangle shape; black, blue or red colour; and arrows
indicating horizontal, bouncing or spiralling motions.
Figure 2.2: Examples of compositional languages extracted from Kirby et al. (2008).
sible values (see Figure 2.1). In another study, Kirby et al. (2015) used a meaning space which
comprised 12 pictures of patterned objects, only varying over three shapes and four patterns.
Consequently, the linguistic structure that emerged in those studies is correspondingly simple,
confined to referring expressions formed by concatenating simple constituents (see Figure 2.2).
Although the structure is compositional so far as the meaning of the expressions is derived from
the meaning of the constituent parts, there are other aspects of compositional structure found
in natural languages which assist their productivity that cannot be evidenced in such simple
semantic spaces. For example, non-trivial hierarchical constituent structure, which at a min-
imum would require the presence of complex expressions composed of complex expressions
themselves, and thus of more than one of the levels of the hierarchy of constituents outlined
in section 2.1.1—e.g., morphologically complex words within a complex phrase or a sentence.
Moreover, as Galantucci and Garrod (2011) pointed out, IALL experiments have not shown
the emergence of a type of compositionality the authors refer to as “positional”, in which the
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same form takes on systematically different interpretations depending upon its position in the
sequence (e.g., while ‘the dog’ is the chaser in ‘the dog chases the cat’, it is the chasee in ‘the
cat chases the dog’). Altogether, these aspects of compositionality highlight the relevance of
the arrangement of constituents for the derivation of meaning in natural languages; without hi-
erarchical structure or positional compositionality, the way in which constituents are combined
(i.e., grammar) is trivial because simple concatenation would suffice.
Building on previous work (Kirby et al. 2008, 2015), in the present study I aim to examine
whether and how richer syntactic structure evolves through cultural transmission in the lab-
oratory. I predict that, by introducing a more complex meaning space for speakers to learn
and use, more complex linguistic structure will culturally evolve in the same way structure has
been shown to evolve in previous IALL studies with simpler meaning spaces (Kirby et al. 2008,
2015). I designed a more complex meaning space that not only would posit a bigger challenge
to the learner but could allow the emergence of a language which exhibits some degree of hi-
erarchical constituent structure and argument structure. Instead of static objects I use motion
events wherein the objects and motions involved are defined by two different features each (i.e.,
shape and number for objects; and type of motion and aspect for motions). Crucially, I include
events which involve two objects with different roles (focal and anchor), and the same object
can play each of the different roles thus requiring the encoding of these different roles to avoid
ambiguity.
I predict that a meaning space with these characteristics will facilitate the emergence of
complex nominal elements (i.e., encoding both shape and number) which can be depicted as
nodes in constituent structure and thus comprise consistent syntactic categories. With the emer-
gence of complex nominal constituents within sentences I will be able to show two levels of
complex constituency and thus the minimum to show hierarchical constituent structure: mor-
phological complex words which combine to form sentences. Moreover, the need to distinguish
objects for their roles in the motion event requires the encoding of semantic roles in the argu-
ment structure either by means of morphology or word order rules. If word order rules emerge,
I will be able to show the “positional” aspect of compositionality. On the other hand, if case
marking systems emerge, it will also be the first time such functional morphology (i.e., case
marking) emerges in IALL studies (however, see van Trijp 2012). Altogether, this more com-
plex meaning space offers the possibility for the evolution of complex nominal elements which
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are nodes in constituent structure and not mere object labels.
In addition to increasing the complexity of the meaning space, I also systematically ma-
nipulate the pressure for expressivity, following previous work in assuming that compositional
structure will arise from a trade-off between pressures for expressivity and learnability. I do
so through a series of experiments in which I model a learnability pressure in language trans-
mission and vary the nature of a competing pressure for expressivity in language production:
in Experiment 1 I introduce an artificial pressure against ambiguity (Carr, Smith, Cornish, &
Kirby 2016; Kirby et al. 2008; Verhoef 2012) and in Experiment 2 I implement communicative
interaction, a more naturalistic pressure for expressivity (Kanwal et al. 2017; Kirby et al. 2015;
Winters et al. 2015). In a further Experiment 3, I combine transmission with both communica-
tion and an artificial pressure against ambiguity.
2.2 Experiment 1: transmission and artificial pressure against am-
biguity
2.2.1 Method
The experiment utilises an Iterated Artificial Language Learning paradigm (Kirby et al. 2008,
2015). In overview, each participant in a transmission chain tries to learn an artificial language
based on some linguistic data, and then during testing produces a new set of linguistic data
which will be the input data for the next learner in the chain. I ran four transmission chains as
per Kirby et al. (2008), each containing eight generations of participants. Following Verhoef
(2012), I implemented a strict artificial pressure against ambiguity during testing to avoid the
evolution of degenerate languages.
2.2.1.1 Participants
Thirty-two participants were recruited to participate in an artificial language learning study
through the University of Edinburgh Careers Service database of student and graduate employ-
ment. All participants were native speakers of English (mean age 22 years, age range 18–42).
Participants received a payment of £9. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the
ethics procedures of Linguistics and English Language, The University of Edinburgh.
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2.2.1.2 Stimuli
Participants were asked to learn, and then reproduce, an artificial language which provided
descriptions for scenes of motion events. Motion events were represented using videos, de-
scriptions were presented as text labels above the videos. I created 80 animated scenes to
represent the motion events. Each scene was five seconds long and featured a scene with one
or more objects performing a motion; in some scenes this motion took place on a blank screen,
in others the motion was relative to another object or set of objects.
More precisely, each scene featured a focal object or objects and, optionally, an anchor
object or objects. There were two types of objects, squares and circles; each object could appear
singly or as part of a group of multiple (i.e., nine) objects of the same shape (e.g., a group of
nine circles, a group of nine squares). The focal object(s) in each scene performed one of two
possible motions: sliding across the screen, or bouncing across the screen. That movement
could occur once (resulting in a terminated motion event) or be continuously repeated for the
entire duration of the scene (producing an ongoing motion event). If the scene featured anchor
objects, the focal objects were initially on the opposite side of the screen from the anchor
objects and moved towards the anchor objects; in scenes lacking anchor objects, the focal
objects simply started on one side of the screen and moved to the other. The initial position of
the focal objects (left or right side) was randomised on each presentation of each scene.
More formally, each motion event differed on five binary features: Shape of focal object,
Number of focal objects, Motion, Aspect (terminated vs. ongoing), and Anchoring (whether
the event comprises an anchor object or not). Events with anchor objects(s) differed along two
further binary features: Shape of the anchor object and Number of the anchor object—which
contained the same features as Shape and Number of focal objects. This yields the full set of 80
possible motion events (16 events lacking anchor objects, 64 featuring anchor objects). Figure
2.3 provides a visualisation of the meaning features and values described.
This set of 80 stimuli defines the meaning space for which participants will be asked to
produce descriptions in artificial languages. If compositional languages evolve, the presence
of scenes with both focal and anchor objects, which both need to be defined by two meaning
features at a minimum (i.e Shape and Number), will facilitate the emergence of mappings
to complex nominal constituents (i.e., including morphs encoding Shape and Number) that
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Shape Number Motion Aspect Anchoring
circle square one group slide bounce terminated ongoing no anchor anchor obj.
bubo pi dibo mofile lirugufo na mu nu
Figure 2.3: Features and values of the stimuli scenes and example stimuli. The reference space
in this experiment consists of events which are composed of 5–7 different features (depending
on the presence or absence of an anchor object respectively), each comprising two possible
meaning values. In the header of the table (bottom) I show the different features (collapsing
Shape and Number in focal and anchor objects); on the rows I list the different values that
constitute each meaning feature and the correspondent illustrations. Above the table, two ex-
amples of stimuli (with the motion represented with arrows) as it would appear on the screen to
participants during the learning phase: they would see a motion picture with the corresponding
label on top of the scene. The screen on the left shows a group of squares sliding towards a
group of circles. The screen on the right shows a group of circles bouncing back and forth
(without any anchor object).
will be differentiable from the other elements within descriptions (i.e., those referring to the
Motion and Aspect features). Moreover, the fact that objects can appear in different roles within
motion events will require an expressive language to encode whether objects are focal or anchor
objects in the motion event. This meaning space thus affords the evolution of complex nominal
elements that can form a node in constituent structure as well as the use of word order rules
and/or morphology to encode semantic roles.
2.2.1.3 Initial languages
The initial languages to be learned by the first participant in each chain were a set of randomly
generated holistic strings of lower-case letters, possibly including spaces. For each initial lan-
guage, I generated 80 unique strings: each string consisted of 2–8 CV syllables, divided by
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spaces into 1–8 chunks (the number of chunks was randomly selected). These 80 strings were
then paired randomly with the set of motion event scenes to create 80 scene-description pairs.
I generated a separate initial language for each initial participant in each chain in order to
eliminate any specific biases that might be imposed by the initial language.
2.2.1.4 Procedure
Training and testing regime Participants were asked to learn an artificial language made up
of written labels for visual stimuli which they would be trained and tested on. They carried out
the experiment at a computer terminal in isolated individual booths. All responses were entered
using the keyboard. Participants received written and verbal instructions before starting the
experiment, and on screen at the start. The experiment was divided into two phases: a training
phase and a testing phase.
During training, participants were taught a subset of 44 scene-description pairs from the
total 80 pairs (randomly selected but always containing 3/4 of the non-anchored events and 1/2
of the anchored events). Each pair was presented three times in randomised order, yielding a
total of 132 training trials, for a training phase duration of approximately 30 minutes. In each
training trial, the description was shown in isolation for 1 second, then the associated scene
was shown, accompanied by the signal, for 5 seconds. After each presentation, participants un-
derwent one of two recall tests: retyping (50% of the time) or scene discrimination (other 50%
of the time) (randomly chosen). In the retyping recall test, participants were presented with the
motion event they had just seen, and were asked to retype its description. In the discrimination
recall test participants were presented with two scenes side by side in randomised position, one
of which they had just seen and the other selected randomly from the total set of 80 scenes;
they were then asked to identify by button-press which of the two motion events matched the
one they had just seen. These recall tests were intended to ensure that participants attended
both to the training descriptions and their associated scenes.
During testing, participants were asked to describe all scenes twice in randomised order,
yielding a total of 160 testing trials (approximate duration 40 min). Note that, since the par-
ticipants were trained on 44 scenes of motion events but tested on all 80, this meant they were
tested on events they had not been trained on: a post-test oral questionnaire revealed that none
of the participants realised that they had been tested on untrained scenes. On each testing
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trial, the participant was presented with a scene for 5s (this time without a description), and
then asked to type its corresponding description in the artificial language. Participants were
told that the computer could interrupt them to ask for another description if they had already
typed that same exact string to describe a different motion event; participants were therefore
prompted to produce a different description whenever they entered a string which they had
already used to describe a different scene during testing. This explicit demand for unique de-
scriptions is intended to introduce a pressure against ambiguity to prevent the language from
collapsing to a maximally-ambiguous single description (see Verhoef 2012).
Transmission Participants were organised into independent transmission chains (for review
see Mesoudi & Whiten 2008), such that the language (set of scene-description pairs) produced
by a participant at generation g is used as the training language for another participant at gen-
eration g+1 in that chain of transmission. Languages were formed by the set of descriptions
participants last produced for each meaning. The initial participant in each chain, the first
generation, is trained on a random target language, generated as described in section 2.2.1.3.
As mentioned in the training and testing procedures, I imposed a bottleneck on transmis-
sion. A language (either constructed with random strings or produced by a participant) consists
of a set of 80 scene-description pairs. During transmission, I divide this into two subsets, a
trained set (44 scenes, selected randomly) and an untrained set (the remaining 36 scenes) as
described in section 2.2.1.4. This sub-setting procedure is implemented at each generation in
a chain: the first participant is trained on a subset of the initial target language, subsequent
participants are trained on a subset of the previous participant’s output language. Participants
were not informed of the source of the artificial language (i.e., that it was produced by another
participant) until after completing the experiment.
2.2.2 Measures
2.2.2.1 Compositional structure: isomorphism between semantic and syntactic struc-
ture
Following Kirby et al. (2008, 2015), I quantify compositional structure as the z-score of the
Mantel Test between description similarities and scene similarities. Description similarity is
calculated using normalised Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966), which is the number of
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characters that need to be changed, inserted or deleted to transform a description into another
divided by the length of the longest description (such that the maximum distance is 1). Scene
similarity is calculated using Hamming distance (Hamming 1950), which is given by the num-
ber of feature values that are different between two scenes. Thus to quantify structure in a
language, I first calculate the correlation coefficient between all pairs of edit distances in the
set of descriptions and all pairs of edit distances of the corresponding scenes. This veridical
coefficient gives us an indication of the extent to which similar meanings are associated with
similar signals, as would be expected in a compositional language. I then calculate how likely
the veridical coefficient between the two distance matrices is to appear by chance, using the
Monte Carlo method of random sampling to produce a distribution of coefficients. At each
sample I randomise the associations between meanings and signals and re-calculate the cor-
relation. I ran 10,000 samples, and from the distribution obtained, I extract the z-score for
the veridical coefficient. If the z-score is greater than 1.645 (one-tailed)1, I conclude that the
veridical coefficient is unlikely to arise by chance (p<0.05). High z-scores thus indicate a
higher degree of compositionality on this measure.
2.2.2.2 Reference
In order to minimise the influence of human biases in the linguistic analysis of the descriptions
produced by participants, I extract form-meaning mappings automatically. I identify the ref-
erents of the lexical items2 in the miniature artificial languages by calculating the association
strength between lexical items and meaning feature values of scenes. I use Kendall’s Tau-b
rank correlation coefficient (Kendall 1938, 1945), which allows me to measure the strength
and direction of the correlation between occurrences of a given lexical item and those of a
given meaning feature value. Values of Tau-b range from -1 to +1, indicating 100% negative
or positive association respectively. A value of 0 indicates the absence of association. Thus
the more a lexical item co-occurs with a specific feature value, the higher above 0 the Tau-b is.
Thus the more distant Tau-b is from 0, the stronger the referential association.
1I use one-tail critical z-score values because I do not predict large negative z-scores; i.e., I do not expect
significant negative correlations between description-similarities and scene-similarities. Moreover, as seen in the
results section later on, z-scores obtained are very large and thus the use of one-tail instead of two-tail critical values
does not alter the results.
2Lexical items are each of the strings separated by spaces (introduced by the participants themselves) within a
description.
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Before calculating Tau-b coefficients, I run a diagnostic test to provide a more robust thresh-
old for the significance of the dependence between lexical items and meaning feature values:
I compute the mutual information of all pairs of lexical items and meaning feature values in a
language. For each pair, I use the Monte Carlo method of random sampling to calculate how
likely this veridical mutual information is to appear by chance. At each sample I randomise the
mapping between scenes and descriptions and re-calculate the mutual information between the
lexical item and the feature value. I run 10,000 samples, and from the resulting distribution,
we calculate the probability to obtain by chance a mutual information equal or higher than
the veridical; only if p < 0.05 I conclude a significant mutual dependency between a given
pair (i.e., between a lexical item and meaning feature value) and proceed to calculate its Tau-b
coefficient. Mutual information provides us with non-spurious correlations but not with a nor-
malised value for the strength of the correlation or its direction (either positive or negative).
Both strength and direction are obtained with Tau-b.
2.2.2.3 Nominal syntactic categories
The emergence of complex nominal constituents (encoding both shape and number meaning
features) is crucial to our study because they will provide the evidence required for hierarchi-
cal structure as well as for positional compositionality. In order to conclude the emergence
of systematic complex nominal constituents I need to demonstrate that constituents associated
with shape meaning features appear adjacent to number meaning features and crucially, that
they constitute a syntactic category. The syntactic category of a given grammatical unit can be
inferred from the distributions in which it appears within sentences. To assess whether con-
stituents which contain morphs that refer to the shape-objects in the scenes3 form a syntactic
category in the miniature artificial languages, I calculate the distance between their distribution
in descriptions, i.e., their distributional distance. I quantify the distributional properties of these
constituents in a language (which I call nominals henceforth) as their set of backward transi-
tional probabilities (BTP) (following McCauley & Christiansen 2011; Perruchet & Desaulty
2008), i.e., the probabilities that each nominal has of being preceded by each of the lexical
items in a language’s lexicon. I then use the Jensen-Shannon distance metric (JSD) to measure
the distances between all pairs of BTP distributions. The lower the distance between each pair
3Calculated as described in section 2.2.2.2
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of distributions, the more similar they are. The average JSD between all pairs then gives us
an indication of the distributional similarity between all nominals. I then calculate how likely
this veridical average JSD is to appear by chance using the Monte Carlo method of random
sampling. At each sample, I randomly select a set of lexical tokens of the same cardinality of
the set of nominals in the language and calculate the average JSD between all pairs of BTP
distributions. I run 10,000 samples, and from the distribution obtained, I extract the z-score for
the veridical average JSD. Low z-scores indicate short distances between BTP distributions of
nominals and specifically, z-scores below−1.645 (p < 0.05, one tailed)4 suggest that nominals
within a language share similar distributions and thus constitute a syntactic category.
2.2.2.4 Order of nominal arguments
The same object or group of objects can appear both in focal and anchor roles within the mo-
tion events in the stimuli. There are different ways in which a language describing the stimuli
could mark nominal arguments for the semantic roles they perform. Whether an object is in
the role of focus or anchor could be morphologically encoded (e.g., via affixation, suppletive
forms or functional particles), but it can also be cued by the order in which nominals appear
within a sentence. For example, nominals appearing in first and second position in a sentence
can be systematically assigned focal and anchor semantic roles respectively; in this case, the
position in which nominals appear could determine their meaning. I assess the systematicity
of the order of nominal arguments by calculating the Shannon entropy of the different orders
in a language. Entropy measures how variable the order of nominal arguments is between sen-
tences in a language. In an unambiguous compositional language there are only two possible
nominal orders, either focal arguments precede anchor arguments (focal-anchor orders) or vice
versa (anchor-focal orders) . Nevertheless, as linguistic structure emerges, often the order of
nominals will be undefined: participants will produce underspecified descriptions either be-
cause they might not have the lexicon to refer to objects and/or the number they appear in, or
because they simply do not use the lexicon consistently. In order to measure the entropy of the
system of nominal argument orders, I first exclude from the language those descriptions that
4I use one-tail critical values because I do not predict large positive values. Large positive z-scores could
only be obtained if the distribution between nominals were more dissimilar than obtained by chance. Given the
conservativeness of the random sampling method (i.e, selection from tokens and not types, and descriptions are
kept intact at each randomisation), I do not expect to obtain dissimilarity scores significantly distant from the mean
of the random sample.
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refer to motion events which do not have an anchor object (16 descriptions) and those whose
focal and anchor object are the same (a further 16 descriptions)—as the order of nominals there
is not informative. I then calculate the frequency of focal-anchor, anchor-focal and undefined
orders within the reduced language of 48 descriptions. Undefined orders introduce random-
ness into the system; in order to implement such randomness in the entropy measure, I split the
frequency of undefined orders between focal-anchor and anchor-focal patterns equally. I then
calculate the entropy of the resulting vector of frequencies. A language without any defined
pattern of the order of nominal arguments obtains the maximum possible entropy of 1 bit (i.e.,
a language with 50% anchor-focal and 50% focal-anchor orders, or a language with all unde-
fined patterns), and a language with a consistent order of nominal arguments would result in
the minimum possible entropy, i.e., 0 bits (i.e., a language with 100% anchor-focal or 100%
focal-anchor orders).
2.2.3 Analysis and results
2.2.3.1 Languages
Before presenting further quantitative analysis of linguistic structure I first introduce the lan-
guages which evolved in the experiment. I analyse in detail the morphosyntactic structure of
an example language obtained amongst the four chains. Later, I present an overview of the
structure of all four languages.
For each language produced in Experiment 1, I extracted a matrix of associations between
lexical items and their referents in the scenes as explained in section 2.2.2.2. With this matrix
I was able to automatically gloss the meanings of the descriptions provided in the experiment
and analyse their structure minimising any potentially biased interpretation of the semantics of
a language. The induced dictionary for the final language A3 (where the A stands for Artificial
plus transmission and the 3 indicates the chain number) is shown as a matrix of associations
in Figure 2.4 as an example. Examples of descriptions in the same language A3 with the
corresponding glosses are provided in (5). In these descriptions, I observe that lexical items
associated with shape-objects, which I call nominals, precede the lexical items associated with
motion or aspect features in the scenes, which I refer to as verbal elements. Moreover, Lan-
guage A3 uses word order as a morphosyntactic cue to interpret the different semantic roles
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of the nominal arguments in a sentence; the roles of focal and anchor object are consistently
assigned to the first and second position in a description respectively. The correct interpreta-
tion of the semantic roles of each of the nominal arguments is crucial, as the same nominals
can refer to focal and anchor objects. Language A3 also makes use of redundant functional
markers of semantic roles and anchoring (i.e., the presence of an anchor object in the event)
(see sentences 5a–b): one marker, pifli, systematically follows focal nominal arguments, and
another marker,trink/-i san/-s, follows anchor nominal arguments. In addition, the form of the
latter is conditioned by number of the nominals: if one or more nominals are marked as plural,
these anchoring markers will appear as trinki sans rather than trink san (see 5a-b).
(5) a. rons pifli mons trinki sans hula bu
square.group ANC 5 circle.group ANC.group slide terminated
‘A group of squares slid towards a group of circles’
b. mon pifli ron trink san hula
square ANC circle ANC.one slide
‘A circle slides towards a square back and forth’
c. mons hulai ai
circle.group bounce terminated
‘A group of circles bounced’
Language A3 comprises two main categories: a nominal category that consists of complex
constituents formed by morphs associated with the Shape and Number features (the latter al-
ways suffixed to the former), and a verbal category formed by morphs associated with Motion,
followed by a marker of Aspect in terminated events. Nominals are thus morphological com-
plex lexical constituents with strict internal structure. Any linear word order rule has to respect
the integrity of the nominals and cannot break them up, i.e., number will not be realised if it is
not as a suffix in nominals.
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 below display the different lexical items under the nominal (Table 2.1)
and verbal categories evolved in all languages. Languages A1–3 are extracted from the fi-
nal generations and language A4, from the penultimate generation—the participant in the last
5ANC stands for anchoring marker, particles that appear only with events that contain both a focal object and
an anchor object.
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Figure 2.4: The above heatmap illustrates the different semantic categories of lexical items
(x axis) found in language A3 (chain 3) in relation to the meaning features and values they
refer to (y axis). The heatmap scale represents the strength of the positive association between
lexical items and meaning values (Tau-b coefficient, see section 2.2.2). We can distinguish
three salient patterns in A3’s lexicon which correspond to three different categories that I will
call nominal, functional and verbal elements. Moving from left to right along the x axis in
Figure 2.4 we find: lexical items associated with Shape (circle or square) and Number (one
or group) which form a nominal category, a set of lexical items associated with Anchoring
(presence or absence of an anchor object) as well as Number which correspond to the only
functional category, and lexical items associated with Motion (slide or bounce) and/or Aspect
(terminated or ongoing), which constitute a verbal category. In the nominal category we have
mon/-s and ron/-s, which are the only items that refer to the shapes in the scenes. The affix -s
acts as a plural marker and its absence marks singularity. Verbal elements are huilai, hula and
ai and bu. Both huilai and hula are free morphs associated with Motion alone, and ai and bu
act as their respective aspect morphemes (i.e., although separated by spaces, they cannot stand
on their own), whose presence marks the events as terminated.
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Lang A1 Lang A2 Lang A3 Lang A4
(if focal object
& Motion = slide)
circle one sunyan piona/pijone mon cica (cicaa)
group sanyan piondra/e mons lumuse
square one vunyan fiona ron demi (dmei)
group vanyan fiondra/e rons demi-toda/tofa/fora
Table 2.1: Nominals in the final languages: at generation 8 for languages A1–A3 and genera-
tion 7 for language A4. The elements in bold signal category markers, recurrent patterns across
members of a lexical category.
Lang A1 Lang A2 Lag A3 Lang A4
slide ongoing F tolo A (vale)
watashe, zu,
yu, mebe
F A hula F fumuse A
terminated F vero/velo A (re/te)
watashe, zu,
yu, mebe
F A hula bu F sahime A
bounce ongoing F galamete A (vale)
watashe, zu,
yu, mebe
F A huilai F fumuse A
terminated F vero/velo/galamete A te/re
watashe, zu,
yu, mebe
F A huilai ai F sahime A
Table 2.2: Verbal elements in the final languages: at generation 8 for languages A1–A3 and
generation 7 for language A4. Elements in brackets are optional. The most frequent position
of anchor nominal arguments is represented by A, and that of focal nominal arguments, by F.
generation of chain 4 failed to learn the lexical items of the input language causing a drastic
decrease in the language’s structure (see section 2.2.3.2 to follow). Sentences mostly comply
with the structures described in the two tables and therefore can be reconstructed from them.
The order of nominal arguments is mainly fixed in A1, A3 and A4: focal nominal arguments
precede anchors.
All languages encode Shape and Number within nominals. Moreover, we observe further
sublexical structure in the morphs encoding Shape within nominals: most languages (A1–A3)
contain a nominal category marker, signalled in bold in Table 2.1. Number is almost exclusively
marked via affixation (simulfixation in A1 and suffixation in the rest) to the exception of the
suppletive forms found in language A4 to mark the plurality of the circle objects (see Table
2.1).
Whilst the encoding of Shape and Number is fairly systematic in the final generations
across chains, the encoding of Motion and Aspect is not entirely or at all established in half of
the languages (e.g., A1 and A2 respectively). Moreover, it is only in the last two generations
that Motion starts to be encoded in language A4 but it is not entirely systematic either6.
6This late and sudden encoding of a previously underspecified meaning feature suggests that the participants
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Figure 2.5: (a) Linguistic structure over generations for each of the four transmission chains.
Linguistic structure increases as languages are transmitted through generations of learners. (b)
Fitted values from the mixed-effects regression Model 1 for the four transmission chains and
their average (in black). Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation)
depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas their average in black represents
the fixed effects estimates. In both plots, the dotted horizontal line represents the chance level
(z-score 95%CI =±1.645, one-tailed).
2.2.3.2 Compositional structure
I hypothesised that, by introducing a more complex meaning space for speakers to learn and
communicate about, more complex linguistic structure would culturally evolve in the same
way structure has been shown to evolve in previous IALL studies with simpler meaning spaces
(Kirby et al. 2008, 2015). As discussed in section 2.2.3.1, linguistic structure indeed emerges to
convey this complex meaning space through cultural evolution. Languages shift from holistic
to compositional systems. Figure 2.5a shows the structure scores obtained in the experimen-
tal data (see measures in section 2.2.2.1). We observe that structure gradually increases as
languages are transmitted through generations of participants; all languages are significantly
structured from generation 4 onwards (chance level is represented by a dotted line in Figure
2.5a).
I used R (R Core Team 2000) and the package lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker
2015) to perform a segmented linear mixed-effects model (SLMM) (as described in Baayen
2008) to explore the effect of generation on linguistic structure (measured as explained in
section 2.2.2.1). For ease of reference I will call this Model 1. I ran a SLMM because it
allows to easily quantify an abrupt change of the response function of a varying influential
might be employing a conscious strategy to increase expressivity.
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factor. I expect the influence of generation to be more distinct in the first generations and
significantly less so in the latter generations as languages become structured . Unlike other
types of growth curve modelling (e.g. Growth Curve Analysis), SLMM allows me to identify
a specific point of change in an otherwise linear relation between generation and the dependent
variable (structure), and most importantly, the direct effect of that point of change. In Model 1,
Generation is partitioned into two intervals with one breakpoint at generation 4, and a separate
line segment is fit to each interval7. In order to extract the most adequate breakpoint I followed
the standard procedure described in (Baayen 2008, pp. 238–239). I first fitted a series of
models, one for each possible breakpoint in the range of generations, including breakpoints at
generation 0 and 8, which equate to no breakpoint8. I then selected the breakpoint of the model
with the lowest deviance 9, which was at generation 4. As fixed effects, I entered Generation
(shifted) with Indicator nested, which equates to the effect of Generation and an interaction
between Generation and Indicator. As random effects, I introduced intercepts for Chain as well
as by-Chain slopes for the effect of Generation. The overall model fit is R2marginal = 0.467 and
R2conditional = 0.527; Figure 2.5b shows the predicted values based on the fixed and random
parameter estimates obtained. I found a significant10 effect of Generation (β = 3.332,SE =
1.08, p = 0.005), suggesting that structure increased as languages were transmitted through
generations of learners. There was no significant interaction between Generation and Indicator
(β = −1.222,SE = 1.831, p = 0.509), indicating that structure did not increase more in the
first four generations than in the later generations. These results suggest that structure was still
increasing in the last generations as much as in the first generations.
7In order to introduce a breakpoint at generation 4, I first shifted the value of Generation so the intercept at 0
is in generation 4. I then introduce an Indicator variable that specifies whether or not each of the shifted values is
greater than 0.
8It is worth noting that this automatic procedure developed in Baayen (2008) yields a higher-than-nominal Type-
I error rate of finding non-linearity. In order to check that multiple comparisons were not too problematic in the
models presented in this chapter I followed the simulation-based approach described in Vanhove (2014) to calibrate
the p-values. In short, I simulated 10,000 datasets based on the experimental data, looped through each of them
to determine the individual best-fitting segmented (fixed-effects only) models, and saved the associated p-value
the effect of the Indicator variable. To calibrate the observed p-value against the distribution of p-values obtained
from the simulated models, I just looked up the proportion of p-values generated under the null hypothesis equal
to or lower than the observed p-value. If this proportion was lower than 0.05, I kept the segmented model over the
simpler linear model.
9Note that the lowest deviance was also extracted across the models comprising the data from experiments 2
and 3 in this chapter; we include it in this simpler model even though it is not significant to assure consistency
throughout.
10As in all models to follow, p-values were calculated using lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen
2014). The library lmerTest calculates p-values of fixed effects from F statistics based on Satterthwate’s approxi-
mation for denominator degrees of freedom, and it tests random effects using likelihood ratio.
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gen 1 gen 2 gen 3 gen 4 gen 5 gen 6 gen 7 gen 8
chain A1 na na 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain A2 na 1 na 1 1 0.9 na 1
chain A3 na na 1 1 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.76
chain A4 na 0.97 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 2.3: Proportion of adjacent Shape and Number morphology for a specific object, ei-
ther focal or anchor. Shape and Number are always encoded adjacent to each other in most
languages from generation 2 onwards. The only case where we observe a notably lower pro-
portion of adjacency is in the final generation of chain A3, where on top of Shape and Number
morphology, case-like markers evolve which can agree in number with distant objects and not
the immediate one.
2.2.3.3 Hierarchical constituent structure: the emergence of complex nominal constituents
within sentences
I hypothesised that complex constituents would evolve given the affordance of the meaning
space participants were asked to describe. In particular, I hypothesised that morphologically
complex nominals which constitute a node in constituent structure could emerge, comprising
at least morphs that refer to Shape and Number meaning features. Table 2.3 shows the relative
frequency in which morphs referring to the Shape and Number features of a specific object
(either focal or anchor) appear adjacent to each other within descriptions. We find that they
consistently appear adjacent to each other in most languages once morphs to encode shape and
number evolve, i.e., from generation 2 onwards. Number morphs across languages are bound
to Shape morphs via affixation, specifically either by suffixation or simulfixation. The only
case where we find a notably lower proportion of adjacency is in the final generation of chain
A3, where, as described in section 2.2.3.1, on top of number morphology adjacent to Shape,
long-distance number agreement evolves (encoded in redundant functional markers).
I now turn to test whether these complex constituents can be syntactically categorised as
nodes in the structure of yet more complex linguistic expressions, i.e., sentences. Syntactic
categories are formed by constituents which arrange with other linguistic material in a similar
way and thus share the same distributions in a sentence. I assessed the significance of the dis-
tributional distance between nominal constituents as explained in section 2.2.2.3. Figure 2.6a
shows the z-scores of the average distance between the distribution of nominals in the descrip-
tions of language; z-scores below −1.645 indicate that the distributional similarity between
nominals is unlikely to result by chance. We observe the emergence of nominal syntactic cat-
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Figure 2.6: (a) Distributional distance between a language’s nominals through generations for
each of the four chains. The dotted line represents the chance level (z-score 95%CI =±1.645,
one-tailed); z-scores below it indicate that the distributional similarity between nominals is
unlikely to arise by chance. Distributional distance between nominals decreases with gener-
ation as languages become more structured, suggesting the emergence of a nominal syntactic
category. Nonetheless, only two languages stay consistently below chance from generation
6 onwards and only three end up below chance at generation 8. (b) Fitted values from the
mixed-effects regression Model 2 for the four transmission chains and their average (in black).
Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation) depending on random
intercepts (individual chains), whereas their average in black represents the fixed effects esti-
mates.
egories across chains, i.e., the different nominals share similar distributions in the descriptions
of the language. Nevertheless, only two languages (chains A1 and A3) stay consistently below
chance from generation 6 onwards, the other two languages (chains A2 and A4) are less stable
and are distributed around chance level (z = −1.645) by the final generation. Note that given
the conservative nature of the analysis of distributional distance, which is carried out on un-
annotated languages, if we obtain z-scores significantly below chance we should assume that
the order of verbal elements in relation to nominals is mostly fixed. I cannot infer anything
about the order of nominals as this measure is blind to semantic roles (i.e., whether nominals
refer to focal or anchor objects); I discuss the order of nominals within descriptions in relation
to their semantic roles in the following section 2.2.3.4.
I also performed a linear mixed-effects model, which I will call Model 2, to explore the
relationship between the distributional distance of nominals and generation. I did not run a
segmented linear mixed model because the absence of a breakpoint constituted the best fit to
the experimental data. I entered Generation as the only fixed effect (centred). As random
effects, I introduced an intercept for Chain and a by-Chain random slope for the effect of
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Figure 2.7: Proportion of word order types for nominal arguments by chain and generation.
The proportion of undefined word orders decreases as languages become more systematic and
in chains A1 and A3 we observe the evolution of a fixed Focal-Anchor word order towards the
final languages. In chain A4, word order becomes systematically Anchor-Focal at generation 7
but de-systematises in the next generation as the participant fails to learn the vocabulary of the
language. In the remaing chain A2, word order rules never evolve.
Generation. The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.389 and R
2
conditional = 0.523. Figure 2.6b
shows the fitted values of Model 2 for fixed and random effects. Results showed a significant
effect of Generation (β =−0.367,SE = 0.120, p = 0.036), suggesting that the distributions in
which complex nominals appear do become more similar as languages are transmitted through
generations of participants.
2.2.3.4 Word order rules for nominal arguments
Languages have various ways of encoding the semantic roles of the arguments in a sentence.
Semantic roles can be encoded morphologically or can be cued by the position they occupy
in a sentence. In section 2.2.3.1 we observed that all nominals could occupy both focal and
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anchor semantic roles, and only one of them (i.e., A3) developed a morphological marker for
the different semantic roles, which followed nominals. The stacked area graphs in Figure 2.7
show the proportions of focal-anchor, anchor-focal and undefined orders at each generation for
each of the four transmission chains in the experiment. As explained in section 2.2.2.4, these
relative frequencies are taken from the set of 48 descriptions that refer to scenes which include
two objects (one in focal and another one in anchor roles) whose shape and/or number differ.
A visual inspection of Figure 2.7 suggests that the proportion of undefined order decreases as
languages are transmitted through generations. Moreover, we observe the evolution of a fixed
order of nominal arguments in at least three out of the four chains. In languages A1 and A3,
the order of nominal arguments is mostly fixed in the last two generations; the proportion of
focal-anchor order is ≥90%. I thus conclude word order rules emerged to convey semantic
relations in A1 and A3, where the same nominal can function as a focal argument or an anchor
argument depending on its position; in both languages, focal arguments precede anchors (for
examples, see 2.2.3.1). We observe the same tendency in language A4, where a focal-anchor
nominal order becomes increasingly established and constitutes the 87% of nominals orders
at generation 7; nevertheless, generation 8 produced a much more unstructured language (see
Figure 2.5 in section 2.2.3.2) resulting also in an increase of undefined order of nominal ar-
guments. However, undefined orders in language A2 remain the norm throughout generations
and only at the final generation 8 we observe an increase of the focal-anchor order, but only to
reach 54%.
I ran a linear mixed effects model, which I will call Model 3, to test the effect of gener-
ation on the variability of nominal argument orders in a language —measured by the entropy
of the system of orders as described in section 2.2.2.4. I entered Generation (centred) into the
model as the only fixed effect; as random effects I enter intercepts for Chain11. Figure 2.8
shows the nominal order variability scores of the experimental data (Figure 2.8a) as well as
the fitted values of Model 3 for fixed and random effects (Figure 2.8b). The overall model fit
was R2marginal = 0.349 and R
2
conditional = 0.367. Results show a significant effect of Generation
(β =−0.06,SE = 0.017, p < 0.001), suggesting that the order of nominal arguments becomes
more consistent as languages are transmitted through generations of learners. Therefore, along
11This was the maximum random effects structure allowed without convergence warnings. Moreover, the model
with the inclusion of by-Chain random slopes for the effect of Generation (maximal random effects structure) was
not significantly better (χ2(2) = 0.597, p = 0.742).
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Figure 2.8: (a) Variability of nominal argument orders by generation and chain. (b) Fitted
values from the mixed-effects regression Model 3 for the four transmission chains and their
average (in black). Coloured lines represent the values estimated for the different random in-
tercepts (i.e., each individual chain), whereas their average in black represents the fixed effects
estimates.
with an increase of overall structure, the order of nominal arguments becomes more consistent
suggesting the emergence of what Galantucci and Garrod (2011) called “positional” composi-
tionality: the same exact nominal constituent can acquire different semantic roles (either focal
or anchor) depending on its position.
2.2.4 Discussion
In Experiment 1 I examined whether complex compositional structure would evolve in the
same way basic compositionality has been shown to evolve in previous IALL studies by intro-
ducing a more complex meaning space for speakers to learn and communicate about (Kirby et
al. 2008, 2015). I designed a complex meaning space that could allow the emergence of a more
complex structure that mirrors the one found in natural languages more closely than previous
IALL studies have shown. First of all, I wanted to test whether linguistic structure would evolve
with such a complex meaning space and thus whether complexity would limit the IALL exper-
imental model in the evolution of compositional structure (cf. Carr et al. 2016 for the evolution
of systematic but not compositional structure in an open-ended continuous meaning space).
However, most importantly, I wanted to provide evidence for two properties of compositional
structure found in natural languages that had not yet been shown in IALL studies: hierarchical
constituent structure (i.e., complex constituents are built from further complex constituents),
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and argument structure whose semantic roles are marked via word order rules evidencing “po-
sitional” compositionality (i.e., the same constituent takes different semantic roles depending
on its position in a sentence).
Compositional structure evolved from holistic languages as they were transmitted through
generations of participants. Languages developed morphology to match existing feature values
in the meaning space (Esper 1966; Kirby et al. 2008) establishing isomorphism between se-
mantics and syntax—i.e., a systematic mapping between the parts of the meaning and those of
the form (Montague 1970). These results replicate the results found in previous IALL studies
(Kirby et al. 2008, 2015; Silvey et al. 2015) but with a more complex and substantial meaning
space.
Our results further suggest the evolution of morphologically complex constituents which
constitute a nominal syntactic category; they all share the same distribution within sentences
and thus can be interchanged with each other to derive grammatical structures. Moreover, all
nominal constituents within a given language share a morphological category marker and thus
high string-similarity (for similar results, see Carr et al. 2016; Nowak & Baggio 2016). These
nominal constituents combine with each other and verbal elements to form even more complex
linguistic expressions. Compared to previous IALL studies, this is the most productive struc-
ture hitherto shown to evolve. Here I show at least two levels of the hierarchy of constituent
types in natural languages discussed in 2.1.1: morphs combine to form word-like forms and
these further combine to form sentence-like structures. It is thus the first time an IALL study
shows the evolution of more than one level of constituency (i.e., lexical items—which also
constitute phrases, and sentences) and can describe nominal elements as nodes within hierar-
chical constituent structure and not just isolated referring expressions or labels which can be
obtained via basic concatenation. Additionally, I show the evolution of word order rules in
argument structure to encode the semantic roles in motion events. As languages become more
structured, the order of nominal constituents in a sentence also becomes more systematic: the
position in which the same nominal constituent appear determines the argument they refer to.
A recent study by Nowak and Baggio (2016) showed the emergence of word order regularity
in a multigenerational signalling game, but given that their objects can only appear either in
subject or object position but not both, “positional” compositionality cannot be evidenced. This
study further supports the emergence of word order regularity through cultural evolution in the
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laboratory and provides evidence for positional compositionality.
Nevertheless, linguistic structure only fully evolved in half of the languages: whilst nom-
inal constituents encoding the shape and the number of the objects evolved in all languages,
verbal constituents that systematically mapped to the motion and aspect features of scenes
(which occur less frequently) only evolved in two. Correspondingly, although complex nom-
inal syntactic categories evolved and word order regularity increased across languages, it was
only in half of the languages that these properties were consistently systematic throughout the
last generations of a diffusion chain.
It is possible that the restrictiveness of the pressure for expressivity might hinder the evolu-
tion of structure in certain cases. I introduced a pressure for expressivity into the experimental
model via a highly restrictive filter against ambiguity, which prevented languages to become
degenerate (i.e., it guarantees that each sentence corresponded to a single scene). Every time a
participant used the same description for more than one meaning thus introducing homonymous
descriptions in the system, they were warned and asked to provide an alternative description.
This and similar artificial filters against ambiguity (Carr et al. 2016; Kirby et al. 2008; Silvey et
al. 2015; Verhoef 2012) have been previously used as an analogue of a pressure to be expressive
which comes from the need to communicate accurately in natural language use. Nonetheless,
with a complex meaning space where the discriminating features of meanings might not be
clear to the participant, an artificial pressure such as the one implemented might cause partic-
ipants to add linguistic forms which do not map to any specific meaning feature. Figure 2.9
shows that participants in chains A2 and A4—where we observed most unsystematicity—often
struggle to discriminate meanings and produce homonymous sentences before they are asked
to introduce an alternative description. Without the need to communicate meanings accurately,
participants who do not discriminate all meaning features systematically do not have any natu-
ral reason to do so in production, and the artificial pressure forces participants to add or delete
elements in linguistic expressions which do not necessarily map to any semantics.
In order to be successful, communication (i.e., the natural promoter of expressivity) re-
quires a shared communication system between interlocutors (Lewis 1968; Schelling 1960).
Every communicative interaction requires speakers to convey a meaning producing an utter-
ance and hearers to arrive at the correct interpretation of it. In order to meet this requirement
interlocutors have to coordinate to establish a set of shared conventions. Thus on top of a pres-
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Figure 2.9: Proportions of homonymous descriptions introduced by participants during testing
in Experiment 1, and thus the proportions of trials (out of 160) in which participants were asked
to provide an alternative description as they had used it previously to refer to a different scene.
We observe that whilst in chains A1 and A3 the proportion of homonyms introduced decreases
in the last generations, the contrary tendency is found in chains A2 and A4.
sure for expressivity, communication introduces a pressure for coordination (Winters 2017):
interlocutors need to align on a shared system which is both expressive and learnable, other-
wise they will not be able to discriminate between meanings or be able to express new ones.
A pressure for coordination further increases the benefit of compositional structure as it allows
interlocutors to understand each other productively in the simplest way, i.e., by predictable
associations between syntax and semantics (Pagin 2012). It is then possible that the presence
of a coordination pressure together with expressivity and learnability pressures facilitates the
evolution of compositional structure.
Interaction studies have shown that iterative communicative interaction, with feedback pro-
vided (Krauss & Weinheimer 1966), leads to the establishment of conventions and the suc-
cessive simplification and systematisation of communicative systems (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-
Gibbs 1986; Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlander, & MacLeod 2007; Selten & Warglien 2007) (for
review, see Galantucci & Garrod 2011). More recent work has also framed alignment in com-
municative interaction as an alternative source of regularisation of inconsistencies in language
(Fehér, Ritt, & Smith 2017; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016).These results hint that there
is also a learnability pressure acting during coordination, i.e., in the construction of a shared
system of conventions between interlocutors, as they learn about each other’s systems. Ex-
perimental work integrating both transmission with communicative interaction to explore the
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evolution of graphical systems has shown that some degree of structure does emerge through
interaction alone (Theisen et al. 2010). However, it does not accumulate over time as it does
with the inclusion of transmission and thus the systems that evolve from iterative interaction
alone are not as systematic or structured (Theisen et al. 2010; Theisen-White et al. 2011).
Moreover, within the linguistics modality, Carr et al. (2016) found that systematic (although
not compositional) structure can evolve from both transmission and interaction together but not
from transmission and a filtering against ambiguity.
Altogether, these studies suggest a non-trivial effect of communicative coordination in the
evolution of language, be it for the establishment of shared conventions or for its role in increas-
ing systematicity when supplemented by a transmission bottleneck. In Experiment 2, I explore
whether the substitution of an artificial pressure for communicative interaction facilitates the
evolution of complex compositional structure.
2.3 Experiment 2: transmission and communication
In Experiment 2 I utilise the methodology used in Kirby et al. (2015) and Winters et al. (2015)
and introduce a more naturalistic pressure for expressivity through the implementation of com-
municative interaction at each generation in transmission chains. I run four transmission chains
of 8 generations each. In overview, pairs of participants at each generation try to learn an artifi-
cial language based on some linguistic data, and then during testing they use it to communicate
with each other, producing a set of linguistic data which will be the input for the next pair of
participants in the chain.
2.3.1 Method
2.3.1.1 Participants
Sixty-four participants were recruited to participate in an communication game through the
University of Edinburgh Careers Service database of student and graduate employment. All
participants were native speakers of English (mean age 22 years, age range 18–35); each re-
ceived a payment of £9. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the ethics proce-
dures of Linguistics and English Language, The University of Edinburgh.
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2.3.1.2 Procedure
Training and communication In Experiment 2, pairs of participants were asked to individ-
ually learn an artificial language which later they would use to communicate with each other. I
used the same stimuli as in Experiment 1 (see 2.2.1.2) and initial languages were generated as
for Experiment 1 as well (see 2.2.1.3)12.
Experiment 2 was divided into two phases: a training phase and a communication phase.
During training, two participants were trained in parallel on a set of 40 out of the 80 pairings
contained in the full language13. The two participants in each dyad were trained on the same
set of 40 pairings, balanced to contain at least one instance of all meaning features and feature
values. They saw each item in the training set three times (order randomised for each partici-
pant), giving a total of 120 training trials. After each training trial, participants underwent the
same type of recall tests described in section 2.2.1.4 for Experiment 1: participants were asked
to type in the descriptions they were just presented with (50% of the time) or they were asked
to select the scene they just saw in the trial (other 50% of the time).
During communication, the pairs of participants were asked to communicate with each
other using the language they had just learned. There were two roles participants played in this
stage, sender and receiver. Pairs communicated the whole set of 80 stimuli during the testing
phase, each participant communicating a subset of 40 (again balanced to contain instances of
all the different possible values of each feature). Participants swapped roles at every trial. The
sender was presented with a scene for 5 s (without a description) and then was asked to type
in a description for that scene. The description was then sent to their partner, the receiver. The
receiver had to identify the scene the sender described by selecting a scene out of four different
ones displayed in a two by two grid (the target scene and three randomly chosen foils from the
set of 80 pairs). Full feedback was provided after each trial: participants saw a screen with
a red or green background—depending on the communicative success (green for success and
red for failure)—which displayed the description the sender typed in alongside the meaning
12I nevertheless added a few restrictions to the initial languages generated in Experiment 2 that were not present in
Experiment 1: I excluded the character <s> in order to avoid its use as a plural marker (as seen in in a language A3
in Experiment 1) and <k,q,w,x,y,z> were further excluded in order to avoid that participants notice the restriction.
Characters absent in the initial languages were blocked in the keyboard and participants could not enter them in
their responses.
13Here they were only trained in 40 items because all the data came from only one participant in the previous
dyad. Each participant produced 40 items in the test phase as having each producing 80 items would have taken too
long (approx. 2 hours).
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the sender was trying to convey and the meaning the receiver selected. Feedback is one of the
main resources from which alignment between interlocutors draws upon (Garrod & Pickering
2009; Spike et al. 2017). By providing participants with full feedback at each communicative
event I allow participants to test their predictions and refine them to match their interlocutors’
scene-description mappings in future trials.
Transmission Pairs of participants were organised into independent transmission chains and
the transmission procedure was implemented as per Experiment 1. At each generation, I ran-
domly selected one participant’s set of productions out of the pair (composed of 40 scene-
description pairings) and used it as the training language for the next generation.
2.3.2 Analyses and results
2.3.2.1 Languages
As for languages in Experiment 1, I extracted a matrix of associations between lexical items
and their referents in the scenes as explained in section 2.2.2.2. Figure 2.10 shows the different
word-value(s) associations that form the lexicon of the example language C2 (where the C
stands for Communication plus transmission and 2 indicates the chain number). Examples
showing the arrangement of morphs within descriptions are provided in (6).
(6) a. roji ref tube evoto ref
square group slide circle.group group
‘A group of squares slid towards a group of circles’
b. evo-to ref tube tube roji
circle.group group slide.ongoing square
‘A group of circles slide towards a square back and forth’
c. roji babatube babatube evo
square bounce.ongoing circle
‘A square bounces towards a circle back and forth’
In Tables 2.4 and 2.5 I show the different nominal and verbal morphology from all final
languages in Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, Shape and Number are encoded within a
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Figure 2.10: Lexical items in language C2. From left to right, we find that there are two
nominal lexical items associated with Shape: roji (‘square’) and evo (‘circle’). Plurality is
generally marked by the morph refatata or its clipped pair ref (unconditioned variation) after
nominals to form a complex nominal (e.g. roji ref or roji refatata (‘a group of squares’)).
Nevertheless, evo takes also a bound morph -to and forms plural with evoto ref (‘a group of
circles’) (see the examples of sentences in (6) in the main text). We also observe two verbal
elements associated with the feature of Motion: babatube (‘bounce’) and tube (‘slide’). Their
default Aspect is terminated if they appear on their own, and the ‘ongoing’ aspect is marked
by full reduplication of the verbal elements: babatube babatube (‘ongoing bouncing’) and tube
tube (‘ongoing sliding’).
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Lang C1 Lang C2 Lang C3 Lang C4
circle one po evo to/ce- domo
group popo evo-to ref cecede/ceci- domoge
square one vahu roji me/me- pira
group vahuvahu roji ref mecede/meci- pirage
Table 2.4: Nominals within final languages in Experiment 2. Nominals in Language C3 can
be expressed through free morphs (between white spaces) as well as bound roots, separated by
a slash in this table. Roots take on suffixes marking aspect. Only free morphs can appear as
anchor arguments, whereas both free morphs and bound roots can appear in focal arguments.
Lang C1 Lang C2 Lang C3 Lang C4
slide ongo. jiji-F A F tube A F-jijiju mu A F refugo A
term. ji-F A F tube tube A F-jiju mu A F lefugo A
bounce ongo. jiji-F A F babatube A F-jijiju ju A F refugo A
term. ji-F A F babatube babatube A F-jiju ju A F lefugo A
Table 2.5: Verbal elements of the final languages in Experiment 2. Focal (F) and Anchor (A)
indicate the most frequent position of the nominal arguments in a description.
complex nominal (see Table 2.4). Plurality is expressed via full reduplication (C1), a free
morph (C2), and suffixation (C2, C3 and C4). All of the languages except for C4 mark ongoing
Aspect of an event via full reduplication. In C1 and C3 it is the marker for a terminated event
that is reduplicated, whereas in C2 we observe the full reduplication of the forms encoding
Motion. Word order is fixed across languages: focal arguments precede anchor arguments
consistently (see section 2.3.2.4).
Unexpectedly, we observe that half of the languages are underspecified: i.e., languages C1
and C4 are underspecified for Motion —i.e., they do not distinguish between bounce and slide.
Figure 2.11 shows the number of distinct descriptions in language as well as their number of
occurrences, and thus the number of different motion event scenes they refer to. We observe
that in languages C1 and C4 most of the descriptions refer to two different meanings (i.e.,
they are homonymous). Although underspecified, the languages are highly systematic and
participants’ communicative accuracy scores are high: for the languages shown in Tables 2.4
and 2.5, dyads communicate successfully with p̂ > 0.95, see Figure 2.12. Participants thus
communicate successfully without the specification of each meaning feature; since the foils in
discrimination arrays were selected randomly in all matching trials, in most cases specifying
the focal and anchor objects was sufficient to disambiguate.
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Figure 2.11: Number of distinct descriptions and their occurrences in a language. A fully
expressive language would have 80 distinct descriptions, one per scene. Any description that
occurs more than once in a language introduces ambiguity into the system. Languages C2
and C3 at the final generations are fairly expressive, most of their descriptions only occur
once and thus are only associated with one scene. By contrast, the final languages C1 and
C4 are underspecified and thus less expressive: most of the descriptions are homonyms often
corresponding to two different scenes (i.e., corresponding to the observed underspecification
of either Motion or Aspect meaning features).
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Figure 2.12: This graph shows the communicative accuracy as a proportion of the successes
during communication (80 trials) between pairs of participants in Experiment 2. We observe an
increase in communicative accuracy in the first five generations, where it is on average p̂ > 0.8.
It later continues on increasing and it is p̂ > 0.9 in all languages by the final generations.
Exceptionally, communicative accuracy drops to p̂ = 0.775 in the last generation of chain C4,
where we also observed a drop in linguistic structure.
2.3.2.2 Compositional structure
Figure 2.13a shows the structure scores obtained in the experimental data. As in Experiment 1, I
performed a segmented linear mixed-effects model with a breakpoint in generation 4 (obtained
as per Experiment 1) to explore the effect of generation on linguistic structure across experi-
ments. We will call this Model 4. As fixed effects I entered Generation with Indicator nested
as well as Experiment (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2). This equates to the introduction of
Generation, Experiment, the interaction between Generation and Indicator, and the interaction
between Generation, Indicator and Experiment. For all models reported, I use reverse Helmert
contrasts for the fixed effect Experiment; the intercept is the mean of Experiment 1 and Ex-
periment 2, and Experiment 2 is compared to Experiment 1. As random effects, I introduced
intercepts for Chain as well as by-Chain slopes for the effect of Generation. The overall model
fit was R2marginal = 0.618 and R
2
conditional = 0.676. Figure 2.13b shows the fixed and random
estimates obtained in Model 4. The model intercept indicates that languages were highly struc-
tured by generation 4 (β = 19.689,SE = 1.931, p < 0.001). A significant effect of Experiment
(β = 6.850,SE = 1.931, p = 0.014) suggests that languages in Experiment 2 were significantly
more structured at generation 4 than languages in Experiment 1. I found a significant effect of
Generation (β = 4.763,SE = 0.727, p < 0.001) and a marginally significant effect of the in-
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Figure 2.13: (a) Linguistic structure over generations for each of the four transmission chains in
Experiment 2. Linguistic structure increases as languages are transmitted through generations
of learners. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects regression Model 4 for the four trans-
mission chains in Experiment 1 (red) and the four transmission chains in Experiment 2 (blue).
Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation) depending on random
intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines represent the fixed effects estimates for
each experiment. In both plots, the dotted horizontal line represents the chance level (z-score
95%CI =±1.645, one-tailed).
teraction between Generation and Experiment (β = 1.431,SE = 0.727, p = 0.053), suggesting
that although structure increased in the first four generations across experiments, the increase
was significantly greater in Experiment 2. I also found a significant interaction between Gen-
eration and Indicator (β = −3.216,SE = 1.275, p = 0.014) and no effect of the interaction
between Generation, Indicator and Experiment (β =−1.994,SE = 1.275, p = 0.123), suggest-
ing that structure increased less by generation in the second half of transmission chains in both
experiments14. Altogether, these results suggest that languages in Experiment 2 become more
structured faster, but that structure increases by generation across both experiments. However,
this effect of generation on linguistic structure is not equally pronounced across generations in
transmission chains; slopes were steeper initially and less so further in the chain as languages
became more stable as a result of the cumulative increase in structure. These non-linear evolu-
tionary trajectories are reminiscent of the (more or less pronounced) logarithmic curves shown
in many models of cultural evolution (Boyd & Richerson 1988; Claidière & Sperber 2007;
Griffiths, Kalish, & Lewandowsky 2008; Henrich & Boyd 2002; Mesoudi 2011).
14Note that although Model 1 did not suggest a steeper slope for structure in the first half of chains in Experiment
1, Model 4 suggests that, in both experiments, slopes are steeper in the first half of chains.
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2.3.2.3 Hierarchical constituent structure: the emergence of complex nominal constituents
Table 2.6 shows the relative frequency with which morphs encoding Shape and Number appear
next to each other in a language. In all four chains, we consistently find complex nominal con-
stituents already by generation 1. As described in section 2.3.2.1, either Number was marked
via reduplication or morphs encoding Number followed morphs encoding Shape. As in Exper-
iment 1, I tested whether these complex nominals in fact constitute a syntactic category. Figure
2.14a shows the distributional distance of nominal constituents; scores below −1.645 indicate
that the distributional similarity between nominal elements is unlikely to result by chance. All
final languages in Experiment 2 obtain z-scores below chance level and thus I conclude that
nominal syntactic categories evolve via cultural transmission. I also performed a linear mixed
effects model, which I will call Model 5, to test the effect of generation on the distributional
distance in across experiments. As fixed effects, I entered Generation (centred) and Experiment
(Experiment 2 vs. Experiment 1) as well as their interaction. As random effects, I introduced
an intercept for Chain and a by-Chain random slope for the effect of Generation. The overall
model fit was R2marginal = 0.459 and R
2
conditional = 0.553. Figure 2.14b shows the fitted values
of Model 5 for fixed and random effects. Results showed a significant effect of Generation
(β = −0.327,SE = 0.061, p < 0.001) and no significant interaction between Generation and
Experiment (β = 0.040,SE = 0.061, p = 0.5371) , suggesting that the distributions in which
nominals appear became more similar by generation to a similar degree across experiments. I
did not find an effect of Experiment either (β = −0.027,SE = 0.115, p = 0.819), suggesting
that both experiments obtained similar estimates at the intercept (between generation 4 and 5).
It is worth noting that larger z-scores can be obtained from languages with larger lexicons be-
cause the probability of selecting morphs that are nominals during repeated random sampling
is lower (see section 2.2.2.3). Because languages in Experiment 1 have larger lexicons (primar-
ily because they are not as structured and systematic as languages in Experiment 2), z-scores
obtained in the two languages that evolve nominal syntactic categories are lower (see section
2.2.3.3), leading to an average z-score similar to that in Experiment 2. There is a clear differ-
ence between experiments in the amount of languages in which we observe the evolution of a
nominal syntactic categories; this only in two in Experiment 1 and in all four in Experiment
2 instead. Nevertheless, we observe that distance between nominals diminishes by generation
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gen 1 gen 2 gen 3 gen 4 gen 5 gen 6 gen 7 gen 8
chain C1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain C2 1 1 0.99 1 1 1 0.96 0.99
chain C3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain C4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 2.6: Proportion of adjacent Shape and Number morphology for a specific object, either
focal or anchor. Shape and Number are always encoded adjacent to each other in all languages
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Figure 2.14: (a) Distributional distance between a language’s nominals through generations
for each of the four chains in Experiment 2. The dotted line represents the chance level (z-
score 95%CI =±1.645, one-tailed); z-scores below it indicate that the distributional similarity
between nominals is unlikely to arise by chance. Distributional distance between nominals
decreases with generation as languages become more structured, suggesting the emergence of
a nominal syntactic category. We observe that all the average distance between nominals are
below chance level in the last two generations. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects regres-
sion Model 5 for the four transmission chains in Experiment 1 (red) and the four transmission
chains in Experiment 2 (blue). Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for gen-
eration) depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines represent
the fixed effects estimates for each experiment.
across all languages in both experiments.
2.3.2.4 Word order rules for nominal arguments
The stacked area graphs in Figure 2.15 show the proportions of focal-anchor, anchor-focal and
undefined orders at each generation for each of the four transmission chains in Experiment
2. As explained in section 2.2.2.4, these proportions are taken from the set of 48 descriptions
in which two different objects or sets of objects occupy focal and anchor semantic roles. We
observe that the proportion of undefined order decreases as languages are transmitted through
generations, and the proportion of focal-anchor orders increases rapidly. Moreover, we observe
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Figure 2.15: Proportion of word order types for nominal arguments by chain and generation.
A fixed Anchor-Focal word order rule evolves across chains.
that the order of nominal arguments is mostly fixed in the last generations. Word order regular-
ity shows yet another aspect in which languages evolved in Experiment 2 are more systematic.
I ran a linear mixed effects model, which I will call Model 6, to test the effect of gen-
eration on the variability of nominal argument orders in languages now in Experiment 2 as
well as in Experiment 1 —calculated by the entropy of the system of orders as described in
section 2.2.2.4. I entered Generation (centred) and Experiment (Experiment 2 vs. Experi-
ment 1) as well as an interaction term between them. As random effects I entered intercepts
for Chain as well as by-Chain slopes for the effect of Generation. Figure 2.16 shows the
nominal order variability scores of the experimental data (Figure 2.16a) as well as the fit-
ted values of Model 2 for fixed and random effects (Figure 2.16b). The overall model fit
was R2marginal = 0.362 and R
2
conditional = 0.384. Results show a significant effect of Generation
(β = −0.073,SE = 0.014, p < 0.001) and no significant interaction between Generation and
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Figure 2.16: (a) Variability of nominal argument orders by generation and chain in Experi-
ment 2. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects regression Model 6 for the four transmission
chains in Experiment 1 (red) and the four transmission chains in Experiment 2 (blue). Coloured
lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation) depending on random intercepts
(individual chains), whereas the black lines represent the fixed effects estimates for each ex-
periment.
Experiment (β=−0.005,SE = 0.014, p = 0.744), suggesting that entropy decreases by genera-
tion to a similar degree across experiments, and therefore that the order of nominal arguments
becomes more consistent as languages are transmitted through generations of learners. I also
found a significant effect of Experiment (β = −0.090,SE = 0.034, p = 0.022) indicating that
the order of nominals is less consistent in the languages in Experiment 1 at the intercept (be-
tween generations 4 and 5).
2.3.3 Discussion
2.3.3.1 The evolution of complex compositional structure
So far in this study I have manipulated the nature of a pressure for expressivity (artificial vs.
communication) whilst keeping constant a learning bottleneck in transmission, which promotes
the need for generalisation and thus for the learnability of the language. I have shown that com-
positional structure evolved across experiments through cultural transmission thus replicating
the results found in previous IALL studies (Kirby et al. 2008, 2015). However, only some
aspects of compositional structure had been shown hitherto (Kirby et al. 2008, 2015; Nowak
& Baggio 2016; Silvey et al. 2015; Winters et al. 2015), namely what I have referred to as
basic compositionality: simple forms map to simple meanings and these combine by means
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of concatenation (left or right), without further syntactic or semantic structure. The type of
compositionality is thus confined to isolated lexical items. With the present study we can now
add two more aspects of compositional structure which can emerge through IALL, namely its
hierarchical constituent structure and its “positional” aspect—given by word order rules which
determine the semantics of constituents. These two aspects together highlight the relevance of
the second part of the compositionality axiom (i.e,“the meaning of the whole is determined by
the meaning of its parts and the way they are combined”).
As in Experiment 1, the languages that evolved structure thus comply with the character-
istics of configurational languages where word order is fairly fixed and sentences are mainly
composed of morphosyntactically continuous expressions (i.e., continuous constituents, with-
out long-distance dependencies). Moreover, more frequent and salient meaning features such
as Shape (Gentner 1982; Landau, Smith, & Jones 1988) and its associated feature Number
were always encoded, unlike Motion and Aspect which were not always both encoded within a
language. And although the strategy for marking number varied across the evolved languages
in this study (e.g., simulfixation, suffixation, reduplication, suppletion or plural word), morphs
encoding Shape and Number appeared always adjacently to each other, forming continuous
nominal constituents. This is consistent with the universal tendency (and with English gram-
mar) to mark nominal number in the Noun or in its immediate periphery (Dryer 2013a). Nom-
inal constituents not only evolved across all languages without exception, they also emerged
early on in the chains. This conforms to a noun bias parallel to that suggested in language ac-
quisition in many languages (Dhillon 2010), which we can define for early language formation
as follows: a systematic nominal category emerges earlier than other categories (for a similar
result in the gestural modality, see Motamedi, Schouwstra, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby under
revision). Moreover, it is also worth noting that where fixed word order evolved, regardless
of the position of motion and aspect lexical items within the system (i.e., whether it appeared
sentence medial or final), focal objects always precede anchor objects, consistent with the uni-
versal Agent-first tendency in natural languages (including English, the native language of the
participants) (Dryer 2013b; Greenberg 1966) and a universal processing bias (Gibson 2000;
Hawkins 2004; Marantz 2005).
However, results also show that the nature of the pressure for expressivity determines the
evolutionary rate of linguistic structure. Whilst all languages that evolved in Experiment 2
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evidenced complex compositional structure and were (almost) perfectly systematic, this was
not true of all languages in Experiment 1.
2.3.3.2 The effect of communicative interaction in the evolution of complex linguistic
structure
Although similar linguistic structure evolved across experiments, it did so to varying degrees
depending on the nature of a pressure for expressivity, i.e., either an artificial pressure against
ambiguity in production or communicative interaction. Results show that the substitution of
an artificial pressure for communicative interaction eases the evolution of linguistic structure.
With the inclusion of communicative interaction, languages become significantly structured by
the first generation already, which signals a more rapid emergence of structure than in Exper-
iment 1. Moreover, all languages in Experiment 2 evolve to be significantly more structured
and systematic: descriptions only contain morphology which has a semantic mapping to the
constituent parts of the meaning they describe and word order is fixed. The only aspect in
which languages that evolved in Experiment 1 are more systematic than those in Experiment 2
is in the sublexical structure within morphology encoding Shape: languages in Experiment 2
do not evolve nominal category markers and thus, string-similarity between nominals is lower
within a language.
These differences observed between conditions suggest that the expressivity that commu-
nication promotes is not analogous to an artificial pressure against ambiguity in a language—at
least given the presence of a complex meaning space and the highly restrictive nature of the
artificial pressure. As a matter of fact, half of the languages that evolved in Experiment 2 were
underspecified for one meaning feature (either Motion or Aspect, but never Shape or Number).
This suggests that provided that not all meaning features are required to be discriminated at ev-
ery communicative event, communicative interaction does not impose as strong a pressure for
expressivity as assumed in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2 participants are often not required
to discriminate all features of the meanings for communication to be successful. In natural
languages it is not necessary (or logically possible) to specify all aspects of a meaning in a
concrete communicative event—be it because they are provided by the context or they are sim-
ply not required; therefore, it is more economical or at least sufficient to encode the minimum
meaning features, minimising the effort of unambiguously conveying a message (Brochhagen,
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Franke, & van Rooij 2016; Winters et al. 2015). The differences between the underspecifica-
tion found in Experiment 2 compared to the full expressivity found with a similar design in
Kirby et al. (2015) is most probably due to the differing complexity of the meaning space and
the size of the context array the receiver has to select meanings from during communication.
Whist in Kirby et al. (2015) participants are asked to select an object out of a context array
of 6 with a much simpler meanings space (i.e., 12 objects in total, only differing in shape and
fill-pattern), participants in Experiment 2 are only asked to discriminate the scene conveyed by
the partner out of an array of four scenes (randomly selected) at each communication trial and
with a substantially more complex meaning space (i.e., 80 meanings, with 5–7 features each
one). The probability of having to discriminate every single meaning feature value of a scene
is lower in my design than it is in Kirby et al. (2015).
Altogether, these results suggest that a coordination pressure in communicative interaction
contributes significantly to the emergence of linguistic structure. The possibility of coordina-
tion between participants is ultimately what speeds it up and leads to a very early emergence
of structure in Experiment 2 (see also Winters 2017). With a shared goal to communicate
accurately, participants prioritise to establish communicative pacts with partners to bootstrap
communication—even at the expense of faithful reproduction of the learned language. It is
probable that the inclusion of communication and thus of the explicit goal of arriving at a
shared system for communication results in conscious design by language users more than in
Experiment 1. Nevertheless, the degree of structure increases as languages are transmitted
through a learning bottleneck and thus similarly to Theisen et al. (2010) and Theisen-White et
al. (2011) in the graphic modality, results show that a certain degree of structure can emerge
during communicative interaction but only through iterated learning does it accumulate.
In sum, the addition of communicative interaction to transmission facilitates the evolution
of linguistic structure. The effect of communication in this study is thus not comparable to
an artificial pressure against ambiguity in production. The coordination pressure at play dur-
ing communication facilitates the conventionalisation of lexical items and grammatical rules.
Moreover, communicative interaction (i.e., without a requirement of full discrimination at each
communicative event) does not impose such a hard constraint on expressivity as the one as-
sumed in the artificial pressure against ambiguity: most languages are underspecified for one
meaning feature. This can be explain given that underspecification minimises effort in produc-
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tion, and communicative effectiveness was not compromised. In Experiment 3, we explore the
effect of communicative interaction supplemented with an artificial pressure against ambiguity.
2.4 Experiment 3: transmission, communication and artificial pres-
sure against ambiguity
Given the underspecification and the simplicity of the languages obtained in Experiment 2,
I designed a further Experiment 3 which incorporates both communication and an artificial
pressure against ambiguity to help participants repair underspecification and increase the com-
plexity of linguistic structure. I expect that the added artificial pressure leads to the evolution of
more expressive and complex languages than in Experiment 2, and that the addition of commu-
nication leads to earlier and higher levels of structure than in Experiment 1. If this is the case,
I expect that the combination of pressures alters the evolutionary rate of linguistic structure
in comparison to the other two experiments. Given that more conventions would need to be
established between interlocutors, I expected structure to evolve at a slower rate in Experiment
3 than in Experiment 2, but earlier than in Experiment 1 (which does not include communica-
tive interaction). However, we should find that structure scores are higher in Experiment 3
than in Experiment 2 eventually, since the artificial pressure will prevent underspecification




Sixty-four participants were recruited as per Experiments 1 and 2. All participants were native
speakers of English (mean age 21.22 years, age range 18–30). Participants received a payment
of £9. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the ethics procedures of Linguis-
tics and English Language, School of Philosophy, Psychology and Language Sciences, The
University of Edinburgh.
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2.4.1.2 Procedure
Experiment 3 followed the same procedure as Experiment 2 (transmission and communication,
see section 2.3.1.2) with the addition of the artificial pressure against ambiguity in production
used in Experiment 3 (transmission and artificial, see section 2.2.1.4). When acting as a sender
during communicative interaction, participants were not allowed to send descriptions to their
partner that the pair had already used for another meaning. As in Experiment 1, if senders
typed in descriptions already used, they were told by the computer that the same description
was already in use for another meaning and they were asked to type in a different description.
2.4.2 Analyses and results
2.4.2.1 Languages
Figure 2.17 presents the association matrix between lexical items and meanings of language
CA1 (where CA stands for Communication plus Artificial pressure and 1 indicates the chain
number). In the example sentences provided in (7) below we can see the syntactic organisation
of these lexical items.
(7) a. deeja reeeva bo deeju
square.group slide circle.group
‘A group of squares slid towards a group of circles’
b. deju reeva deeja
circle bounce squares
‘A group of squares bounced towards a circle’
c. deeja reeeva deju
square.group slide circle
‘A circle slides towards a square back and forth’
Table 2.7 shows the nominal elements of the four languages that evolved in Experiment
3. We show the language of the final generations for all but CA2, for which we show the
language of the penultimate generation before it abruptly decreases its systematicity at the fi-
nal generation (see the following sections 2.4.2.2–2.4.2.4). Note that full or partial category
marking within nominal forms to distinguish Shape is a common trait amongst languages in
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Figure 2.17: Lexical items in the final language CA1 (chain 1) in Experiment 3. From left to
right, we observe nominal elements associated with Shape and Number, verbal elements asso-
ciated with Motion and an apparent functional element associated with Anchoring. The two
nominal forms deju and deja stand for circle and square respectively. Singularity is unmarked,
and plurality is marked by the insertion of an extra -e- into the nominal root: deeju (‘group of
circles’) and deeja (‘group of squares’). The same process of infixation is used to derive the dis-
tinction between the two types of motion: -e- is inserted to the verbal form reeva (‘to bounce’)
to derive the other verbal form encoding Motion, reeeva (‘to slide’). There is an apparent
functional element bo related to the presence of an anchor object. This element is a vestigial
marker of aspect from previous generations but in the final language it is not semantically or
morphosyntactically conditioned (see examples in main text (7)). Users of the final language
CA1 only maintain bo to help them produce unique signals with a system which is underspec-
ified for Aspect: participants add it or delete it to provide alternative descriptions when being
asked by the computer. The variation within the forms associated with Motion shows another
way to satisfy the hard constraint against ambiguity in the signal system whilst maintaining
meaning underspecification (i.e., it constitutes meaningless phonemic reduplication).
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Lang CA1 Lang CA2 Lang CA3 Lang CA4
circle one deju fugo mEn pIn/pUn
group de-e-ju/deju deju fug-eme padamEn pacupIn/pacadUn
square one deja gopu/gupo mIn dIn/dUn
group de-e-ja/deja deja god-eme fujIn dacadIn/dacadUn
Table 2.7: Nominals in the languages evolved in Experiment 3 (from the final generation in all
except in CA2, which is taken from the penultimate generation). In languages CA3 and CA4,
Nominal elements that referred to the same object shared a root but (inconsistently) differed on
the number of repetitions of the last vowel within the root (capitalised vowels with superscripts
are used to illustrate this phenomenon). In language CA1 fragments in bold highlight nominal
category markers.
Lang CA1 Lag CA2
slide ongoing F ree-e(e)-va (bo) A tube F tube A
terminated F ree-e(e)-va (bo) A tube F male A
bounce ongoing F reeva (bo) A brillo F brillo A
terminated F reeva (bo) A brillo F male A
Table 2.8: Verbal elements (in context) evolved in the final languages in Experiment 3 (last
and penultimate for CA1 and CA2 respectively). In language CA1 fragments in bold highlight
verbal category markers.
Experiment 3: nominal forms are phonemically similar within each language, a trait common
in Experiment 1 (which also included an artificial pressure) but not in Experiment 2. Table 2.8,
on the other hand, shows the verbal elements evolved in Experiment 3; I only show languages
CA1 and CA2 because these are the only languages in which verbal elements emerged. Lan-
guages CA3 and CA4 only comprise four nominal lexical roots and no verbal elements. These
languages satisfy the hard constraint against ambiguity by reduplicating the last vowel of the
root n times (without conditioning) and/or shifting the nominals in a description (in transi-
tive motion events). This type of reduplication in languages CA3–CA4 is meaningless, unlike
the instances of root-vowel or full morphological reduplication in CA1 and CA2 respectively,
where it marks the plurality in nominals, and aspect in verbal forms (see Tables 2.7 and 2.8).
Although languages CA3 and CA4 are superficially expressive (each motion event scene is
associated with a unique description), most distinctions amongst the meanings expressed are
hardly interpretable. Nevertheless, participants manage to communicate with each other quite
accurately (see Figure 2.18b ). As in Experiment 2, at each matching trial in a communica-
tive event, foils in discrimination arrays are selected at random; most of the time, encoding
shape and number of focal and anchor objects is enough for successful communication. Figure
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Figure 2.18: This graph shows the communicative accuracy as a proportion of the successes
during communication (80 trials) between pairs of participants in Experiment 2 (a) and Experi-
ment 3 (b). We observe an increase in communicative accuracy in the first 5 generations across
experiments; however, accuracy decreases in the last generations of Experiment 3, whilst it
continued on increasing in Experiment 2.
2.18 visualises communicative accuracy in Experiment 3 (2.18b) compared to Experiment 2
(2.18a): we observe that communicative accuracy increases in the first five generations, but
nevertheless, unlike in Experiment 2, it decreases in the last generations on average.
In languages CA1 and CA2 focal arguments tend to precede anchor arguments and in lan-
guages CA3 and CA4, which are less systematic in general, word order is free.
2.4.2.2 Compositional structure
Figure 2.19a shows the structure scores obtained from the experimental data in Experiment
3. As in Experiments 1 and 2, I performed a segmented linear mixed-effects model with a
breakpoint in generation 4 to explore the effect of generation on linguistic structure across ex-
periments. We will call this Model 7. I used the same fixed and random effects structure as in
Model 4, and, as for all models to follow, the fixed effect Experiment was also reverse Helmert
coded: Experiment 2 is compared to Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 is compared to the mean
of Experiments 1 and 2. The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.622 and R
2
conditional = 0.675.
Figure 2.19b shows the fixed and random estimates obtained in Model 4. The model inter-
cept indicates that languages became significantly structured within the first half of the trans-
mission chains (β = 19.689,SE = 1.931, p < 0.001). I found significant effects of Gener-
ation (β = −5.318,SE = 0.57, p < 0.001), suggesting that structure increases significantly
with each generation in the first 4 generations across conditions. I found a significant effect
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Figure 2.19: (a) Linguistic structure over generations for each of the four transmission chains
in Experiment 3. Linguistic structure increases initially as languages are transmitted through
generations of learners; however, unlike in Experiments 1 and 2, it seems to start decreasing
after generation 4. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects Model 7 for Experiment 1 (red),
Experiment 2 (blue), and Experiment 3 (yellow). Coloured lines represent the random slopes
estimates (for generation) depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas the
black lines represent the fixed effects estimates for each experiment. In both plots, the dotted
horizontal line represents the chance level (z-score 95%CI =±1.645, one-tailed).
of the interaction between Generation and Experiment 2 (β = 1.431,SE = 0.700, p = 0.044)
but not between Generation and Experiment 3 (β = 0.555,SE = 0.404, p = 0.173), suggest-
ing that structure increases more rapidly in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 (as seen in
the earlier analysis) and the slope fit for Experiment 3 is not significantly different from the
average of Experiments 1 and 2. After generation 4, slopes significantly flattened across ex-
periments: I found a significant effect of the interaction between Generation and Indicator
(β = −4.545,SE = 1.002, p < 0.001), and no significant effects of the three way interac-
tions with Experiment (Experiment 2, β = 1.9945,SE = 1.2272, p = 0.107; Experiment 3,
β =−1.32,SE = 0.708, p = 0.064).
I also found a significant effect of Experiment 2 (β = 6.849,SE = 1.831, p < 0.001) ratify-
ing that languages are more structured at generation 4 in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. I
did not find a significant main effect of Experiment 3 (β = 1.260,SE = 1.057, p = 0.239), sug-
gesting that the average structure at generation 4 in Experiment 3 is not significantly different
from the average of Experiments 1 and 2.
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gen 1 gen 2 gen 3 gen 4 gen 5 gen 6 gen 7 gen 8
chain CA1 1 0.98 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain CA2 na 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain CA3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
chain CA4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 2.9: Proportion of adjacent Shape and Number morphology for a specific object, ei-
ther focal or anchor. As in the previous experiments, Shape and Number are always encoded
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Figure 2.20: (a) Distributional distance between a language’s nominals through generations
for each of the four chains in Experiment 3. The dotted line represents the chance level (z-
score 95%CI =±1.645, one-tailed); z-scores below it indicate that the distributional similarity
between nominals is unlikely to arise by chance. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects
regression Model 8 for the four transmission chains in Experiment 1 (red) and the four trans-
mission chains in Experiment 2 (blue). Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates
(for generation) depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines
represent the fixed effects estimates for each experiment.
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2.4.2.3 Hierarchical constituent structure: the emergence of complex nominal constituents
within sentences
Table 2.9 shows the percentage of times morphs encoding Shape and Number form a contin-
uous constituent. As described in section 2.4.2.1, three languages use suppletive forms for
singular and plural objects and only one uses infixation to mark plurality; unlike in previous
experiments, it is hard to analyse nominals in Experiment 3 as complex constituents syntac-
tically. Nevertheless, as in the previous experiments, I tested whether these nominals in fact
constitute a syntactic category. Figure 2.20a shows the z-scores of the average distance be-
tween the distribution of nominals in a language; z-scores below −1.645 indicate that the
distributional similarity between nominals is unlikely to occur by chance. Languages in Ex-
periment 3 mostly obtain z-scores within chance level and thus I conclude that, on average,
nominal syntactic categories in Experiment 3 did not evolve. We performed a linear mixed
effects model, which I will call Model 8, to compare the effect of generation on the distribu-
tional distance across experiments. I used the same model structure as in Model 5, and the
fixed effect Experiment was reverse Helmert coded as per Model 7: Experiment 2 is com-
pared to Experiment 1 and Experiemnt 3 is compared to the average of those. The overall
model fit was R2marginal = 0.414 and R
2
conditional = 0.506. Figure 2.20b shows the fitted values
of Model 8 for fixed and random effects. Model 8’s intercept suggests that we do not find a
nominal syntactic category by generation 5 on average. The distributional distance between
nominals at the intercept was significantly greater in Experiment 3 than in the other two exper-
iments (β = 0.253,SE = 0.076, p = 0.004). Results show also a significant effect of Genera-
tion (β =−0.241,SE = 0.046, p< 0.001) and a significant interaction between Generation and
Experiment 3 (β = 0.086,SE = 0.032, p = 0.019), suggesting that the decrease in the distribu-
tional distance of nominals in Experiment 3 is greater than that in the other two experiments
on average (see Figure 2.20b). As in Model 5, I did not find a significant effect of Experiment
2 (β =−0.027,SE = 0.131, p = 0.84) or a significant interaction between Generation and Ex-
periment 2 (β = 0.040,SE = 0.056, p = 0.492), ratifying that distributional distance within
nominal decreases at a similar rate and to similar degrees. Altogether, these results show that,
unlike in previous experiments, complex nominal constituents that form a syntactic category
do not evolve in Experiment 3.
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2.4.2.4 Word order rules for nominal arguments
The stacked area graphs in Figure 2.21 show the proportions of focal-anchor, anchor-focal and
undefined orders of nominal arguments at each generation for each of the four transmission
chains in Experiment 3. We observe that the proportion of undefined order only decreases no-
tably in languages CA1 and CA2 as they are transmitted through generations; in the remaining
two languages CA3 and CA4, word order is mostly undefined throughout.
I ran a linear mixed effects model, which I will call Model 9, to compare across experiments
the effect of generation on the variability of nominal argument orders in a language—calculated
by the entropy of the system of orders as described in section 2.2.2.4. The fixed and random
effects structure was identical to Model 6 and the fixed effect Experiment was also reverse
Helmert coded. Figure 2.22 shows the nominal order variability scores of the experimental
data (Figure 2.22a) as well as the fitted values of Model 9 for fixed and random effects (Figure
2.22b). The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.364 and R
2
conditional = 0.415. Results show a
significant effect of Generation (β =−0.054,SE = 0.0106, p < 0.001) and a significant inter-
action between Generation and Experiment 3 (β = 0.0193,SE = 0.007, p = 0.015), suggesting
that the order of nominal arguments did not become more consistent with generation in Exper-
iment 3 as it did in the other two experiments on average. Moreover, I found that whilst word
order was less variable at the intercept (halfway across the transmission chain) in Experiment 2
than in Experiment 1 (β = −0.09,SE = 0.034, p = 0.02), it was more variable in Experiment
3 (β = 0.052,SE = 0.02, p = 0.019).
2.4.3 Discussion
The present study examined whether and how complex compositional structure evolves in the
laboratory by increasing the complexity of the meaning space of the languages to be transmit-
ted. I presented three experiments where I manipulated the nature of a pressure for expressivity
that interacts with a constant learnability pressure provided by a bottleneck in intergenerational
transmission.
Results suggest that linguistic structure evolved to varying degrees between experiments.
In Experiments 1 and 2 we showed that compositional constituent structure and positional com-
positionality evolve as holistic languages are transmitted through generations of participants.
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Figure 2.21: Proportion of word order types for nominal arguments by chain and generation.
Unlike in Experiments 1 and 2, word order is not fixed in any of the languages that evolved.
Only in C2 does word order seem to be fairly systematically Anchor-Focal from generation 4
to 7. In the other chains, word order is mainly undefined (CA3 and CA4) or free (CA1).
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Figure 2.22: (a) Variability of nominal argument orders by generation and chain in Experi-
ment 3. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects regression Model 9 for the four transmission
chains in Experiment 1 (red), the four transmission chains in Experiment 2 (blue), and those in
Experiment 3 (yellow). Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation)
depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines represent the fixed
effects estimates for each experiment.
However, whereas these aspects of compositional structure evolved consistently across lan-
guages in Experiment 2, in Experiment 1 they only developed fully in half of the languages.
These results suggest that the inclusion of communicative interaction in transmission chains—
instead of an artificial pressure against ambiguity—speeds up the emergence of structure, po-
tentially via coordination which facilitates the establishment of linguistic conventions during
production. However, without the presence of an artificial pressure against ambiguity, most
languages in Experiment 2 were underspecified: i.e., either motion or aspect features were
never encoded. With the addition of an extra expressivity pressure in Experiment 3, I expected
more expressive as well as complex languages to emerge.
Results from Experiments 3 show that, as predicted, the initial evolutionary rates of struc-
ture in Experiment 3 were similar to the average of Experiment 2 and Experiment 1. In other
words, structure levels were higher in the first generations in Experiments 2 and 3, than in
Experiment 1 and highest in Experiment 2. However, my prediction about later generations
was not met: structure scores are significantly lower in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 1.
Final languages are less systematic than those obtained in Experiment 2 and even in Experi-
ment 1. These results suggest that the mixture of communication and an artificial restrictive
pressure against ambiguity hinders the evolution of linguistic structure eventually. As a result,
whilst complex nominal constituents which form syntactic categories can be extracted across
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languages in Experiment 2 and in some languages in Experiment 1, they hardly emerge in Ex-
periment 3. Accordingly, no word order rules for nominal constituents evolve in Experiment 3
but they do appear across languages in Experiment 2 and in half of the languages in Experiment
1.
Results from Experiments 2 and 3 thus further support the conclusions from previous stud-
ies which suggest that the addition of communication to intergenerational transmission speeds
up the emergence of linguistic structure (Carr et al. 2016; Theisen-White et al. 2011). Linguis-
tic conventions are indeed established primarily during interaction(see also Fay & Ellison 2013;
Garrod & Anderson 1987; Garrod et al. 2007; Kemp & Regier 2012; Pickering & Garrod 2004;
Selten & Warglien 2007). But why does the addition of an artificial pressure against ambiguity
into the communicative process hinder the evolution of structure eventually? I propose it is the
result of the combination of at least two factors. Firstly, the imposition of expressivity by the
artificial pressure hinders establishing conventions incrementally; i.e., the reuse of the same
description initially might help interlocutors confirm their hypothesis about the communicative
pacts, but the artificial pressure does not allow it (Figure 2.23 shows the proportion of trials
in which participants introduced homonymous descriptions before altering after the computer
asked them to). Consequently, interlocutors might initially resort to strategies to overcome
this hard constraint which, although they might be systematic, would not be compositional:
for instance, they might opt to reduplicate characters of lexical items whose reference they
want to confirm with their partner (see 2.4.2.1). Secondly, interlocutors establish pacts about
these strategies and stick to them; later generations then learn such strategies to discriminate
meanings which do not systematically map to any meaning specifically—e.g., reduplication of
root vowels an undefined number of times—and perpetuate the strategy. The combination of
these factors leads to systematic strategies for discrimination of strings which are easy to learn
without the need of structure
In sum, results from Experiment 3 suggests that including an artificial pressure against
ambiguity during communicative interaction does not help participants to be more expressive
as we expected but instead hinders natural processes in coordination such as the incremental
establishment of communicative pacts between interlocutors, ultimately leading to unstructured
languages.
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Figure 2.23: Proportions of homonymous descriptions introduced by pairs of participants dur-
ing testing in Experiment 3, and thus the proportions of trials (out of 80) in which participants
were asked to provide an alternative description as they had used it previously to refer to a
different scene. We observe an increase of homonymy in the first generations. Later on in
chains CA3 and CA4 the proportion of homonyms introduced decreases; however, the contrary
tendency is found in chains CA1 and CA2.
2.5 Conclusion
In the experiments comprised in this chapter I show that complex compositional structure
which mirrors that found in real languages emerges from cultural transmission. In particu-
lar, I demonstrate that the iterated learning model can account for the evolution of linguistic
structure beyond basic compositionality: by increasing the complexity of the meaning space,
I attested the emergence of hierarchical constituent compositional structure and word order
rules for argument marking. This chapter thus provides support for the claim that cultural
transmission is a linking mechanism by which the advantages of compositional hierarchical
structure (i.e., prerequisite for learnable productive and productively interpretable languages)
can permeate language.
Moreover, the work discussed in this chapter demonstrates that both expressivity and co-
ordination pressures provided by communication play an important role in the evolution of
linguistic structure. Results form Experiment 1 and 2 suggest that the effect of communica-
tion cannot be reduced to an expressivity pressure alone (Garrod & Anderson 1987; Lewis
1968; Pickering & Garrod 2004, 2006; Winters 2017); the need to coordinate during commu-
nication facilitates the establishment of linguistic conventions and ultimately—in interaction
with learnability and expressivity pressures—speeds up the evolution of complex composi-
tional structure. Additionally, results from Experiment 3 suggest that an extra pressure for
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expressivity not introduced naturally into the communicative context trumps the establishment
of linguistic conventions hindering the evolution of structure.
2.6 Supplementary analyses
In this section I present measures analysing the learnability and complexity of the systems that
evolved to support the claim that languages change over cultural time to become more learnable
and to shed further light onto the changes in the complexity of the systems that accompany such
an increase in learnability.
2.6.1 Learning error
In order to show that the increase in the compositional structure shown in the experiments
above is shaped by the need for language to be learnable and thus favours the learnability
of the languages, in this section I show that languages’ learnability does indeed increase by
generation.
Following the measures used in Kirby et al. (2008, 2015) to evaluate learnability, I define
and increase in learnability by the decrease of learning error from the learned system to the
produced system. In order to quantify the learning error at each generation, I computed the av-
erage normalised Levenshtein edit-distance (LD) (Levenshtein 1966) between the descriptions
produced at generation g and those produced at generation g-1 to refer to the same scenes; I
normalised the distances such that the maximum error is 1. Figure 2.24a shows the learning
error in Experiments 1, 2 and 3. In Experiments 1 and 2 we observe a continuous decrease
in learning error across generations; however, in Experiment 2, this decrease is greater in the
first generations and learning error is lower by the final generation. On the other hand, results
from Experiment 3 show a distinct trajectory: we observe a rapid decrease of learning error in
the first generations, but it starts to increase after generation 5, along the decrease in structure
observed in Figure 2.19.
I performed a segmented linear mixed-effects model with a breakpoint at generation 5 to
explore the effect of generation on learning error across experiments. I will call this Model 10.
The fixed and random effects structure was the same as in Model 7. The overall model fit was
R2marginal = 0.776 and R
2
conditional = 0.832. Figure 2.24b shows the fixed and random estimates
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obtained in Model 10. I found a significant effect of Generation (β =−0.111,SE = 0.008, p <
0.001) suggesting that learning error decreased significantly by generation in the first half of
the transmission chains. Results also suggest that it decreased significantly more in Experiment
2 than in Experiment 1 (β =−0.030,SE = 0.010, p = 0.003), and that the slope in Experiment
3 is similar to the average between the other two conditions (β = −0.007,SE = 0.006, p =
0.251). After generation 5, the drop in learning error reduces significantly across conditions,
more in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, and even more in Experiment 3 (grand mean,
β = 0.098,SE = 0.0164, p< 0.001; Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1, β = 0.047,SE =
0.020, p = 0.21; and Experiment 3 compared to the average of the other two experiments,
β = 0.029,SE = 0.011, p = 0.015). As observed in Figure 2.24, although the rate of decrease
in learning error abates across experiments towards the last generations, in Experiment 3 this
is not due to languages stabilising for learning error increases across chains after generation 5.
2.6.2 Paradigmatic and syntagmatic complexity
I calculated the paradigmatic and syntagmatic complexity of languages in terms of Shannon
entropy. Paradigmatic entropy measures how variable linguistic segments are within a sys-
tem and syntagmatic entropy measures how variable meaningful linguistic segments are within
a given description. As compositional structure evolves, morphs emerge to map to different
features of the meaning space establishing isomorphism between syntax and semantics. Con-
sequently, the monomorphic descriptions comprised in the initial holistic languages become
polymorphic and each morph is a segment that is reused often within a system. I thus expect
paradigmatic entropy to decrease and syntagmatic entropy to increase as holistic languages
becomes compositional.
I obtained productive linguistic segments automatically by extracting all matching seg-
ments between words in a language (i.e., strings of characters typed between spaces within de-
scriptions). For example, from a language that contains the set of words {evo,roji,ref,tube,babatube},
I would have obtained the following set of linguistic segments types: {evo, roji, ref, tube,
baba}. I then obtained the paradigmatic entropy of a language by calculating the Shannon
entropy of the whole linguistic system given the extracted set of segments. More specifically,





where the sum is over the different segments in the set and P(xi) is the relative frequency
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Figure 2.24: (a) Learning error over generations across experiments for each of the transmis-
sion chains. Whilst in Experiment 1 (Artificial) and Experiment 2 (Communication) learning
error decreases consistently as languages are transmitted through generations of learners, in
Experiment 3 (Communication + Artificial) learning error starts to increase after generation
5—in accordance with the evolution of structure (see Figure 2.19). (b) Fitted values from the
mixed-effects Model 10 for Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Coloured lines represent the random
slopes estimates (for generation) depending on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas
the black lines represent the fixed effects estimates for each experiment.
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of segment xi in language X . By contrast, in the calculation of syntagmatic entropy I am
not interested in mere signal complexity within descriptions but in syntagmatic morphological
complexity; consequently, and unlike for paradigmatic entropy, I only take into account lin-
guistic segments that are can be considered morphs, i.e., productive segments whose mapping
to a meaning feature values is significant. To calculate syntagmatic entropy I first computed
the entropy of each description individually (80 in total in each language) given the extracted
set of morphs. More specifically, to quantify the syntagmatic entropy of a sentence S, I first




P(si)log2P(si), where the sum is over the different morphs in the set
(if meaningful), and P(si) is the relative frequency of morph si in sentence S. I then took their
average as the syntagmatic entropy score for the language as a whole.
Figure 2.25a shows the paradigmatic entropies of the languages as they evolve: paradig-
matic entropy decreases with generation across experiments. A visual inspection reveals that
paradigmatic entropy decreases faster in the experiments that include communication (i.e., Ex-
periments 2 and 3) than in Experiment 1 and we observe the most abrupt decrease in paradig-
matic entropy in Experiment 2. I ran a growth curve analysis (GCA) to explore the relationship
between paradigmatic complexity and generation. I utilised GCA because I do not expect to
see the hypothesised effects equally pronounced across generations. Instead, I expect them to
be more distinct in the first generations and less so in the latter ones as languages become more
stable as a result of the cumulative increase in learnability. Moreover, in Experiment 2, where
underspecification is permitted (i.e., there is no hard constraint against ambiguity), if conven-
tions are established incrementally, I expect paradigmatic complexity to drop dramatically in
the first generations and to slightly increase in the later generations as more form-meaning
mappings are settled. GCA thus allows me to capture the expected trajectories more accurately
than the SLMM used in previous analysis.
As fixed effects in this Model 11, I introduced a linear predictor for Generation (centred)
as well as its interaction with Experiment (Experiment 1, 2 and 3, reversed Helmert coded
in that order). I also added a quadratic term, Generation2 to allow us to explore the change
in the effect of Generation as we move further along in the transmission chain. As random
effects I introduced an intercept for Chain as well as by-Chain slopes for the effect of Gen-
eration and Generation2. The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.747 and R
2
conditional = 0.840;
model estimates are visualised in Figure 2.25b. I found a significant effect of Generation
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Figure 2.25: (a) Paradigmatic entropy over generations for each transmission chain. Chains in
Experiment 1 (Artificial), Experiment 2 (Communication), and Experiment 3 (Communication
+ Artificial) are coloured in red, blue and yellow respectively. Paradigmatic entropy decreases
as languages are transmitted over generations. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects re-
gression. Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation) depending
on random intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines represent the fixed effects
estimates for each experiment.
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Figure 2.26: (a) Syntagmatic entropy over generations for each transmission chain. Chains in
Experiment 1 (Artificial), Experiment 2 (Communication), and Experiment 3 (Communication
+ Artificial) are coloured in red, blue and yellow respectively. Syntagmatic entropy decreases as
languages are transmitted over generations. (b) Fitted values from the mixed-effects regression.
Coloured lines represent the random slopes estimates (for generation) depending on random
intercepts (individual chains), whereas the black lines represent the fixed effects estimates for
each experiment.
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(β =−0.325,SE = 0.0256, p < 0.001) suggesting that paradigmatic entropy decreases signif-
icantly over time. However, the slope does not remain unchanged as we move further along
in the transmission chain: the significant effect of Generation2 (β = 0.101,SE = 0.009, p <
0.001) suggests that the drop in paradigmatic entropy by generation reduces significantly. Re-
sults suggest no differences in the effects of Generation and Generation2 across experiments
(lowest: β = 0.0341,SE = 0.031, p = 0.298) aside from a near-marginal effect of the interac-
tion between Generation2 and Experiment 2 (β = 0.021,SE = 0.011, p = 0.069), suggesting
that the change in slope might be slightly, although not significantly, greater in Experiment
2. The data obtained for Experiment 2 shown in Figure 2.25 suggest that the drop in entropy
is abrupt in the first generation and remains relatively constant from generation 2 onwards,
with a slight increase towards the end. Results do show a significant effect of Experiment
2, suggesting that paradigmatic entropy is lower in Experiment 2 than in the Experiment 1
at generation 4 (β = −0.670,SE = 0.179, p = 0.004). Entropy scores at the same gener-
ation in Experiment 3 are similar to the average between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
(β = 0.069,SE = 0.104, p = 0.521). In sum, paradigmatic entropy decreases with generation
and more so in the first than in the latter generations. Moreover, the entropy drop is most abrupt
in Experiment 2.
On the other hand, Figure 2.26a shows the syntagmatic entropy of languages as they are
transmitted down the chain and become more structured. Note that syntagmatic entropy is 0
on initial languages because no productive segments are encountered within descriptions as
they are monomorphemic—i.e., holistic mappings to motion events scenes. We observe that
syntagmatic entropy increases with generation across experiments. However, in Experiment 2
syntagmatic entropy increases abruptly in the first generation and remains constant thereafter.
In the other two experiments, the increase seems to be more gradual, particularly in Experiment
1. I ran a growth curve analysis with the same model structure to explore the effect of gener-
ation on syntagmatic entropy. As in the previous model, I expect the effect of generation to
not be as pronounced towards the final generations as structure and learnability increases. The
overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.580 and R
2
conditional = 0.659; model estimates are visualised
in Figure 2.26b. The model intercept indicates that syntagmatic entropy is significantly greater
than zero at generation 4 on average (β = 2.671,SE = 0.136, p < 0.001) and thus that descrip-
tions become polymorphemic in the first half of the transmission chain; scores at the intercept
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were also similar between experiments (lowest: β = 0.064,SE = 0.096, p = 0.519). Moreover,
results suggest a significant effect of Generation (β = 0.245,SE = 0.028, p< 0.001) suggesting
that syntagmatic entropy increases significantly over cultural time; but the slope abates as we
move further along in the transmission chain (β =−0.079,SE = 0.011, p < 0.001). No differ-
ences were found for Generation and Generation2 across experiments (lowest: β = 0.007,SE =
0.008, p = 0.407) aside from a significant interaction between Generation and Experiment 2
(β =−0.095,SE = 0.0343, p = 0.019), confirming that the effect of generation on syntagmatic
entropy in Experiment 2 is not as pronounced —entropy scores stabilise after generation 1 (see
Figure 2.26a). In sum, syntagmatic entropy increases relatively abruptly in the first generation
across experiments, and whereas it continues on increasing in Experiments 1 and 3, it does not
in Experiment 2.
2.6.3 Discussion
The measures presented in this section further support the conclusions drawn throughout the
chapter. Results show that languages become more learnable through cultural transmission,
thus replicating the findings in previous IALL studies (Beckner, Pierrehumbert, & Hay 2017;
Carr et al. 2016; Kirby et al. 2014, 2015; Motamedi et al. under revision). Compositional struc-
ture increases the learnability of languages as it allows learners to reproduce all descriptions
without the need of a model for every single one. From a reduced set of descriptions gener-
ated from a compositional grammar, learners can deduct the lexicon and the grammatical rules
required to reproduce the whole language. Consistent with the previously discussed results,
learning error decreases by generation across experiments, and more in the first generations
than in the latter generations as learning error approaches floor.
However, in Experiment 3, I showed that, consistent with a decrease in structure, learning
error increases in the second half of the chains. In section 2.4.3 I discussed that the strategies
learners develop to satisfy the hard constraint on expressivity (brought on by the artificial pres-
sure) were very easy to learn. However, I suggested that those strategies for discrimination of
strings did not allow for the discrimination of meanings; i.e., languages were superficially ex-
pressive but highly degenerate. Therefore, although learners might have learned that discrim-
ination between description is provided via reduplication of specific characters, it is highly
unlikely that they learned the exact number of reduplications for each description present in
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the input; as for descriptions without a model, it is even less likely that learners can reproduce
them.
Results in this section also show that the increase in learnability is parallel to the reduction
of paradigmatic entropy. As compositionality emerges from holistic languages, we move from
a system with no productive segments to a system with few but very productive segments—i.e.,
productive morphology. Paradigmatic entropy decreases abruptly in the first generations and it
remains fairly stable thereafter. Entropy is lowest in Experiment 2 as a product of two features:
most languages are underspecified (i.e., contain fewer morphs that map to meaning features),
and words are mainly inflected via total reduplication (i.e., morphs are fewer and even more
productive). Moreover, we also observed a slight increase in paradigmatic entropy in the lat-
ter generation in Experiment 2. I proposed that this slight increase is supporting evidence for
an incremental process of conventionalisation. Accompanying the reduction of paradigmatic
entropy, we observed an increase in syntagmatic entropy over generations. As morphology
emerged to match the different features of the meaning space, descriptions became polymor-
phic and thus they included a greater number of different morphs. These results suggest that
learnability is facilitated by a low paradigmatic entropy, further supporting the claim that learn-
ability in languages is provided by the compressibility of the finite sources from which learner
can make infinite use of: i.e., the morphological lexicon in this measure of paradigmatic en-
tropy, and the grammar in Kirby et al. (2015). It is precisely the productivity achieved by
compositional structure that potentially allows the production of syntagmatic complexity oth-
erwise impossible to be reproduced by learners.
In sum, in this section I provide further support to the claim that languages become more
learnable as they undergo cultural transmission. Moreover, the results from the paradigmatic
and syntagmatic entropies provide further insight into the dynamics of change from holistic
languages with monomorphic descriptions to compositional languages with polymorphic de-
scriptions: morphological lexicons are reduced and the morphological complexity that descrip-
tions achieve necessarily increases.
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2.7 Summary
The work discussed in this chapter provides support for the role of cultural transmission in
the evolution of compositional hierarchical structure—a prerequisite for productive and pro-
ductively interpretable languages, as well as argument marking via word order rules. Results
demonstrate the importance of the combination of communicative interaction and transmission
processes in the evolution of linguistic structure as well as the importance of the complexity of
the world to express and communicate about. These results corroborate findings from previous
iterated learning studies and crucially expand the linguistic complexity that can be obtained
from laboratory models of cultural transmission.
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The effect of communicative
interaction on efficiency and
complexity
3.1 Introduction
Language and communication go hand in hand across human cultures; language is necessarily
transmitted through usage in communicative interaction. Learners acquire a language from
exposure to its use in a communicative context. Speakers, at the same time, mostly produce
language for communicative purposes. It is then crucial to the study of language evolution
to pin down the effects on linguistic behaviour of the mechanisms involved in communicative
interaction.
In Chapter 2 I highlighted the importance of communication in the evolution of language;
in combination with transmission, communicative interaction facilitates the emergence of com-
positional constituent structure. We observed that languages rapidly evolved compositionality
and simple lexicons as well as highly regular rules of word formation and word order. With-
out communicative interaction, structure did not evolve as rapidly, suggesting that coordina-
tion facilitates the early establishment of linguistic conventions leading to linguistic structure.
Moreover, we observed that conventionalisation proceeds in a piecemeal fashion whereby in-
terlocutors learn about each other’s linguistic knowledge and gradually align with it; if this
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piecemeal process is hindered, systematic conventions are less likely to arise. The work dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 thus hinted that this need for learning during coordination in the commu-
nicative context might also facilitate the establishment of structured and generalisable linguistic
conventions.
Previous work studying the mechanisms involved in interaction claim that communicative
contexts are not merely situations of information transfer where coding and decoding of signals
takes place (Pickering & Garrod 2004). Interlocutors do not contribute autonomously to inter-
action; instead, they engage in a joint activity of collaborative problem solving (H. H. Clark &
Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Garrod & Anderson 1987; Pickering & Garrod 2004). Each communica-
tive event presents interlocutors with a coordination problem, where they must use linguistic
forms or strategies that agree with one another to achieve mutually acceptable outcomes (Lewis
1969). Communicative success thus requires interlocutors to coordinate and align on a shared
system of conventions, whereby interlocutors can be situated in equivalent information states.
Previous research has shown that the establishment of conventions allows the maximisation
of communicative efficiency and not only effectiveness (H. H. Clark & Schaefer 1989); inter-
locutors utilise conventions to contribute to more efficient communication by reducing effort in
production as well as in comprehension. In which ways does the drive for effort minimisation
during interaction affect the complexity of linguistic systems?
Interaction studies have provided sparse evidence for the drive to reduce effort in commu-
nication, i.e., by reusing the same expression to refer to the same meaning or by shortening
the length of expressions (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Krauss & Weinheimer 1964,
1966). However, the systematic comparison between communicative and non-communicative
context is scarce, making it hard to depict the specific aspects of the complexity of communi-
cation systems that can be attributed to actual communicative interaction or to other aspects of
linguistic production (e.g., frequency of use or priming, which could also result in the reduc-
tion of effort and complexity, see e.g, Kanwal et al. (2017) and Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith
(2016)). In this chapter I experimentally investigate the effect of communicative interaction
(without transmission or language learning) on linguistic complexity, allowing speakers to use
their native language. Using the same experimental set-up as in Chapter 2, I test differences
in the complexity of production systems obtained from individuals in isolation and production
systems obtained during dyadic communicative interaction.
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3.2 Convention and communicative interaction
Language is not simply an internal system used by individuals in isolation, language is mostly
transmitted and used in communicative contexts. At the same time, communication is not
merely a process of information transfer, where interlocutors contribute autonomously. In or-
der to communicate effectively interlocutors must align with each other on a shared system of
linguistic forms and strategies, i.e., linguistic conventions. Without these conventions, inter-
locutors will not be able to align on equivalent informational states and communicative success
will be extremely difficult to achieve (H. H. Clark 1996; Lewis 1969).
Lewis (1969) proposed that coordination should be studied as a distinctive social compe-
tence needed to solve the aforementioned coordination problems. Through coordination, inter-
locutors align on a set of conventions, which are the canonical forms that coordination takes
when it is grounded in the interlocutors’ knowledge and experience of one another’s (flexible)
behaviour. In this tradition, alignment between interlocutors is thought to arise from the es-
tablishment of shared knowledge or common ground facilitated by coordination (H. H. Clark
1996; H. H. Clark & Marshall 1981; Lewis 1969). Importantly, solving coordination problems
requires all parties involved to align both in content and process (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs
1986; Grice 1957; Lewis 1969). With each utterance, the speaker tries to convey their intended
meaning tailored to the hearer; the hearer knows this, and tries to arrive at the correct interpre-
tation. Hence to coordinate by convention entails recognising the intentions of others as well
as the utterances (i.e., knowledge on both content and process needs to also be shared).
However, there exists a more mechanistic account of coordination during communicative
interaction put forward by Pickering and Garrod (2004) called the interactive alignment model,
whereby alignment between interlocutors is proposed to arise from low-level automatic prim-
ing processes. In this account, the information that is shared between the interlocutors con-
stitutes what Pickering and Garrod (2004) call the implicit common ground. Unlike common
ground, implicit common ground does not derive from the interlocutors’ explicit knowledge
of one another’s states but is instead thought to built up automatically (e.g., through reciprocal
priming) and reformulated through “straightforward” processes of repair (also not requiring
explicit knowledge) when faulty (for further detail, see Pickering & Garrod 2004). The in-
teractive alignment model suggests that these automatic and low-level processes are enough
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for alignment to arise and only when the primitive mechanisms such as priming fail to pro-
duce alignment, more sophisticated strategies which depend on representing the interlocutor’s
mental state (i.e., theory of mind) are required.
Both of the discussed accounts of communicative interaction highlight the need for align-
ment on a system of linguistic conventions to achieve communicative success, and that align-
ment is facilitated by the access to shared knowledge or information states as well as by the
presence of feedback. Shared knowledge allows interlocutors to produce and interpret form-
meaning mappings with higher probability of being mutually accepted based on previous expe-
rience. Feedback allows interlocutors to test these hypotheses about form-meaning mappings
and modify their behaviour accordingly. Positive feedback (i.e., confirmation) is necessary for
interlocutors to know that they understand each other and thus that form-meaning mappings
are shared amongst them. Negative feedback (i.e., disagreement) might allow interlocutors
to realise they do not understand each other and thus that form-meaning mappings are not
shared and need repair; speakers can then reformulate and clarify the intended meaning, and
hearers can adjust their form-meaning mappings to align their interpretation with the speaker’s
intended meaning. Corrective feedback, just as negative feedback, lets the speaker know that
the meaning intended might not be interpreted accordingly but provides an alternative form to
map to the intended meaning which is considered more appropriate by the hearer; the speaker
then can update their form-meaning mappings to align with their partners’.
Communication thus requires interlocutors to coordinate and align on a shared system of
conventions (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Lewis 1969; Pickering & Garrod 2004). How-
ever, efficient communication requires that coordination interacts with other pressures at play
in language transmission, namely those of expressivity and learnability; i.e., the conventions
established need to be both expressive and learnable in order to solve the immediate task at
hand as well as future interactions (Winters 2017). Since the communicative history constrains
future outcomes (Millikan 1998), if conventions are not generalisable or expressive enough,
communicative systems can end up in suboptimal states where they do not allow themselves to
be built upon further and eventually render communication of novel meanings more effortful.
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3.3 Least collaborative effort and linguistic complexity
H. H. Clark (1996) claims that the collaborative process in which participants engage to align
on a shared system of conventions leads also to participants engaging in what the author—
expanding Zipf’s principle of least effort (Zipf 1949)—has called least collaborative effort
(H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986), i.e., minimising the total effort spent during interaction, in
both production and comprehension of utterances (H. H. Clark & Schaefer 1989; Davies 2006).
Under this view, interlocutors adjust conventions to exploit the communicative context. Various
types of experimental evidence further support this principle and show that the adjustment
interlocutors make to the communicative context might affect the structure of the utterances
produced (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Hupet & Chantraine 1992; Krauss & Weinheimer
1964, 1966) as well as the complexity of the overall local (i.e., pertaining to a specific situation)
system of communication (Brennan & Clark 1996; Fox Tree 1999; Fussell & Krauss 1989;
Garrod & Anderson 1987).
Experimental research looking at the emergence of convention has extensively reported
that over the course of interaction, language users shape communicative systems to minimise
the effort in production (Atkinson 2016; Brennan & Clark 1996; H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs
1986; Garrod & Anderson 1987; Krauss & Weinheimer 1964, 1966; Mcallister, Potts, Ma-
son, & Marchant 1994; Murfitt & McAllister 2001). In a pioneering experiment, Krauss and
Weinheimer (1964) had pairs of participants play a dyadic communication game, where they
were asked to repeatedly describe novel objects in English for their partners to identify from
a finite set—this paradigm will henceforth be referred to as a repeated-reference task 1. With-
out previous experience about communicative success, participants could not know how much
information was required and thus initially, they would use long expressions to describe the
novel object. However, as participants built shared knowledge over repeated communicative
events, they would gradually shorten referring expressions to maximise communicative effi-
ciency. One pair of participants, for example, started to describe an image as “upside-down
martini glass in a wire stand” and over the course of interaction, the description reduced to
1Note that unlike other reference tasks in experimental extensions of agent-based models (e.g., iterated learning
paradigms as per Kirby et al. 2015 or other signalling games as the naming game Steels 1995), these reference
tasks are always in the context of natural language usage and not in the context of establishing a new system of
communication. I will thus refrain from discussing the former in this chapter and refer the reader to section 1.3
and Chapter 2 for a discussion of the relevant “reference” tasks in the context of artificial language learning and
evolution.
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“inverted martini glass”, then “martini glass”, and finally participants converged on “martini”.
These results thus show that alongside the conventionalisation of referring expressions, the
length of these expressions reduces over repeated interaction as a function of their frequency of
use. Critically, later work showed that these results were dependent on participants receiving
positive and/or concurrent feedback (Hupet & Chantraine 1992; Krauss & Weinheimer 1966),
suggesting that the communicative context is in fact driving the reduction in effort. Krauss
and Weinheimer (1966) showed that participants shortened expressions over time more when
they received concurrent feedback than when they just received positive feedback after having
described an object; without a high percentage of positive and/or concurrent feedback, par-
ticipants did not shorten descriptions over time. Further support to framing communication
as a promoter of the reduction in effort comes from Hupet and Chantraine (1992), who had
participants repeatedly describing tangram pictures after having been told either that all their
descriptions would reach the same recipient or that they would reach different recipients each
time. Participants did not shorten their descriptions over repeated use in either case.
Altogether these results suggest that mutual acceptance of an expression and thus shared
knowledge—only provided by the communicative context—is necessary before interlocutors
reduce production effort; the shortening of expressions cannot be explained by mere repetition
and/or recency of production. Interlocutors attune their productions to the information state of
their addressee, only then allowing the attainment of simpler and more effective local systems
of communication. Moreover, performance in interaction can be further facilitated by mecha-
nisms in coordination which do not require explicit attuning to the interlocutor’s information
state; e.g., alignment achieved from reciprocal priming would also simplify production as well
as comprehension during dialogue and altogether minimise communicative effort (Pickering
& Garrod 2004). Further experimental studies support these findings (Brennan & Clark 1996;
H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Garrod & Anderson 1987) and highlight more features
of simplification of systems through repeated usage in interaction: participants converged to
less diverse lexicons. Linguistic alignment can be achieved through the mutual acceptance of
form-meaning mappings. Once aligned, participants can repeatedly use the same expression
to refer to the same meaning with assured communicative success. Interlocutors stick to these
conventions in order to ease communication (i.e., retrieval and comprehension) and be able
to benefit from a local principle of meaningful contrast (E. V. Clark 1988); when a new term
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is used, hearers will rapidly understand there is a new meaning dimension that the speaker is
referring to which has not been discussed before. The use of a new term for the same mean-
ing would mislead hearers to think the speaker wants to convey new information (E. V. Clark
1988). Communication thus benefits from interlocutors being conservative in their linguistic
choices, which leads to a reduced lexicon once conventions are established. In comparison to
isolate production, such conservatism might also result in lower overall linguistic complexity
in the set of expressions used during communicative interaction. Michel (2011) provides sup-
port for this claim: in argumentation tasks, adult speakers produce less complex lexicons and
structures in communicative interaction than in isolate production.
The communicative context also influences how easy referring expressions are to com-
prehend. Speakers adapt their linguistic behaviour as they learn to match the information the
audience requires (and no more), which allows them to increase communicative efficiency
(H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Davies 2006; Fox Tree 1999; Fussell & Krauss 1989;
Horton & Gerrig 2002). Fussell and Krauss (1989) had participants create (written) referring
expressions either for another speaker or for themselves; the same subjects were later asked to
match the intended referents for their own expressions and for those of other speakers (who at
the same time had encoded expressions intended to another speaker or to themselves). The au-
thors showed that written messages intended for oneself overall contained higher lexical com-
plexity; i.e., they used more diverse lexicons, contained more words of lower frequencies (i.e.,
type-token ratios were higher) and were more likely to contain figurative descriptions. How-
ever, their study also shows that written messages to oneself were shorter than those intended
to others, which does not match the results of previously discussed studies on the reduction
of description length over repeated use (e.g., see Krauss & Weinheimer 1966). However, in
Fussell and Krauss (1989), participants are not involved in explicit communicative interaction
or receive any real-time feedback, and thus speakers cannot ground common knowledge and
exploit it to increase efficiency in production. Traxler and Gernsbacher (1992) already noted
that even the slightest form of feedback helps speakers to envision how hearers interpret written
descriptions and gradually maximise efficiency.
Fussell and Krauss (1989) also showed that while all subjects correctly matched refer-
ents for the expressions produced by themselves, they also did significantly better with others’
messages when they were intended for another speaker. Fox Tree (1999) provided similar re-
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sults in the spoken modality: even when intended for others (i.e., a third-party passive listener
or over-hearer), instructions that are a product of monologue rather than dialogue are more
difficult to follow. This may be because dialogues contain a greater number of perspectives
supplied by both the speaker and the addressee, and thus increase the likelihood of there being
a perspective which is understood by a third person (Fox Tree & Mayer 2008). It might also
be due to the shared-knowledge grounding process (especially through the feedback provided
by the addressee about their level of understanding), which may increase the likelihood that
the descriptions will be comprehensible for any individual, not just those directly involved in
the interaction (Branigan, Catchpole, & Pickering 2011). Moreover, over-hearers (who pas-
sively participate in dialogue) understand references less well than intended addressees; the
latter appear to have an advantage over over-hearers because addressees actively participate in
the communicative process (Schober & Clark 1989) and guide the developing descriptions to
those they prefer to adopt (Branigan et al. 2011). These results are consistent with a shared
knowledge framework: since shared knowledge with oneself is maximal and no attuning to
listeners is required, there is not as much cost in producing idiosyncratic expressions (i.e.,
communication to oneself is not hampered), but their comprehension by another speaker could
be negatively affected. These results also suggest that the mechanisms involved in attuning to
the audience are necessarily different from the automatic priming which interlocutors are said
to primarily resort to in the interactive alignment model proposed by Pickering and Garrod
(2004); i.e, self-priming is not playing a role and reciprocal priming cannot take place, nev-
ertheless, interlocutors adapt to their audience to minimise comprehension effort, highlighting
the role of more sophisticated mechanisms (e.g., theory of mind).
3.4 A note on language learning and communicative interaction
Given the need for coordination in communicative interaction (which requires interlocutors
to learn about each other’s knowledge), communication has often been framed as a learn-
ing context (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Horton & Gerrig 2002; Long 1985; Michel
2011). Undoubtedly, interactive communication provides the learner with learning opportuni-
ties. Moreover, interaction heightens attention to meaning and form as it requires interlocutors
to engage in a collaborative problem-solving task with a joint focus, whereby, in addition, they
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are provided with feedback from one another on how well they are conveying information.
As a matter of fact, first language acquisition research demonstrates that both joint focus
and feedback facilitate language learning. Since Bruner and Watson (1983), who postulated
a link between the presence of joint focus in communicative interaction and the development
of reference, many longitudinal studies have indeed found evidence for a positive correlation
between joint focus in child-parent interactions and a child’s lexical development (Markus,
Mundy, Morales, Delgado, & Yale 2000; C. B. Smith, Adamson, & Bakeman 1988; Tomasello
& Farrar 1986) (for a critical review of the literature, see Akhtar & Gernsbacher 2007). On the
other hand, it is obvious that without positive feedback, a naive learner would never be able to
know whether they communicate appropriately. Not so obvious or at least not as uncontrover-
sial has been the effect of corrective feedback on language acquisition. Corrective feedback is
not as present in a child’s input as positive feedback; however, many studies suggest that the
existing negative feedback does in fact facilitate linguistic competence (Farrar 1992; Scherer
& Olswang 1984; Strapp, Bleakney, Helmick, & Tonkovich 2008) (for a critical review, see
Schoneberger 2010).
Second language acquisition research has also highlighted the importance of interaction for
interlanguage development (Long 1985). During interaction learners are naturally pressured to
make meaningful use of their linguistic knowledge because they need to understand and be
understood. Moreover, learners engaged in interaction are involved in negotiations of form
and meaning and learn through hypothesis testing; when they fail at being comprehended they
receive negative feedback from their communication partner. Support for the importance of
interaction in L2-learning is given in Michel (2011); the author shows that L2-learners produce
more accurate and fluent speech when they are engaged in a dialogue rather than in isolate
production. Isolate production provides fewer opportunities for language learning; due to the
lack of of feedback, isolate production does not require learners to pay as much attention to
form and meaning.
Studies looking at production from adult L1-speakers also point to aspects of the commu-
nicative context that ease linguistic performance which echo those aspects highlighted to help
learners acquire a new language. Michel (2011) demonstrates that L1-speakers are also more
accurate and fluent in dialogue than in isolate production. These results suggest that aspects of
the communicative context which have shown to facilitate language acquisition are pervasive in
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communicative interaction with adult L1-speakers. Altogether, these results show that mecha-
nisms that allow successful and efficient communication, which tend to draw upon simpler and
(in some aspects) more conservative linguistic systems than those produced in isolation, help
language learning.
3.5 Experiment 4
The literature reviewed above suggests that communicative interaction should be regarded as
a joint activity akin to solving coordination problems in order to reach effective and efficient
communication. In order to solve coordination problems, interlocutors must align on a shared
system of conventions. Alignment draws upon at least two important features provided by the
communicative context: shared knowledge as well as feedback. Interlocutors exploit the affor-
dances of the communicative context for communicative efficiency, i.e., minimising the total
effort spent by interlocutors to achieve successful communication during dialogue. Maximisa-
tion of efficiency benefits from systems which are generalisable and easy to produce as well as
easy to understand, altogether minimising effort at both ends. This drive towards least collab-
orative effort in interaction has been evidenced in different ways: speakers reduce the length
of utterances more when they receive positive and concurrent feedback and they use less com-
plex lexicons (and structures) within communicative contexts—i.e., either during dialogue or
in isolate production but with the intent to reach an audience different from oneself.
The studies reviewed thus suggest that communicative interaction can have an effect on the
complexity of linguistic systems, but there is no systematic comparison between actual com-
municative interaction and isolate production in the reviewed repeated-reference tasks and in
the written modality (for a systematic comparison in the spoken modality, see Murfitt & McAl-
lister 2001; for a comparison in the written modality but without repeated usage, see Traxler &
Gernsbacher 1992). In this study I aim to systematically explore the effect of communicative
interaction on linguistic complexity in a repeated-reference task, where participants are asked
to repeatedly produce descriptions for meanings with the same features. I will compare pro-
duction in isolation to dyadic communicative interaction (i.e., in two independent experimental
conditions). Crucially, the stimuli and the set-up I utilise are the same as the ones implemented
at each generation in Experiments 1 and 2 in Chapter 2. This is crucial because I want to test the
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validity of the instrumentalisation of the computer-mediated communicative interaction in ar-
tificial language studies. I can then relate the results in this experiment to those in Experiments
1 and 2 and shed light on the observed differences between communicative interaction and
isolate production in those: communicative interaction facilitates the conventionalisation of
transparent and isomorphic form-meaning mappings (i.e., compositional structure) and gives
rise to rather simple lexicons early on (what we measure as paradigmatic entropy in section
2.6.2). Only if we know how the operationalisation of communicative interaction in the ex-
perimental design influences native speakers’ behaviour, can we fully evaluate the effects of
the design on non-native performance in artificial language experiments. Comparing commu-
nicative interaction to isolate production, the following hypotheses will be tested in the present
study:
H1: Greater reduction of description length. If communicative interaction affords higher
efficiency in production than mere repetition and/or recency of production, I expect the
descriptions to become shorter by trial during the course of communicative interaction
than in isolate production (as has been shown in previous studies, e.g. Krauss & Wein-
heimer 1966).
H2: Lower linguistic complexity. If during communicative interaction interlocutors are
driven to maximise efficiency balancing effort in comprehension and production, I expect
overall lower linguistic complexity—both lexical and structural—in dyadic communica-
tive interaction than in isolate production (as suggested in previous studies, e.g. Fussell &
Krauss 1989; Michel 2011). In order to ease production and comprehension, interlocu-
tors will be faithful to lexical choices which proved to be successful in previous events.
Moreover, as interlocutors learn about the amount of information required to success-
fully convey a given meaning, they can eliminate any linguistic redundancy. Overall, I
expect simpler lexicons and structures as well as a higher percentage of content words.
Note that unlike H1, H2 makes predictions about the resulting description systems and
not about their dynamics during the course of production.
H3: Higher lexical similarity. If interlocutors attune to the audience to ease comprehension
effort, I expect more common forms to be used in communicative interaction than in
isolate production (as suggested in Fussell & Krauss 1989). I expect to see a higher
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overlap across lexicons produced during communicative interaction. As well as H2, H3
makes predictions about entire description systems.
The general contribution of the present study is thus to systematically test the effect of
communicative interaction versus isolate production on linguistic complexity at the different
levels discussed (i.e., the length of descriptions and linguistic complexity, both lexical and
structural) in the written modality. Additionally, this study tests the validity of the simplified
computer-mediated model to operationalise communicative interaction in artificial language
experiments, in particular the ones presented in Chapter 2.
3.6 Materials and methods
3.6.1 Participants
Thirty native English speakers (aged between 18 and 40, mean age 25.5) were recruited from
the University of Edinburgh’s Careers Service database of vacancies. Each was paid £7. Nine
participants were assigned to the Isolates condition and 18 to the Dyads condition (i.e., nine
dyads in total); the data from a further three participants (one pair in Dyads and one participant
in Isolates) were excluded from analysis as they did not complete the experiment adequately2.
3.6.2 Stimuli
Participants were asked to describe scenes of motion events in English. We used the same set
of scenes as in Experiments 1-3 in Chapter 2 (see section 2.2.1.2).
3.6.3 Procedure
Participants were presented with the set of 80 target videos (one at a time, in random order) and
were asked to describe them. The experiment was carried out at a computer terminal through a
video game interface developed in Python 2.7, which made use of the PsychoPy and Pygame
libraries (Peirce 2007, 2009; Pygame Community 2009). Participants sat in individual booths.
The experimental sessions lasted approximately 30 and 45 min for the Isolates and the Dyads
2The data from a pair of participants in the Dyads condition were excluded because they used the communicative
set-up to send messages unrelated to the experiment’s stimuli. The data from one further participant in the Isolate
conditions were excluded because they interrupted the experiment before completion.
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conditions respectively. All responses were entered using the keyboard. Before participants
started the experiment, they were given detailed instructions by the experimenter on how to
proceed during the experiment (in both oral and written form).
3.6.4 Experimental conditions
I designed two conditions, one in which participants described the videos one after another
on their own (Isolates condition) and another one in which pairs of participants took turns to
describe the set of videos to one another and received full feedback on the success of commu-
nication after each trial (Dyads condition). Instructions varied accordingly.
Isolates Participants were presented with a different scene at each trial (80 in total) and were
asked to provide a description for it (only alphabetic characters and spaces were allowed). As
in Chapter 2, I introduced an explicit demand for unique descriptions. Participants were told
beforehand that the computer would interrupt them to ask for another description if they had
already typed that same exact string to describe a different motion event during the experiment.
Dyads Participants took turns to describe scenes in a dyadic communication task. At each
trial (80 in total, one per scene), one participant was assigned the role of sender and the other
that of the receiver. The sender typed in a description for a picture, which was sent to the re-
ceiver. The receiver saw the description and was asked to select the video that best matched a
description out of an array of four (three foils selected randomly plus the target). Both partici-
pants received feedback after each trial: they were presented with the target scene, the selected
scene and the description (on a green or red background according to their communicative suc-
cess or failure respectively). The roles of sender and receiver were swapped after each trial.
Each participant in a dyad described 40 different videos (half of the total set of 80), balanced
to contain instances of all meaning features in roughly the same amounts.
3.6.5 Measures
3.6.5.1 Description length
The reduction of description length through iterated usage is used in interaction studies to
measure the increase in efficiency accompanied by processes of conventionalisation during
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communication (e.g H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Krauss & Weinheimer 1964). Descrip-
tion length was calculated in three different ways: by the number of characters, by the number
of words (a string of characters between spaces in a sentence) and by the number of phrasal
nodes. The number of characters and words partly characterises the syntagmatic complexity of
a description, whilst the number of phrasal nodes, partially characterises the hierarchical com-
plexity of a description. Phrasal nodes for each description were obtained automatically using
the Berkeley constituent parser (Petrov, Barrett, Thibaux, & Klein 2006; Petrov & Klein 2007)
through the Python-Enabled Berkeley Parser (Bengfort 2014). I then manually corrected for
wrong class assignments (e.g., if NP was erroneously tagged as a VP). Any other errors were
left unmodified and thus constitute a source of noise in the measure, but nevertheless compa-
rable across systems and conditions. It is worth noting that the output does not include any of
the following functional phrasal categories: CP, IP 3, little vP, or DP. Further phrase types such
as AdjPs are not considered either and thus Det Adj N, for instance, only has a unique parent
NP (i.e., no DP and AdjP parents).
I measured description length in three different ways because the reduction of one by trial
does not necessarily correlate with the reduction of the others. Participants can reduce the
number of words leaving the number of phrasal nodes intact if, for instance, they eliminate
Det and/or Adj within NPs (e.g., from ‘a pink circle’ to ‘a circle’) as the structural analysis
used in this study does not distinguish AdjPs or DPs (see section 3.6.5.2). On the other hand,
the description length by character can be reduced leaving the number of words intact. This
can happen in at least three different ways: by the reduction of morphological hedges (e.g.
“a pinkish square” becomes “a pink square”), by the use of synonymous lexical variants with
different word lengths (e.g. “circumnavigate’ vs “go around”), and by the clipping of words
(e.g. “square” might become “sqr”, “sq” or even “s”)—particularly afforded by the written
modality.
3.6.5.2 Structural complexity
The structural complexity of a given description was measured by means of the number of
nodes per description, i.e., non-terminal nodes (phrases) as well as terminal nodes (words).
Thus structural complexity of a single description in this case equates to the sum of two of the
3Instead of being a nucleus of an IP, an auxiliary is the nucleus of a VP and a sister of a separate VP.
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previously described types of description length, i.e., by word (syntagmatic complexity) and
by phrasal node (hierarchical complexity). However, unlike with description length, I will use
this measure to compare whole description systems: the structural complexity of a system will
be measured as the average structural complexity of all descriptions within a system.
The syntactic tree in (8) illustrates how the Berkeley Parser could analyse the example
description “balls bouncing rapidly towards another pink ball”. In this analysis, five phrasal
nodes are obtained (excluding the matrix sentence node S) for the seven-word description. The






















For each system of descriptions (i.e., the set of descriptions provided by an isolate partici-
pant or a dyad) I extracted its lexicon (i.e., all word tokens comprised across all descriptions).
Within the lexicon, I divided words into content and functional categories following the list
provided in Cook (1988)4. I then separated the content roots from the affixes of content words.
4 List of function words (without apostrophes): a, about, above, after, after, again, against, ago, ahead, all,
almost, almost, along, already, also, although, always, am, among, an, and, any, are, arent, around, as, at, away,
backward, backwards, be, because, before, behind, below, beneath, beside, between, both, but, by, can, cannot,
cant, cause, cos, could, couldnt, despite, did, didnt, do, does, doesnt, dont, during, each, either, even, ever, every,
except, for, forward, from, had, hadnt, has, hasnt, have, havent, he, her, here, hers, herself, him, himself, his, how,
however, I, if, in, inside, inspite, instead, into, is, isnt, it, its, itself, just, least, less, like, many, may, maynt, me,
might, mightnt, mine, more, most, much, must, mustnt, my, myself, near, need, neednt, needs, neither, never, no,
none, nor, not, now, of, off, often, on, once, only, onto, or, ought, oughtnt, our, ours, ourselves, out, outside, over,
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Table 3.1: Example of the partition into the different sets of units used in lexical complexity
and similarity measures.
We extracted content roots automatically using PyStemmer (Boulton 2013), a Python interface
for the Snowball stemming algorithms (outputs were corrected manually for errors before run-
ning any analysis). Affixes were then extracted by subtracting lexical roots from words5 and
manually corrected. Table 3.1 provides an example of the different sets of units described.
Percentage of content words The percentage of content words in each description system
was calculated by dividing the number of content words (i.e., not in the list of function words
in footnote 4) by the total number of word tokens.
Lexical richness For each description system I obtained three separate lexical richness scores:
one for content roots, one for function words and one for affixes (i.e., inflectional and deriva-
tional morphology). Lexical richness was measured by Guiraud’s Index (Guiraud 1954), which
is calculated by the number of types divided by the square root of the number of tokens.
Guiraud’s Index adjusts type-token ratios to take into account differences in the number of
tokens and it has shown to be one of the most robust measures of lexical richness in corpus
studies (Hout & Vermeer 2007). For this reason, and also in order to use a measure comparable
to those used in natural language dialogue studies (e.g. Michel 2011), I calculate Guiraud’s In-
dex rather than the Shannon entropy used in Chapter 2 to measure the paradigmatic complexity
of lexical systems.
past, perhaps, quite, rather, seldom, several, shall, shant, she, should, shouldnt, since, so, some, sometimes, soon,
than, that, the, their, theirs, them, themselves, then, there, therefore, these, they, this, those, though, through, thus,
till, to, together, too, towards, under, unless, until, up, upon, us, used, usednt, usent, usually, very, was, wasnt, we,
well, were, werent, what, when, where, whether, which, while, whilst, who, whom, whose, why, will, with, without,
wont, would, wouldnt, yet, you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves.
5Note that stem changes are not taken into account in our analysis as inflectional morphology and were counted
as different lexical roots.
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3.6.5.4 Lexical similarity
I calculated the lexical similarity between the set of lexical units contained in description sys-
tems within a given condition. I calculated lexical similarity between types of three different
units separately: content roots, function words and affixes. I thus attributed three individual
values of similarity per system, one per unit. Each value was defined by the average of all the
comparisons between a given system produced by a participant and each of the other systems
produced by the remaining participants in the same condition. Lexical similarity between sets
of units was calculated using the Jaccard Index (Jaccard 1912). The Jaccard index measures
similarity between finite sample sets (i.e., the lexical types), and it is defined as the size of the
intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample sets. All output values fall between
0 and 1, the minimum and the maximum similarity scores respectively.
3.6.5.5 Expressivity
I measured the expressivity of each description by the proportion of encoded meaning features
which are relevant to the meaning space (see stimuli in 3.6.2). I considered a maximum of
six and four features to be encoded in transitive (with two objects) and intransitive (only one
object) events respectively6. Therefore, for each transitive event, the shape and number of
both objects need to be encoded (2× Shape+ 2×Number = 4 features) as well as the type
of motion in which the focal objects move (one feature) and the aspect of the motion (one
feature). For each intransitive event, only the shape and number of one object as well as motion
and aspect features need to be encoded. If the example description in (8) was produced for the
scene in Figure 3.1 (i.e., [FocalCircle, FocalPlural, AnchorCircle, AnchorSingular, Bounce,
Terminated]), the description would obtain an expressivity score of 5/6 = 0.83; it describes
unambiguously all but one feature, i.e., the terminated aspect of the motion event.
6I did not consider Anchoring; it would be difficult to determine the grammatical elements that would encode it
in English.
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Figure 3.1: Example scene described by “balls bouncing rapidly towards another pink ball”.
3.7 Analyses and results
3.7.1 Description length
I used the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) developed in R (R Core Team 2015) to perform
linear mixed-effects analyses to explore the relationship between the length of descriptions
and the trial number in which they were produced. P-values were calculated using lmerTest
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen 2015). As discussed in section 3.6.5.1, I calculated
the length of descriptions by character, by word and by phrasal node. Three different models
were run, one for each of these dependent variables, with the same mixed-effects structure.
All dependent variables (count data) were log-transformed7. As fixed effects I included Trial
Number, Condition (two levels: Isolates as reference, and Dyads). As random effects I included
intercepts for Description System (one per isolate or dyad) with Interlocutor nested (to control
for differences between participants within dyads). I also included a random intercept for
Transitivity (i.e., whether meanings included both focal and anchor objects) to control for the
effect of the number of meaning features on the length of the descriptions8. Figure 3.2 shows
the experimental data by condition with the fitted values for the fixed effects overlaid; we
observe a general tendency towards the reduction of description length over trials.
In the analysis of the relationship between description length by character and Trial Num-
ber (see Figure 3.2, top) I found a significant effect of Trial Number (β = −0.003,SE =
0.0005, p < 0.001), suggesting that the number of characters per description goes down sig-
nificantly by trial. There was no significant effect of Condition (β =−0.007,SE = 0.193, p =
7I report the results of a linear model with log-transformed data because negative binomial models resulted in
converge warnings and the resulting estimates were equally good (χ2(0) = 0, p = 1).
8I include Transitivity as a random effect because I am not interested in the specific contribution of transitive
or intransitive events as much as I am interested in the variation due to Transitivity and in assessing the potency of
Description System after accounting for this variation.
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Figure 3.2: Log description lengths by character, word and phrasal node. Lines represent fitted
values for the fixed effects estimated by the linear mixed-effects analysis.
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0.971), but I found a significant interaction between Trial Number and Condition (β =−0.0025,
SE = 0.0006, p< 0.001). These results suggest that although Dyads did not produce more char-
acters per description at the first trials, the decrease in length by trial is significantly greater in
Dyads than in Isolates. The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.049 and R
2
conditional = 0.734.
Results from the model with description length by word as the dependent variable (see
Figure 3.2, middle) show a significant effect of Trial Number (β =−0.0023,SE = 0.0005, p <
0.001), suggesting that the number of words per description decreases significantly by trial. I
did not find a significant main effect of Condition (β = 0.0036,SE = 0.197, p = 0.859), but
there was a significant interaction between Trial Number and Condition (β = −0.002,SE =
0.0006, p = 0.002), suggesting that, although description length by word is comparable at the
first trial, the decrease in length by trial is significantly greater in Dyads than in Isolates. The
overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.024 and R
2
conditional = 0.723.
For description length by phrasal node (see Figure 3.2, bottom) I also found a significant,
although weaker, effect of Trial Number (β = −0.0019,SE = 0.0006, p = 0.001), suggesting
that the number of phrasal nodes decreases significantly by trial. There were no significant
effects of Condition (β = 0.0395,SE = 0.197, p = 0.843) or its interaction with Trial Number
(β =−0.0013,SE = 0.0008, p = 0.128), suggesting that description lengths by phrasal node at
first trial are comparable across conditions, and so are the slopes by Trial Number. The overall




In order to explore the effect of condition on structural complexity (calculated as described
in section 3.6.5.2), I ran a linear mixed-effects model. The dependent variable, i.e., structural
complexity (count data), was log-transformed before analysis9. As fixed effects, I included
Condition alone; and as random effects, intercepts for Description System. The overall model
fit was R2marginal = 0.0006 and R
2
conditional = 0.594. I found no effect of Condition on structural
complexity (β =−0.028,SE = 0.199, p = 0.88).
9I report the results from a linear mixed-effects model instead of a negative binomial mixed-effects model for
consistency with the analyses carried out in the following section 3.7.1. Additionally, the linear model constituted
a better fit (χ2(0) = 7514.7, p < 0.001 and, in both cases, I found no significant effects.
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3.7.3 Lexical complexity
Percentage of content words I performed a logistic mixed-effects regression model to ex-
plore the effect of condition on the percentage of content words. I included Condition (two
levels: Isolates as reference, and Dyads) as the only fixed effect and a sole random inter-
cept for Description System (i.e., each of the systems produced by an isolate participant or
a dyad). The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.0003 and R
2
conditional = 0.043. The model
intercept suggests that the percentage of content words in the Isolates condition was high
(β = 0.78,SE = 0.131, p < 0.001), and no significant difference between conditions was found
(β = 0.066,SE = 0.185, p = 0.72). Results thus suggest that the percentage of content words
was comparably high across conditions.
Lexical richness Lexical richness scores (calculated as described in 3.6.5.3) are shown in
Figure 3.3. I ran a linear mixed-effects model to explore the effect of condition on lexical
richness. As fixed effects I included Condition (two levels: Isolates as reference, and Dyads)
and Lexical Unit (three levels: Content Roots as reference, Function Words and Affixes) with
an interaction term. As random effects, I added intercepts for Description System. The overall
model fit was R2marginal = 0.514 and R
2
conditional = 0.752. Results show that lexical richness is
higher for content roots than for function words (β =−0.780,SE = 0.193, p< 0.001) or affixes
(β =−1.615,SE = 0.193, p < 0.001), suggesting that, as expected, function words and affixes
are more productive than content roots within lexicons. Most importantly, I found a significant
effect of Condition (β = −1.012,SE = 0.271, p < 0.001), suggesting that lexical richness of
content roots is higher in the Isolates than in the Dyads condition. The same effect of Condition
was maintained for the sets of function words (β = 0.431,SE = 0.274, p = 0.125) but not
for affixes (β = 0.887,SE = 0.274, p = 0.003). These results suggest that lexical richness is
higher in Isolates for the sets of content roots and function words but not for affixes, where it
is comparable to that in Dyads.
3.7.4 Lexical similarity
Lexical similarity scores (calculated as described in 3.6.5.4) are shown in Figure 3.3. In order to
avoid collinearity, I ran three separate linear models to explore the effect of condition on lexical
similarity: one model to explore this effect within sets of content-root types, one for the sets of
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between lexical richness (y-axis) and lexical similarity (x-axis) for
each description system in the Isolates (circles) and Dyads (triangles) conditions. The colours
green, red and purple correspond to the measures for sets of content roots, function words and
affixes respectively. Focusing on the y-axis, there is a general tendency for richer lexical sets in
the Isolates condition. Looking at the relationship between lexical richness and similarity, we
observe they are generally negatively correlated: i.e., the richer a lexical set is, the less similar
it is to the other sets within the same condition.
function-word types and one for the sets of affix types. Each model shared the same structure:
they contained Condition and Lexical Richness as predictors. I included Lexical Richness as a
predictor because, as observed in Figure 3.3, I expect lexical richness and lexical similarity to
be (negatively) correlated and I want to tease apart the effects of condition on lexical similarity
that are not simply explained by differences in lexical richness. The model fits were R2 = 0.591,
R2 = 0.375 and R2 = 0.451 for the sets of content roots, function words and affixes respectively
(all R2 are adjusted). Results for content-root types suggest that their similarity within condition
is significantly higher for Dyads (β = 0.099,SE = 0.039, p = 0.023), an effect that does not
change in interaction with Lexical Richness (β = −0.022,SE = 0.0242, p = 0.374). Results
for function-word types suggest that their similarity within condition is significantly lower for
Dyads (β =−0.191,SE = 0.058, p = 0.005); however, they also show a significant interaction
(β = 0.201,SE = 0.057, p = 0.003), suggesting that the difference between conditions can be
predicted from its interaction with lexical richness. Results for affix types showed no significant
effects: similarity between sets of affixational morphology within condition is comparable
between conditions (β = 0.092,SE = 0.144, p = 0.533). Altogether these results suggest that
only the within condition similarity of content roots is higher for Dyads than for Isolates, thus
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hinting that more common content roots were used in dyadic communicative interaction.
3.7.5 Expressivity
We observed that description systems in Isolates are lexically richer and that description lengths
are not as reduced as in Dyads with iterated production. However, these differences between
conditions could be driven by differences in expressivity (calculated as described in section
3.6.5.5); participants in the Isolates condition, unlike those in Dyads, are not allowed to reuse
descriptions. In order to rule out this possibility, I ran a logistic mixed-effects regression model
to test the effect of condition on expressivity. I included a sole fixed effect for Condition
and a random effect for Description System. The overall model fit was R2marginal = 0.0003
and R2conditional = 0.043. The model intercept suggests that expressivity is high in the Isolates
conditions (β = 1.471,SE = 0.134), i.e., the average proportion of expressivity in description
systems is p̂ = 0.813. No effect of Condition was found (β = 0.066,SE = 0.189, p = 0.729),
suggesting that expressivity is comparably high across conditions. These results thus suggest
that differences in expressivity cannot explain the differences we find in lexical richness and
description length between conditions.
It is worth mentioning that participants in the Isolates conditioned did not generally try
to reuse descriptions for different meanings, only one third of participants attempted to reuse
a description once (and then were asked to introduce an alternative description by the com-
puter). Participants in the Dyads condition—who in contrast could reuse descriptions—also
tended to produce unique descriptions for each scene; out of a total of 80 different scenes,
the median number of unique descriptions per system was 79 (Median Absolute Deviation
(MAD)= 0.012); only two dyads were below the median, with 67 and 78 unique descriptions,
and four above with 80. Given the high expressivity scores, it is no surprise that communicative
accuracy (i.e., the proportion of successful communication trials) in the Dyads condition was
at ceiling (M=0.953, SD=0.036).
Altogether, these results suggest that the differences across conditions are not driven (at
least uniquely) by the constraint to produce unique descriptions in the Isolates condition. How-
ever, asking participants to produce unique descriptions for a given meaning might have biased
them against reusing linguistic units (e.g., words); this bias could be partially driving the dif-
ferences in lexical richness across conditions. The presence of this constraint in production
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against homonymous descriptions was required in order to contrast these findings with the re-
sults of the experiments carried out in Chapter 2. Further work—an Isolates condition in which
no constraint in production is implemented—is thus required to directly test the effect of this
constraint, and to what extent it can predict the differences across conditions.
3.8 Discussion
In this study I tested the effect of communicative interaction on linguistic complexity in a
repeated-reference task. It has been proposed that communicative context allows interlocu-
tors to tailor expressions to the needs of the interlocutors during interaction (H. H. Clark &
Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Fusaroli & Tylén 2012; Lewis 1968). This process thus allows speakers to
test the minimal effort required to achieve effective communication, ultimately leading to the
establishment of efficient communicative systems (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986). This
drive towards efficiency prompted by the communicative context has been shown to have an
effect on the overall linguistic complexity of communication systems (Brennan & Clark 1996;
Kanwal et al. 2017). However, there was no systematic comparison between the differences
in efficiency between isolate production and communicative interaction in a repeated-reference
tasks and in the written modality (cf. Michel 2011; Murfitt & McAllister 2001). This study was
designed to provide this systematic comparison. Specifically, I set out to test three hypotheses
(see beginning of section 3.5): in comparison to production in isolation I expected commu-
nicative interaction to lead to greater reduction of description length, greater lexical similarity
within conditions and lower overall linguistic complexity. In the following pages I discuss the
findings for each of these hypotheses.
3.8.1 The effect of communicative interaction on efficiency in production: de-
scription length over repeated use
Descriptions shortened with repeated use both in isolate production and in dyadic communica-
tive interaction, suggesting that frequency and/or recency of production trigger a drive to reduce
effort. Over repeated use, the numbers of phrasal nodes, words and character were significantly
cut down in descriptions, suggesting that descriptions’ structural and lexical complexity were
both reduced by trial. It is worth noting that we observe the reduction of description length
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even though each description matches a unique scene, suggesting that the repetition of the
features of a scene is enough to trigger similar effects to those observed in previous studies
studying the development of referring expressions (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Krauss
& Weinheimer 1966), where participants repeatedly provide descriptions for the same object in
isolation. Additionally, this study follows previous work in demonstrating that the descriptions
of novel referents become more efficient with repeated use in dyads (Krauss & Weinheimer
1964, 1966). Dyadic communicative interaction leads to a significantly higher reduction of
description length than isolate production, suggesting that the communicative context licenses
efficiency further; differences between conditions cannot be due to repeated use and/or recency
of production alone. However, these differences in communicative efficiency between condi-
tions are only observed in the reduction of words and characters; the contraction of phrasal
nodes by trial is comparable in isolates and dyads. This might be due to isolates using more
modifiers within NPs, e.g., adjectives, which are not reflected by the number of phrasal nodes in
the Berkeley parser used. The average number of adjectives in the systems produced by isolates
and dyads were approximately 85 and 53 respectively; although due to the great variability of
the data and the small sample size a negative binominal regression model shows no significant
difference between conditions (β =−0.480,SE = 0.404, p = 0.235), these average differences
could be influencing the overall non-significant difference between conditions of the reduction
of phrasal nodes by trial. If this were the case, it could be explained by the expectancy of higher
reduction of redundant information in dyadic communicative interaction.
This is the first study which shows that shortening of descriptions results both from isolate
production and communicative interaction and that it is significantly higher in communicative
interaction (cf. Fussell & Krauss 1989; Krauss & Weinheimer 1966). Unlike in Krauss and
Weinheimer (1966), where participants do not increase efficiency in production in the absence
of positive or concurrent feedback because they receive negative feedback 50% of the time, par-
ticipants in this study’s Isolate condition do not receive any feedback whatsoever and thus they
are not questioned on the adequacy of their descriptions. Consequently, regardless of the lack
of positive or concurrent feedback, participants are not held back from increasing efficiency in
production. Unlike in Fussell and Krauss (1989), where speakers produce longer descriptions
when they think their utterances are intended for another person, this study’s social condi-
tion includes actual communicative interaction. Although this study never includes concurrent
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feedback (i.e., participants only receive feedback after sending a message), participants take
turns to describe scenes to each other. At each trial, the addressee only has access to the final
description, but eventually both interlocutors are provided with full feedback on their intended
and matched scenes. This type of feedback provides much of the information about the inter-
locutor’s intention and knowledge disclosed during concurrent feedback. Moreover, the effects
of intended audience are moulded by interaction as interlocutors update their knowledge about
the audience and the audience’s knowledge. Without the presence of an interlocutor, speakers
might try to provide as much information as they might feel necessary but only the interaction
with interlocutors will allow the speaker to know how much information is in fact required.
This would explain the differences regarding description length I observed in my results and
the ones in Fussell and Krauss (1989).
Neither the shortening of descriptions nor the differences between conditions can be due
to time constraints. There are no time restrictions; speakers can take as long as they want
and rewrite sentences before the submission of the final description. Participants, nevertheless,
could be producing shorter sentences because they want to finish the experiment quickly, but it
would not explain differences between conditions. The results show that, where there is com-
munication, communicative accuracy is at ceiling throughout the experiment and no difference
can be found in expressivity between Isolates and Dyads, which suggests that participants are
developing more efficient descriptions rather than just producing descriptions that are shorter
at the expense of not encoding enough information.
The difference observed between conditions supports a collaborative model in the develop-
ment of communication systems where the build-up of shared knowledge through interaction is
crucial (Brennan & Clark 1996; H. H. Clark & Marshall 1981; Fusaroli & Tylén 2012; Garrod
& Doherty 1994; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark 1992). Only during interaction, with the provision of
feedback, do participants update their shared knowledge, which allows them to quickly develop
more efficient systems reliably.
3.8.2 The effect of communicative interaction on efficiency in comprehension:
lexical similarity
This study provides behavioural support for the well-established model of communication in
which shared knowledge is exploited to ease production as well as comprehension. Dyads
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adapted their descriptions to their addressees inasmuch as they opted for common content roots.
We observe this in the present study from the higher lexical similarity obtained between sys-
tems within the Dyads condition in comparison to those in Isolates—which is not merely driven
by differences in lexical richness. These results suggest that interlocutors’ lexical choices were
biased by the communicative context; they chose more transparent content roots to ease com-
prehension and assure communicative success (Fussell & Krauss 1989). Without a history of
interaction interlocutors initiate communicative events in the Dyads condition without shared
knowledge specific to the situation but with linguistic as well as general knowledge; partici-
pants who initiate a communicative event make use of this knowledge to choose content words
they conceive to be shared amongst English speakers in their community and therefore more
likely to be understood by their interlocutors. Participants in the Isolates condition, on the
other hand, do not get such an advantage from tailoring their lexical choice to their general
knowledge.
3.8.3 The effect of communicative interaction on linguistic complexity
I found partial support for the hypothesised lower linguistic complexity in communicative in-
teraction in comparison to isolate production; systems produced in dyads rather than in iso-
lation contain lower lexical complexity. However, structural complexity was comparable be-
tween conditions. This study follows previous work in demonstrating that lexicons produced
in isolation were richer than those in dyadic communicative interaction, i.e., they were more
diverse and contained more lexical units of lower frequency (Fussell & Krauss 1989; Krauss,
Vivekananthan, & Weinheimer 1968; Michel 2011). The difference in lexical richness was
provided by content roots and function words but not by affixational morphology (inflectional
and derivational), i.e., lexicons contain comparably rich affixational morphology across condi-
tions but Isolates produce richer sets of content roots and function words. Although the sets of
function words are richer in Isolates than in Dyads, the percentage of function words in relation
to the overall tokens produced was comparable across conditions. These results suggest that
function and content words were produced in similar ratios across conditions but function as
well as content words (at least content roots) were more diverse in Isolates than in Dyads. How-
ever, this difference between conditions could be partially driven by a bias to not repeat lexical
units in the Isolates condition given the constraint to produce unique descriptions. Therefore,
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although our analysis suggest that this constraint is unlikely to be the sole driver of the differ-
ences observed, further work needs to be done to directly test the effect of the implemented
constraint on lexical richness.
On the other hand, our results do not follow Michel (2011) in showing lower structural com-
plexity in dyadic communicative interaction. Unlike Michel (2011), this study analyses pro-
duction in the written modality and in a repeated-reference task through a computer interface,
where participants’ responses are more restricted. Differences between lexical and structural
complexity in our study suggest that the drive towards least collaborative effort biases partic-
ipants to reduce the variability of the lexicon and thus to stick to one-to-one form-meaning
mappings negotiated during interaction but not necessarily to produce structurally simpler de-
scriptions. Moreover, results show that higher reduction of words by trial does not necessarily
lead to overall significant differences in structural complexity across conditions—probably also
an artefact of the lack of intra-NP phrases in the analysis.
3.9 Conclusion
This study follows previous studies in demonstrating that the inclusion of communicative in-
teraction, where feedback is provided, leads to more efficient communicative systems with
lower overall linguistic complexity, in particular, shorter descriptions and simpler lexicons
(H. H. Clark 1996; H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Krauss & Weinheimer 1966; Michel
2011). These results further support the idea that communicative interaction leads to partici-
pants engaging in a process of least collaborative effort, in which they exploit shared knowl-
edge to minimise the total effort spent during interaction—in both production and compre-
hension (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Davies 2006). I have shown that in comparison
to isolate production, communicative interaction leads to increased efficiency or least effort
in production; i.e, dyads contract the number of words and characters in descriptions by trial
significantly more than isolates. The communicative context drives interlocutors to reduce the
effort in comprehension as well as in production; lexicons are simpler (i.e., they contain fewer
lexical units and those units are used more frequently) and contain common content words (i.e.,
content roots are more similar across dyads than they are across isolates).
Altogether, these results support an understanding of communicative interaction as a joint
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activity whereby participants use feedback to align on a system of shared knowledge which
they can exploit to increase communicative efficiency. Within the mechanisms whereby in-
terlocutors increase efficiency, our results suggest that there are more than low-level priming
mechanism at play. Interlocutors seem to attune their behaviour to the communicative context
in ways which cannot be straightforwardly explained by competences which are not higher-
level—as Pickering and Garrod (2004) would describe mechanisms within theory of mind; the
higher lexical similarity obtained from systems produced in communicative contexts cannot be
explained by priming alone. Generally, although the current study does not aim to tease apart
implicit from explicit mechanisms, results suggest that for an automatic account of alignment
to provide satisfactory explanations for the differences between conditions found in this study,
it should provide a stronger model that predicts similarities as well as differences between
priming in isolate production and reciprocal priming (cf. Pickering & Garrod 2004).
This study further supports the ecological validity of the simplified model of communica-
tive interaction used in Chapter 2 and further supports the implied effect of coordination on
facilitating the evolution of linguistic structure, in combination with expressivity and learnabil-
ity pressures. It is through coordination that linguistic conventions are established; moreover,
the drive to reduce collaborative effort leads to simpler systems being used, which increases
learnability and accuracy and thus allows for higher systematisation.
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Chapter 4
The effect of level-specific linguistic
variation on regularisation behaviour
4.1 Introduction
Variation is ubiquitous in language; it can be found at all linguistic levels, from phonol-
ogy (allophones), to the lexicon (synonyms), to morphology (allomorphs) and syntax (para-
phrases) (Labov 1972). However, linguistic variation tends to be (at least partially) condi-
tioned: the choice of variant is predictable by some aspect of the social or linguistic con-
text. For instance, English exhibits two different realisations of comparative and superla-
tive adjectives: a synthetic one via the use of the suffixes -er and -est respectively (e.g.,
‘faster/fastest’), and an analytic one via the independent forms more and most preceding the ad-
jective (e.g., ‘more/most intelligent’). However, this type of morphological variation is mostly
deterministic: monosyllabic and bisyllabic adjectives are more likely to be derived syntheti-
cally than longer adjectives, which are derived analytically. Other types of variation are more
probabilistic in nature: in some situations speakers are more likely to produce certain variants
than in others. For instance, English exhibits probabilistic variation in progressing tense allo-
morphy, e.g., between [In] or [IN], and speakers’ choice of variant varies according to register
or their social status (Labov 1972; Shuy, Wolfram, & Riley 1967; Trudgill 1974). Thus even in
these probabilistic cases, variation is still conditioned and thus somewhat predictable.
Despite the strong tendency for variation to be conditioned, there are some circumstances
in which unconditioned variation is nevertheless found. For instance, unconditioned variation
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can be found when new variants are first introduced into an established system, or when input
is limited and conventions are still not established, as in contexts of language formation (Good
2012; Kouwenberg & Singler 2009; Siegel 1997; Velupillai 2015). Under these circumstances,
there is substantial evidence that learners tend to reduce or remove such variation, i.e., they
regularise the system (Newport 1999; Siegel 1997). This can be achieved either by reducing or
removing competing variants or conditioning variant choice on the context (Ferdinand, Kirby,
& Smith 2017). Furthermore, regularisation can be seen both in individuals and over time as
languages change or become more conventionalised. (Hare & Elman 1995; Kouwenberg &
Singler 2009).
Indeed, regularisation (i.e., the reduction, elimination or conditioning of variation) has been
documented extensively in natural languages across linguistic levels including phonology, mor-
phology, syntax and the lexicon; i.e., in language acquisition (Fraser et al. 1963; Newport 1999;
Ross & Newport 1996; Singleton & Newport 2004), language change (Hare & Elman 1995;
Schilling-Estes & Wolfram 1994; van Trijp 2013), and in language formation (Bickerton 2015;
DeGraff 1999; McWhorter 2005; Senghas & Coppola 2001; Senghas, Newport, & Supalla
1997; Siegel 2004; Spears 2008; Winford 2003; Yule 1996). In addition, experimental studies
involving artificial language learning techniques report regularisation behaviour during learn-
ing and production of probabilistic variation of diverse linguistic elements, across different
linguistic levels (Culbertson et al. 2012; Fehér, Ritt, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Ferdinand
et al. 2017; Hudson Kam 2015; Hudson Kam & Chang 2009; Hudson Kam & Newport 2001,
2005, 2009; Perfors 2012a, 2012b; Perfors & Burns 2010; Reali & Griffiths 2009; Schumacher,
Pierrehumbert, & LaShell 2014; K. Smith & Wonnacott 2010; Wonnacott & Newport 2005).
These studies provide evidence for how biases in language learning and use might interact to
shape the kind of variation found in natural language.
In a now classic study, Hudson Kam and Newport (2005) used artificial language learning
to investigate developmental differences in regularisation behaviour. The artificial language
taught to participants contained unconditioned variation in the presence or absence of deter-
miners. While adult learners were found to roughly match the level of probabilistic variation
in the input, children’s productions were more regular and governed by idiosyncratic but in-
variant patterns. Using the same paradigm, Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) tested the effect
of system complexity on regularisation behaviour. Across a number of conditions, a “main”
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determiner was used 60% of the time, but what appeared the remainder of the time was ma-
nipulated across conditions; either no determiner occurred, or a number of “noise” determiners
were used (either 2, 4, 8 or 16 noise determiners). Differences in adults and children were again
found—children were more likely to produce completely deterministic patterns of determiner
usage than adults. However, it is important to note that adults’ regularisation behaviour was
affected by the complexity of the system. The more noise determiners were present, the more
adults regularised the main determiner. These results suggest that adult learners are more likely
to regularise complex systems of probabilistic variation.
Building on these earlier studies, a number of other researchers have investigated regular-
isation behaviour in adults, showing that weak biases for regularisation can be amplified over
generations of learners in an iterated learning paradigm (Reali & Griffiths 2009; K. Smith &
Wonnacott 2010) and that generalisation can increase regularisation (Wonnacott & Newport
2005). Further, recent studies have suggested that regularisation can also be modulated by the
nature of specific structures to be learned. For example, Culbertson et al. (2012) and Culbert-
son and Newport (2015) show that learners regularise harmonic word order patterns (i.e., with
either consistently head-initial or head-final) in the noun phrase, more than non-harmonic pat-
terns. Taken together, these experiments suggest a link between biases active during learning
and the scarcity of unconditioned variation in language. Under this view, regularisation at the
population level is taken to reflect biases in language learning and/or use at the individual level.
While the precise nature of the bias is not yet known, one possibility is that it is driven by a
bias for learnability. Regularisation leads to the reduction of variation by favouring one variant
over another or by conditioning variants on any aspect of their social or linguistic context; the
resulting language is thus simpler and/or more predictable (Culbertson & Kirby 2016). This is
in line with findings suggesting that regularisation is modulated by the type of input learners
receive. A learner’s response to linguistic variation depends on the nature of the structures in
question (Culbertson & Newport 2015; Culbertson et al. 2012) and the complexity of the input
learners receive (Hudson Kam & Newport 2009).
4.1.1 Level-specific effects on regularisation
Despite the aforementioned extensive literature investigating regularisation, relatively little is
known about whether and how regularisation might differ across linguistic levels and units.
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While laboratory experiments on regularisation have looked at lexical, morphological and syn-
tactic variation, no study has directly compared them. These studies implicitly assume uniform
mechanisms and processes behind regularisation across linguistic levels. However, research
on natural language learning and formation suggests the possibility that morphological and
syntactic variation may not be treated the same by learners (Good 2015; Siegel 2006; Slobin
1986).
Research on L1 acquisition suggests that the mastery of word order precedes that of mor-
phological inflection: children produce more morphological than word order errors (Bichakjian
1988; Slobin 1966), including over-regularisation (Marcus et al. 1992). Studies looking specif-
ically at the acquisition of variation in the input indicate that variation in morphology in
children’s production is less likely to be target-like and/or is more prone to regularisation
(K. L. Miller & Schmitt 2012; Raymond, Healy, McDonnel, & Healy 2009) than variation
in syntactic features such as word order (Anderssen, Bentzen, & Westergaard 2010). Similar
differences between morphology and word order features seem to exist in L2 acquisition: errors
on inflectional morphology are maintained for longer in a learner’s interlanguage than those in
word order, which are often caused by L1 transfer initially and are soon corrected (Dietrich,
Klein, & Noyau 1995; Montrul 2004; Siegel 2006). Furthermore, differences between levels
are not only raised in acquisition but also in language attrition; in a study looking at patterns
of attrition in Swedish grammar, (Håkansson 1995) observed that whereas expatriate bilingual
Swedes produce native-like variation in word order patterns (i.e., without V2 errors), they failed
to reproduce NP-internal inflectional morphology (i.e., determiner and adjective inflection for
gender, number and definitiveness).
Pidgin/creole studies suggest differences in morphological complexity between pidgins and
source languages (McWhorter 2001; Siegel 2004) and on the other hand, they also suggest that
pidgins show the word orders we find in languages around the world in roughly comparable
proportions (Bakker 2008; Good 2015). Compared to source languages, it is common for early
pidgins to initially show poorer inflectional and derivational morphology; however, several
studies indicate that word orders tend to be comparably variable (Drechsel 1981; J. D. Nichols
1995; Stefnsson 1909; Thomason 1980; van der Voort 2013). Eskimo pidgins, for example,
show a rather variable word order (van der Voort 2013); e.g., although SOV (i.e., the default
order in the lexifier West Greenlandic) is prevalent , we find instances of SVO (the default or-
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der in the other source languages, i.e., English, Danish, French and Russian) and VSO orders.
Similarly, Eskimo pidgins also use both adjective-noun and noun-adjective orders, a mixture
of those found in their source languages (van der Voort 1997). Conversely, we find that NP-
internal inflectional morphology in source languages does not equally prevail: e.g., Eskimo
pidgins omit the possessor inflection found in West Greenlandinc (and often in other source
languages, e.g., English), leaving the possessor and the thing possessed in bare juxtaposition
(van der Voort 1997, 2013). Provided that simplification processes in languages formation—as
well an in language change more generally (Bichakjian 1988; Slobin 1986), —reflect individual
biases during learning (Lefebvre, White, & Jourdan 2006; Siegel 2006) and/or use (McWhorter
2001; Parkvall 2008), the early loss of inflectional morphology and maintenance of word or-
der in pidginisation would further support differences between linguistic levels in language
learning and/or use.
While this evidence is suggestive, it remains an open question whether regularisation ap-
plies with uniform strength across linguistic levels or not, and to what extent this is driven
by level-specific biases in language learning and use. There are alternative explanations for
the suggested differences between regularisation across levels which do not necessarily re-
quire global level-specific biases. Firstly, we cannot assume a comparable initial complexity
between linguistic paradigms at different levels in input languages. There is no corpus study
that tests this but if evidence was found for the general intuition that morphological systems of
variation tend to be more complex than word order, resulting differences in simplification pro-
cesses could then be attributed to these differences in the inherent complexity of the systems;
as previously mentioned, there is experimental evidence demonstrating a positive correlation
between the complexity of variation systems and regularisation behaviour (Hudson Kam &
Chang 2009; Hudson Kam & Newport 2009). Secondly, differences between linguistic levels
might be driven by specific traits of a given level in the input languages; language acquisition
and language formation is sensitive to the variants in competition in the set of features available
to the user (Mufwene 2008; Siegel 2006). Early on in L2 acquisition, for example, language
learners tend to favour variants that match their prior linguistic knowledge more closely. Conse-
quently, the amount of overlap between features across source languages could also determine
the preservation of a given grammatical feature during pidgin formation (Ansaldo, Matthews,
& Lim 2007; McWhorter 2005). If morphological paradigms are more complex than word or-
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der, the overlap between full morphological paradigms is less likely than the overlap between
word order variation. It is also less probable that all variants in more complex systems are
present in the data available to the learner or that they are all salient enough to be reproduced
(Mufwene 2008).
In the present study I systematically compare the strength of regularisation across linguistic
levels—specifically, morphology and word order—to test the extend to which level-specific bi-
ases interact with regularisation behaviour during language learning and use. Because previous
literature suggests that system complexity impacts regularisation, I carefully control the com-
plexity of the systems learned (i.e., in terms of input variation). Results demonstrate that when
input languages have comparable initial complexities and there are no specific biases targeting
variants available only at one level, regularisation behaviour is also comparable across mor-
phology and word order. This suggests a single regularising mechanism at work, with apparent
differences among levels likely due to differences in inherent complexity.
4.2 The present study: regularisation behaviour across linguistic
levels
In Experiments 5 and 6, I explore regularisation behaviour in individual participants across
two linguistic levels: morphology and syntax (word order). I use the methodology developed
in Culbertson et al. (2012) (following Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009). Adult learners
are exposed to a miniature artificial language featuring an inconsistent mixture of synonymous
variants, whose use is determined probabilistically, with no conditioning factors. I assess how
learners restructure these input languages in their productions and to what extent that restruc-
turing is comparable when the variation involves morphology and word order. Since I know
from previous work that the amount of regularisation can depend on the complexity of the sys-
tem (particularly for adult learners), I construct input languages which differ only in whether
variation is in word order or in morphology. The languages are comparable in their inherent
complexity, i.e., they are equally variable. In Experiment 7, I include communicative inter-
action during production using the methodology developed in Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith
(2016) in order to investigate the effect of communicative interaction on the strength of regu-
larisation across linguistic levels.
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4.3 Experiment 5: regularisation behaviour across linguistic levels
in individuals
4.3.1 Materials and Methods
4.3.1.1 Participants
Fifty-six native English speakers (19 male, 37 female; aged between 18 and 41, mean 23.2)
were recruited from the University of Edinburgh’s Careers Services database. Participants
were paid £6. Twenty-six participants were assigned to the Morphology condition and 26 to
the Word Order condition. The data from a further four participants was excluded on the basis
of failure to adequately learn the language. This was determined based on a pre-set limit on
incorrect responses in the production testing phase.1
4.3.1.2 Input languages
The input languages were used to describe simple pictures featuring one of two objects—
each object consistently mapped to a specific noun, N1 (‘jelpa’) and N2 (‘mokte’). Objects
appeared either singly or in a pair and could appear either in grey-scale or coloured in blue.
All eight pictures are shown in Figure 4.1 (these are a subset of images used in Culbertson
et al. 2012). When the objects appeared singly and in grey-scale, they were considered bare
(un-modified) objects, and were accordingly described by a bare Noun (N1 or N2). The rest
of the descriptions corresponding to objects in pairs and/or in colour were NPs composed of
a Noun plus a Num(eral) and/or Adj(ective) modifier, which were presented orthographically
and aurally to participants during training. Input languages were small so as to minimise the
effort of learning their lexicon and maximise participant’s attention to variation.
All lexical items were 5 graphemes/phonemes long and had a neighbourhood density of 0 in
the English lexicon. Nouns and modifiers were bisyllabic CVCCV words, but differed slightly
in their syllabic structure; the internal cluster for nouns (i.e.‘mokte’, ‘jelpa’) required CVC.CV
syllabification while the internal cluster for modifiers was a legal onset (i.e. ‘nefri’, ‘nezno’,
‘kogla’,‘kospu’) and thus could be syllabified as CV.CCV. The Levenshtein edit distance (LD)
1Similarity between a correct answer in the input language and the response provided on each trial was calculated
using normalised Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance (Damerau 1964; Levenshtein 1966). Participants with an
average distance of more than two edits per response, or greater than 20% of descriptions in which a word was
omitted entirely or inserted were excluded.
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Figure 4.1: Visual stimuli used in the experiment. From top to bottom rows, pictures corre-
spond to bare Nouns, noun phrases with a numeral modifier (Num Only), noun phrases with
an adjective modifier (Adj Only), and noun phrases with both numeral and adjective modifiers
(two-Modifier).
(Levenshtein 1966) between modifiers and nouns was held constant at LD=4; LD between
modifier types (Num and Adj) was 5.
The two experimental conditions differed in the type of unconditioned probabilistic varia-
tion they used. In the Word Order condition, the two modifiers (Adj and Num) could appear
either before or after the noun. Note that only isomorphic variants are possible (i.e., Adj and N
are always adjacent), and the majority variants create a probabilistically harmonic system (i.e.,
both modifiers tend to appear post-nominally). In the Morphology condition, modifiers were
consistently ordered after the noun, but each modifier had two distinct but related variants.
These variants differed only in their second syllable2. The respective probabilistic grammars
for these two conditions are shown in Table 4.1.
Although the type of unconditioned variation in languages differs across experimental con-
ditions (morphology vs. word order), imperatively system complexity is comparable. I assess
a language’s system complexity by its overall variability, computed using Shannon entropy;
higher entropy corresponds to more variability, while lower entropy corresponds to more regu-
2This type of morphological variation could result from languages with rich inflectional morphology within
NPs, such as Swedish where adjectives and determines agree in gender and number with the head noun: e.g. en
grön stol (‘a green chair’) and min gröna stol (‘my green chair’), or mitt gröna bord (‘my green table’) and mina
gröna bord (‘my green tables’).
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0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ N nezno
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ N kospu
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N kogla nezno
0.13̄ NP→ N kospu nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N kospu nezno
0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ nefri kogla N
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
Table 4.1: Probabilistic input languages in the Morphology and Word order conditions. Prob-
abilities of occurrence for each variant within NP type are given to the left of the variant.
Majority variants are highlighted in bold.






where the sum is over the different variants, and P(xi) is the relative frequency of variant xi in
the set of productions, X . Following the probabilistic grammars described in Table 4.1, if the
input language in the Word Order condition contains 30 instances of two-modifier phrases (i.e.,
18 N Adj Num, 4 Num Adj N, 4 Num N Adj and 4 Adj N Num), 10 instances of Num Only (i.e., 6
N Num and 4 Num N) and 10 Adj Only (i.e., 6 N Adj and 4 Adj N), the input language will have
an overall entropy of 2.72 bits, Num Only and Adj Only would have an entropy of 0.97 each
and two-modifier phrase would be defined by an entropy og 1.67 bits. If the language, on the
other hand, was completely regular and thus only had one variant per phrase type, each phrase
type would have a entropy of 0 bits and the overall language would be 1.37 bits. Provided the
same number of instances of each phrase type, the input language in the Morphology condition
3Unlike other measures of complexity such as description length (see 1.2.3.1 in Chapter 1), simple Shannon
entropy allows us to have a theory neutral measure of the system’s complexity. Description length assigns more
information content to terminal nodes than to combinatorial rules and thus presupposes that morphological variabil-
ity (i.e, addition of terminal nodes) is more costly in information-theoretic terms than word order variability (i.e,
addition of combinatorial rules).
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results in the same exact entropy.
4.3.1.3 Procedure
Participants were taught a miniature artificial language through a video game interface de-
veloped in Python 2.7 (Peirce 2007, 2009; Pygame Community 2009). Each participant was
trained and tested during a single 30-min-long experimental session. Participants sat in a sound-
attenuated booth in front of a computer display and wore a headset through which the audio
was played. All responses were entered using the keyboard. Before participants started the
experiment, they were given detailed instructions by the experimenter on how to proceed dur-
ing the experiment. Throughout the experiment, they were also given instructions by a “native
speaker” of the artificial language, whose speech was synthetically generated using Apple’s
text-to-speech software (OS version 10.10.3, speaker “Victoria”).
Phase 1, noun familiarisation Participants were first trained on the two nouns and their
meanings during a block of 10 trials in which each noun appeared 5 times. The first six were
simple exposure trials, and the remaining four were picture-selection comprehension trials. In
exposure trials (here and throughout), participants were presented with a picture accompanied
by its description in the language displayed both visually and aurally. In this phase, the pic-
ture was always a single object in grey-scale, and its description was a bare noun. The picture
appeared first by itself (one second), then the text and audio were presented. After the audio
finished, the text and the picture remained on display for two seconds. Participants were in-
structed to repeat the descriptions out loud. In picture-selection trials, participants were asked
to select the picture (out of an array of four) which corresponded to a description in the lan-
guage (again presented visually and aurally). The foils for the discrimination array in this
phase consisted of the other object they had been trained on and two distractor objects (all in
grey-scale and single). If the correct picture was selected, a correct-answer sound effect was
played along with a display of the correct picture and description; if an incorrect picture was
selected, a wrong-answer sound effect was played along with a display of the correct picture
and description (in this case the audio of the description was also repeated).
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Phase 2, one-modifier training In the second phase, participants were trained on noun
phrases with a single modifier (either Adj or Num), here referred to as one-modifier phrases—
which comprise Adj Only and Num Only phrases. Pictures corresponding to these phrases
contained either a single object coloured blue or a grey-scale pair (see Figure 4.1). For each
picture, a variant was selected probabilistically from the grammar corresponding to the partic-
ipant’s condition. Recall that both grammars contained a majority variant with an empirical
probability P=0.6 and a minority variant with an empirical probability P=0.4 for each modifier
type (see Table 4.1).
This phase included 40 trials in total, divided into two blocks of 20 trials; each block
consisted of 15 exposure trials followed by five picture-selection trials. Participants saw each
of the four one-modifier pictures five times per block (order randomised). The discrimination
arrays on the picture-selection trials depended on the modifier category. If the target phrase
included an Adj, the array contained each of the two objects in blue and greyscale, all singly;
if the target phrase included a Num, the array contained each of the two objects singly and in
pairs, all in grey-scale.
Phase 3, one-modifier testing In the third phase, participants were tested on their knowledge
of one-modifier phrases in the language. They saw pictures as in the previous phase without
accompanying text or audio and were asked to type in a description in the language. Partici-
pants described 20 pictures in total (five times each of the four different pictures), one at a time
and in random order.
Phase 4, full training In the fourth phase, participants were trained on a mix of one-modifier
and two-modifier phrases (i.e., Noun plus both Num and Adj). Two-modifier phrases were
used to describe pairs of blue objects. For each picture, a variant was selected according to
the grammar corresponding to the participant’s condition. Recall that grammars contained a
majority two-modifier phrase variant with an empirical P=0.6, and the three minority two-
modifier phrase variants, each with an empirical probability P=0.13̄ (see 4.1).
This stage comprised 100 trials (20 Num Only, 20 Adj Only and 60 two-modifier phrases),
divided into 4 blocks of 25 (15 exposure trials followed by 10 picture-selection trials). Partic-
ipants saw each one-modifier picture 10 times and each two-modifier picture 30 times. In this
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phase, the discrimination arrays in the picture-selection trials were of two types. In the first
type, the array contained all four different pictures featuring the target object (i.e., grey-scale
single object, blue single object, paired grey-scale objects, paired blue objects). In the second
type, the array contained all four different pictures with the target modifier (if Adj, the bottom
two rows in Figure 4.1; if Num, the top two rows in Figure 4.1).
Phase 5, full testing In the fifth phase participants were tested on their ability to produce all
phrase types in the language. They saw all eight different pictures they had been trained on, and
were asked to type in corresponding descriptions. They had to describe 52 pictures in total: 20
one-modifier pictures (10 Adj Only and 10 Num Only; 5 per object in each), 30 two-modifier
pictures (15 per object) and the two bare object pictures (one each).
4.3.2 Analyses and results
4.3.2.1 Picture-selection
Across conditions, the average proportion of correct responses on picture-selection tasks during
training was very high (Morphology condition; median= 0.95, MAD = 0.028: Word Order
condition; median = 0.98, MAD = 0.018). Nevertheless, scores differed significantly between
conditions (Mann-Whitney U = 193, n1= n2= 26, p= 0.004). This difference may have been
driven by the larger lexicon in the Morphology condition (6 vs 4 lexical items).
4.3.2.2 Output variability
Entropy I assess participants’ regularisation in production using Shannon entropy as de-
scribed in section 4.3.1.2, equation 4.1. Entropy measures the variability of a given participant’s
productions; higher entropy correspond to more variability, while lower entropy corresponds to
regularity. Using entropy instead of simply measuring the proportion of productions using the
majority input variant allows us to capture regularisation behaviour more robustly (Ferdinand
et al. 2017), in particular when more than two variants are available for a given meaning.
Figure 4.2 shows the entropy of participants’ productions for both the Morphology and
Word Order conditions. Analyses are run exclusively on participants’ last set of production re-
sponses (phase 5, see section 4.3.1.3). Lexical items were corrected for typos before analysis.4
4 Typos were generally corrected to the closest vocabulary item. However I allowed for systematic innovations
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Figure 4.2: Entropy scores of participants’ production systems. From top to bottom, scores
for the Morphology (green) and Word Order (red) conditions. From left to right, entropies of
participants’ full production sets as well as entropies by NP type: one-modifier Num (Num
Only), one-modifier Adj (Adj Only) and two modifier (two-Mod) NPs. Input entropy is indi-
cated by a dashed vertical line. Minimum entropy scores are indicated by solid vertical lines.
Minimum entropy is always 0 for each NP type in isolation but 1.37 for the overall system as
it necessitates minimum 3 variants, one per NP type.
N1 and N2 were treated as the same Noun when the entropy of the phrases was calculated both
in input and output systems, thus no variability was introduced by the correct use of the differ-
ent nouns. An entropy of 0 corresponds to a set of productions that only contains one variant
and therefore no variability whatsoever. Entropy lower and upper bounds vary according to the
number of required and possible variants as well as to the number of production trials. The
most regular language which is still expressive (i.e., contains a unique description for each pic-
ture) would consist of three different variants, one Num Only (e.g. N nefri), one Adj Only (e.g.
N kogla) and one two-modifier (e.g. N kogla nefri). The final production phase consisted of 50
trials (excluding the 2 Noun trials), divided up into 20 one-modifier trials (half Num and half
Adj) and 30 two-modifier trials: the entropy lower bound for the overall language is thus 1.37
bits (represented as a solid vertical line in Figure 4.2). The input overall entropy for the same
number of trials would be 2.72 bits (represented as a dotted vertical line in Figure 4.2). Note
that whereas the input entropy and the output entropy lower bound is held constant, output
by participants. For example, in the Morphology condition, only one-off typos or consistent misspelling of lexical
items were corrected, so that additional variants introduced systematically by a given participant were retained.
Similarly, in the Word Order condition, production of two-modifier phrase word orders which were not present in
the input were not corrected. These additional variations introduced by participants could therefore increase their
entropy scores.
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entropy upper bounds will increase if participants introduce additional variants.
Figure 4.2 shows entropy for the different phrase types separately: one-modifier Num (Num
Only), one-modifier Adj (Adj Only), and two-modifier (two-Mod) phrases. As the most regular
system would contain a single variant per NP type, the minimum entropy for the set of pro-
duction for a given NP type individually is 0. A visual inspection of the output entropy across
the Morphology and Word Order conditions suggests that many participants did not reproduce
the full variability of the input languages; their productions are generally more regular than
the input (i.e., entropy is lower). Moreover, the modes in output entropy in Figure 4.2 hint at
higher regularity in the Word Order condition.
I used the stats and lme4 packages developed in R (Bates et al. 2015; R Core Team
2015) to run a linear mixed-effects model predicting regularisation (entropy) by Condition
(two levels: Morphology as reference, and Word Order), NP Type (reverse Helmert coded
with 3 ordered levels: Num Only, Adj Only and two-Mod) and System (two levels: In-
put as reference, and Output). The model included main effects and all interactions. The
contrast coding used means that the model compares Adj Only to Num Only, and two-Mod
to the mean of those. In addition to these fixed effects, random intercepts for Subject as
well as by-Subject random slopes for the effects of NP Type and System were also included.
P-values were obtained through the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2015), using Sat-
terthwaite approximation (Satterthwaite 1946). Results show a significant effect of System
(β =−0.346,SE = 0.085, p < 0.001), suggesting that participants do indeed regularise the in-
put in their output productions. I also found a significant interaction between System and Con-
dition (β =−0.284,SE = 0.119, p = 0.021), suggesting that participants regularise their input
significantly more in the Word Order condition. I found the expected effect of higher input
entropy in two-Mod phrases (β = 0.21,SE = 0.024, p =< 0.001), but no significant interac-
tions between NP Type and System (largest: β = 0.027,SE = 0.028, p = 0.324) or between
NP Type, System and Condition (largest: β = −0.041,SE = 0.039, p = 0.299). These re-
sults suggest that participants regularised input languages across conditions and NP types, and
that participants in the Word Order condition regularised more than those in the Morphology
condition on average.
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Figure 4.3: Output proportion of the majority input variant for each of the NP types in the
Morphology (green) and Word Order (red) conditions.
Variant production The previous analyses have shown that participants regularised input
variability in both conditions, but more so in the Word Order condition. However, this reduction
in variability could be due to over-production of majority input variants or it could reflect over-
production of minority variants. Figure 4.3 shows the proportion of majority input variants
produced by participants across conditions. I ran a logistic mixed-effects model to evaluate
the proportion of the majority input variant in the output compared to the input languages
across conditions. Responses in production were dummy coded according to the presence
or absence of the majority input variants in each trial. The fixed effects structure was the
same as in the previous model. As random effects, I included random intercepts for Subject
as well as by-Subject random slopes for the effect of NP Type. I found a significant effect of
Output (β = 0.289,SE = 0.096, p= 0.0027) as well as a significant interaction between Output
and Word Order (β = −0.599,SE = 0.137, p < 0.001), suggesting that, while participants in
the Morphology condition over-produce the input majority variants, those in the Word Order
condition do not. I also found a significant effect of the interaction between two-Mod and
Output (β =−0.123,SE = 0.057, p = 0.032), and no significant interaction between two-Mod,
Output and Word Order (β =−0.1,SE = 0.082, p = 0.223), suggesting that participant across
conditions produced majority input variants less frequently for two-modifier phrases than for
one-modifier phrases.
A visual inspection of Figure 4.3 suggests that all distributions in the Word Order condition
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Figure 4.4: Overall output proportions for each two-modifier variant produced in the Word
Order condition. Seen (bottom) and unseen (top) variants during training are divided by a solid
grey line. Vertical yellow lines indicate input proportions.
are bimodal, with modes of the distributions of majority variant use at P ≤ 0.1 and P > 0.9
across phrase types, suggesting two opposite trends amongst participants: one towards the over-
production of the majority input word order variants and another towards under-production
of majority variants. Participants under-producing the majority word order variant in one-
modifier phrases are necessarily producing modifiers pre-nominally. Figure 4.4 shows the
overall proportions of the variants produced for two-modifier phrases by all participants. The
input proportions are represented by the yellow vertical lines. The word order produced the
most is the majority input variant N Adj Num, but it is regularised only by a minority of
participants. Although the three remaining word order variants were equally frequent in the
input language, the opposite harmonic order Num Adj N order is produced more frequently
by participants (though only by a minority as indicated by the median value 0). In total, only
30% of participants produced both harmonic variants (and only 19% produced both variants
more than once), suggesting that although harmonic orders are preferred overall, they do not
generally coexist within the productions of a single participant. I ran a mixed-effects logistic
regression to explore the difference between proportions of the Num Adj N variant in input
and output languages. The model included System (Input as reference, and Output) as the only
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fixed effect. Random intercepts for Subject as well as a by-Subject random slope for the effect
of System were also included. Results show that the Num Adj N is produced significantly less
in output languages than in the input (β = −7.641,SE = 1.984, p < 0.001). Only a minority
of participants overproduced this variant, the majority of participants in fact under-produced it.
On top of the observed preference for harmonic order, these results suggest (or at least do not
contradict) a tendency to avoid the coexistence of two opposite N-peripheral variants, i.e., N
Adj Num and Num Adj N.
4.3.3 Interim discussion
Previous work has suggested a link between the apparent rarity of unconditioned variation in
language, and biases active during learning. Adult learners tend to regularise unconditioned
variation, particularly when the systems they are learning are relatively complex or contain
dispreferred variants (Culbertson et al. 2012; Hudson Kam & Newport 2009; K. Smith & Won-
nacott 2010). Consistent with these previous findings, participants in Experiment 5 regularised
systems of probabilistic unconditioned variation in both morphology as well as in word or-
der. Although the majority of participants remained probabilistic users (only a minority used a
completely deterministic system), most participants in both conditions regularised their input
by eliminating variants and/or by increasing the frequency of a variant and reducing others.
Yet, despite their similarity in terms of overall system complexity, regularisation was not
equal across the Word Order and Morphology conditions. Participants regularised more when
the input involved variation in word order compared to variation in morphology (represented
by variation in word endings). This difference is in the opposite direction with regard to what I
predicted on the basis of previous literature on language learning and formation (e.g., pidgini-
sation). In this literature, the suggestion is that complex morphological variation is more likely
to be regularised or simplified, while syntactic variation is more likely to be retained (Ander-
ssen et al. 2010; Bichakjian 1988; Drechsel 1981). However, a close analysis of variant usage
in the Word Order condition suggests that the difference in strength of regularisation behaviour
between conditions might reflect additional biases that are relevant only for word order. First,
a bias in favour of harmonic variants (N Adj Num and Num Adj N) in general, and against
opposite N-peripheral patterns in the same grammar. These patterns are maximally dissimilar
to one another in terms of the surface order of the elements involved, therefore it is perhaps
149
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between output proportion of pre-nominal word orders across phrase
types. We observe that most participants do not use pre-nominal word orders at all but that the
more they use pre-nominal two-modifier phrases, the more they use pre-nominal one-modifier
phrases.
not surprising that participants would avoid using both. Second, a bias favouring Num Adj N
word order coming from participants’ native language, English (Weber et al. 2016). Over- or
under-use of this order in two-modifier phrases caused by these two factors may have led some
participants to accordingly over- and under-using pre-nominal modification in one-modifier
phrases as well. A visual inspection of Figure 4.5 suggests a positive relationship between the
proportion of pre-nominal orders in one-modifier and the proportion of two-modifier phrases5.
These biases together will contribute to additional reduction in the amount of output varia-
tion in this condition relative to the Morphology condition. To avoid co-occurrence of the two
favoured harmonic orders, a participant may overproduce one and under-produce the other. If
either order is overproduced in two-modifier phrases, this may lead to reduced variation in the
order of one-modifier phrases as well. To minimise these effects, I ran a second experiment, in
which unconditioned probabilistic variation in word order was present, but the input language
did not contain the English word order (and thus did not include both N-peripheral patterns).
5Additionally, a logistic regression mixed-effects model shows that the proportions of pre-nominal two-modifier
phrases do not differ from those predicted from the product of Num N and Adj N productions within one partic-
ipant’s use (β = −0.198,SE = 0.193, p = 0.303), which suggests a non-trivial relationship between pre-nominal
modification in one-modifier and two-modifier variants.
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0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ nefri kogla N
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N nefri kogla
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
Table 4.2: Probabilistic input language in the NoL1 Word order condition contrasted with the
Word Order condition in Experiment 5. Changes in the variant set are indicated with boxes.
Probabilities of occurrence for each variant within NP type are given to the left of each variant.
Majority variants are highlighted in bold.
4.4 Experiment 6: the effect of the L1 two-modifier variant on reg-
ularisation behaviour
Experiment 6 follows the same design as the Word Order condition described in Experiment
5, with a single change: the set of two-modifier input variants. As illustrated in Table 4.2,
I swapped the two-modifier Num Adj N variant for N Num Adj, maintaining the number of
harmonic orders but eliminating the L1 variant and the presence of opposite N-peripheral pat-
terns within two-modifier phrases. These changes should mitigate the effect of L1 transfer and
increase the coexistence of harmonic patterns (i.e., N Adj Num and N Num Adj) in production.
If the effects outlined above were indeed contributing to the difference between conditions in
Experiment 5, then I expect these changes to lead to decreased regularisation of word order.
For descriptiveness, I call Experiment 6 the NoL1 Word Order condition.
4.4.1 Participants
Twenty-six native-English speakers (10 male, 16 female; aged between 18 and 35, mean=24.8)
were recruited via the University of Edinburgh’s Careers Service advertisement database. Par-
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ticipants received £6. The data from a further two participants were excluded on the basis of
failure to adequately learn the language. This was determined as per Experiment 5 (see section
4.3.1.1).
4.4.2 Analyses and results
4.4.2.1 Comprehension
As in Experiment 5, proportion of correct selections on picture-selection tasks during training
were high in the NoL1 Word Order condition (median = 0.97, MAD = 0.027). Accuracy
scores were slightly higher than in the Morphology condition of Experiment 5 (Mann-Whitney
U = 223.5, n1 = n2 = 26, p = 0.017, corrected-p = 0.05), but similar to those in the Word
Order condition (Mann-Whitney U = 326.5, n1 = n2 = 26, p = 0.41).
4.4.2.2 Output variability
Entropy Entropy scores obtained in the NoL1 Word Order condition are shown in Figure
4.6, contrasted with those in the Morphology and Word Order conditions in Experiment 5. I
ran a linear mixed effects model to explore the effect of condition on regularisation behaviour
now including NoL1 Word Order as well as Morphology and Word Order in Experiment 5.
As fixed effects I entered NP Type (reverse Helmert coded with 3 ordered levels: Num Only,
Adj Only and two-Mod NPs), Condition (reverse Helmert coded with 3 ordered levels: Mor-
phology, NoL1 Word Order and Word Order) and System (two levels: Input as reference,
and Output), as well as all interactions. Condition was reverse Helmert coded so that NoL1
Word Order was directly compared to the Morphology condition from Experiment 5, and the
Word Order condition was compared to the average of those. I also entered random inter-
cepts for Subject as well as by-Subject random slopes for the effect of NP Type and System.
I found a significant effect of System (β = −0.483,SE = 0.051, p < 0.001) and a significant
interaction between Word Order and System (β = −0.073,SE = 0.036, p = 0.046), ratifying
regularisation behaviour across conditions and its higher strength in the Word Order condi-
tion. However, I did not find a significant interaction between NoL1 Word Order and System
(β =−0.063,SE = 0.063, p = 0.317), suggesting that participants in the Morphology and the
NoL1 Word Order conditions regularised their input to similar degrees. I did not find signifi-
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Figure 4.6: Entropy scores of participants’ production systems. From top to bottom, scores
for the Morphology (green) and Word Order (red) conditions in Experiment 5 and for the
NoL1 Word Order condition (orange) in Experiment 6. From left to right, entropy scores of
participants’ full production sets as well as entropies by NP type: one-modifier Num (Num
Only), one-modifier Adj (Adj Only), and two modifier (two-Mod) NPs. Input Entropy scores
are indicated by dashed vertical lines. Minimum entropy scores are indicated by solid vertical
lines. Minimum entropy is always 0 for each NP type in isolation but 1.37 for the overall
system as it necessitates a minimum of three variants, one per NP type.
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cant interactions between NP Type and System (largest: β = 0.016,SE = 0.015, p = 0.288) or
between NP Type, System and Condition (largest: β =−0.015,SE = 0.011, p = 0.168). These
results suggest that participants regularised their input languages significantly across conditions
and NP types, and that whilst participants in the Word Order condition are regularising more
than those in the Morphology condition, the latter and participants in the NoL1 Word Order
condition regularise their input to similar degrees. Excluding the Num Adj N variant in the
input language thus eliminated the difference between levels.
Variant production Figure 4.7 visualises the proportion of majority input variants produced
for each phrase type in the NoL1 Word Order in comparison with both conditions in Experiment
5: we observe a tendency towards overproduction of the majority variant across one-modifier
NPs but not in two-modifier NPs. As in Experiment 5, I ran a logistic mixed-effects model
comparing the proportion of majority input variants in input and output languages, but this
across all conditions in Experiments 5 and 6: I used simple contrast to compare Morphology
and Word Order to NoL1 Word Order. Thus as fixed effects I introduced Condition (NoL1
Word Order as reference), NP Type (reversed Helmert coded as per previosu models) and
System (ouput vs. input), as well as all their interactions. As random effects, I included
intercepts for Subject as well as by-Subject slope for the effect of NP Type. Results suggest
that participants in the NoL1 Word Order condition overproduce the majority variant in one-
modifier phrases (β = 0.212,SE = 0.098, p = 0.031) but not in two-modifier phrases (β =
−0.324,SE = 0.058, p < 0.001). I found a significant interaction between the production of
two-Mod majority variants and Morphology (β = 0.201,SE = 0.082, p = 0.014) but not with
any other NP types (largest:β = 0.112, p = 0.559), ratifying that participants in Morphology
overproduce majority variants across NP types. Moreover, I found a significant interaction
between production of majority variants and Word Order (β =−0.522,SE = 0.138, p < 0.001)
and no three-way interaction (largest: β = 0.1, p = 0.222) , also a ratification of the lack of
overproduction of majority input variants in Word Order.
Figure 4.8 shows the overall output proportions of not only the majority input variant but all
the different variants produced for two-modifier NPs in the NoL1 Word Order condition. We
observe that, although not over-produced on average, N Adj Num (the majority input variant )
is still the most frequent on average. Within minority input variants, the harmonic N Num Adj
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Figure 4.7: Output proportion of the majority input variant for each of the NP types in NoL1
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Figure 4.8: (a) Overall output proportions for each two-modifier variant produced in the NoL1
Word Order condition. Seen (bottom) and unseen (top) variants during training are divided by
a solid grey line. Vertical brown lines indicate input proportions.
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word order is observably most frequent. Unlike in the previous Word Order condition where
the two input harmonic patterns were very different from one another (i.e., Num Adj N and
N Adj Num), in the NoL1 Word Order condition, 65% of participants produced systems with
both N Adj Num and N Num Adj harmonic variants. I ran a logistic mixed-effects regression
model to test the difference between the proportions of N Num Adj variants in input and output
languages. I entered System (two levels: Input as reference, and Output) as the only fixed
effect. Random intercepts for Subject and by-Subject random slopes for the effect of System
were included. Results show that the proportion of N Num Adj variants in the output languages
was not significantly different from the input proportion (β=−0.594, SE=0.546, z=−1.086,
p=0.277). These results suggest that unlike in Morphology or Word Order, the regularisation
of two-modifier systems in the NoL1 Word Order condition is not driven by general tendencies
for over- or under-production of specific variants.
4.5 Discussion: the effect of linguistic level on regularisation in
isolate production
The experimental results reveal regularisation in the production of unconditioned variation in
morphology and word order, in line with an overarching simplicity bias shown to be at play
in language learning and use (Culbertson & Kirby 2016). Moreover, regularisation behaviour
is of similar strength between linguistic levels given input languages with comparable initial
complexity. In Experiment 5 I found higher levels of regularisation in word order than in
morphology; however this was determined to be due to the specific set of variants present in
the input language. When both harmonic pre-nominal and post-nominal two-modifier variants
were included, some participants over-used the English-like Num Adj N variant. Further, the
coexistence of these two quite distinct variants in a single participant’s productions was rare,
leading to decreased variability in this condition overall. In Experiment 6, I showed that elim-
inating opposite N-peripheral orders from the set of two-modifier variants (by swapping Num
Adj N for N Num Adj) eliminated the difference in regularisation between levels. These find-
ings therefore do not support global level-specific biases as an explanation for the asymmetry
between the simplification of morphological and word order hinted at in the literature on lan-
guage learning and pidgin formation (Bichakjian 1988; Drechsel 1981; Good 2015). Instead,
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this study suggests that comparably complex linguistic systems simplify to similar degrees and
thus any asymmetry is more likely due to differing complexity of linguistic paradigms or other
features of the contact languages (Ansaldo et al. 2007; Mufwene 2008).
To summarise, results so far suggest similar strengths of regularisation behaviour in pro-
duction across linguistic levels. In particular, when input languages have comparable initial
complexities and there are no specific biases targeting alternative structures available at only
one level (in this case word order), no difference in regularisation was found. However, Exper-
iments 5 and 6 do not necessarily reflect the context within which languages—including newly
formed pidgins—are learned and used. Language production typically takes place in a context
of communicative interaction and so far I have only tested production of variants without an
explicitly communicative task. Some studies on language emergence (i.e., pidgin/creole forma-
tion) have contemplated grammatical simplification as the product of the reduction of features
in source languages which are “incidental to basic communication” (McWhorter 2001) (for
similar views in L2 acquisition more broadly, see Klein & Perdue 1997). These studies assume
thus that language users would only produce the minimum grammatical information required
to convey meanings, which will be dependent on the communicative context. Under this view,
language users would thus omit any uninformative variability in their productions as a direct
consequence of a communicative need. Indeed, previous experimental studies have indicated
that an additional source of regularisation may come from alignment in communication, raising
the possibility that differences across linguistic levels may appear in communicative contexts.
For example, Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) report results from an artificial language
learning task in which participants exposed to unconditioned variation must interact with other
learners after training. In their study, pairs of participants were trained on a linguistic system
with variable word order (two different word orders, each appearing 50% of time) and later
were asked to recall it in isolation, use it to communicate with an interlocutor, and finally recall
it in isolation once again. They find increased regularisation during the communication phase,
suggesting that a mechanism such as reciprocal priming or alignment might contribute to ex-
plaining the tendency for avoiding unconditioned variation in natural language. In Experiment
7 I assess the effect of linguistic level on regularisation behaviour in a more naturalistic context
for production including communicative interaction.
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4.6 Experiment 7: regularisation behaviour across linguistic levels
in communicative interaction
In Experiment 7 I utilise the methodology developed by Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016)
to incorporate communicative interaction into the experimental paradigm. As in the previous
experiments, adult learners are exposed to a miniature artificial language featuring an incon-
sistent mixture of synonymous variants. However, this time all production takes place in the
context of dyadic communication.
4.6.1 Materials and methods
4.6.1.1 Participants
Forty-eight English-native speakers (13 male, 35 female; aged between 18 and 26, mean 21.8)
were recruited from the University of Edinburgh’s Careers Service database of vacancies. Each
was compensated £6. Twenty-four participants (12 pairs) were assigned to the Morphology
Dyads condition, and the other 24 (12 pairs) to the Word Order Dyads condition. No further
participants were excluded in this experiment.
4.6.1.2 Input languages
The input languages used for the Morphology Dyads and the Word Order Dyads conditions
were the same ones used for the Morphology condition in Experiment 5 (see Table 4.1) and the
NoL1 Word Order condition in Experiment 6 (see Table 4.2) respectively.
4.6.1.3 Communicative interaction
The experimental procedure was the same as described in section 4.3.1.3 for the previous exper-
iments with the only modification being the introduction of dyadic communicative interaction
during all testing stages, i.e., experimental phases 3 and 5 (see section 4.3.1.3). The instruc-
tions provided were changed accordingly: participants were told that they were going to be
taught an artificial language which they had to learn to later communicate with their partners in
testing phases. In Phase 3 (one-modifier testing), participants in a dyad took turns describing
one-modifier pictures to their partner, who then had to interpret this description by choosing
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the corresponding picture from a set. They completed 20 trials total (10 trials per one-modifier
type (Num Only and Adj Only), 5 per object). In Phase 5 (full testing), participants in a dyad
took turns describing and interpreting descriptions for 52 trials. These 52 trials comprised the
following set of pictures (shown in random order): 10 Adj Only (5 per object), 10 Num Only
(5 per object), 30 two-Mod (15 per object) and two noun pictures (one per object, singly and
in grey-scale).
At each testing trial, one participant was assigned the role of “sender” and the other that
of the “receiver”. The sender typed in a description for the picture appearing in their screen.
The description was sent to and received by the other participant in the dyad. The receiver saw
the description in the middle of the screen surrounded by an array of four different pictures
(chosen as described in section 4.3.1.3 for picture selection trials). The receiver had to select
the picture they thought their partner wanted to convey. After the receiver selected a picture,
both participants were given feedback on their communicative success: a green screen was
displayed after the receiver correctly selected the picture the sender described, and a red screen
when the receiver selected a different picture. Green screens were accompanied by a correct-
answer sound effect and red screens by a wrong-answer sound effect. The roles of sender and
receiver were swapped after each trial.
4.6.2 Analyses and results
4.6.2.1 Picture-selection
As in the previous two experiment, participants achieved high accuracy in picture-selection
tasks across conditions (Morphology Dyads condition; median = 0.967, MAD = 0.011: Word
Order Dyads condition; median = 0.972, MAD = 0.017). In this case, accuracy scores did
not differ significantly between conditions (Mann-Whitney U=241.5, n1=n2=24, p=0.169).
During testing, communicative accuracy scores (i.e., the proportion of successful communica-
tion trials) were also equally high in both conditions (Morphology Dyads: median = 0.925,
MAD = 0.075; Word Order Dyads: median = 0.95,MAD = 0.052; Mann-Whitney U = 62.5,
n1 = n2 = 12, p = 0.297).
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Figure 4.9: Entropy scores of the systems produced by dyads. Scores are shown for the Mor-
phology Dyads (green) and Word Order Dyads (orange) conditions. From left to right, en-
tropies of full production sets as well as entropies by NP type: one-modifier Num (Num Only),
one-modifier Adj (Adj Only), and two-modifier (two-Mod) NPs. Input Entropy scores are indi-
cated by dashed vertical lines. Minimum Entropy scores possible are indicated by solid vertical
lines.
4.6.2.2 Output variability
Entropy Figure 4.9 shows the Shannon entropy of participants’ production systems in Mor-
phology Dyads and Word Order Dyads. I show the entropy of each dyad’s set of productions
(N = 12 for each condition). A visual inspection of the entropy scores obtained suggests
that most dyads failed to reproduce the full variability of the input languages. I ran a linear
mixed-effects model to test the effects of linguistic level (i.e., word order vs. morphology)
and communicative interaction on regularisation behaviour (DV: Shannon entropy). I com-
pare the Morphology in Experiment 5 and NoL1 Word Order in Experiment 6 to Morphology
Dyads and Word Order Dyads respectively. I entered four fixed effects and their interactions
into the model: Linguistic Level (word order vs. morphology), Experiment (Communicative
interaction as reference, and Isolate production), NP Type (Num Only, Adj Only and two-
Mod), and System (Input as reference, and Output). As random effects, I entered an intercept
for Subject (here a dyad instead of an isolate) and by-Subject random slopes for the effect
of System and NP Type. I used reverse Helmert contrasts on NP Type and Linguistic Level.
For NP Type, the model compares Adj Only to Num Only and then two-Mod to the average
of those. For linguistic level, Word Order is compared to Morphology6. Results show that
dyads also regularise their input significantly on average across linguistic levels and NP Type
6This contrast was simply used to overcome problematic collinearity.
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Figure 4.10: Misalignment between participants in a dyad. From bottom to top, I provide
the Jensen-Shannon distances for the overall systems, the two-Mod NPs alone, Adj Only NPs
and Num Only NPs. Individual data points from each dyad as well as a boxplot summaris-
ing the data are provided (green and orange for Morphology Dyads and Word Order Dyads
respectively). We observe that dyads are not as closely aligned as expected if participants
were matching each other’s behaviour, specially in two-Mod productions, where the distances
between variant production are highest.
(β = −0.480,SE = 0.090, p < 0.001). The level of regularisation did not differ significantly
between linguistic levels (β = −0.025,SE = 0.09, p = 0.782) nor between production in iso-
lation and during communicative interaction (β = 0.071,SE = 0.109, p = 0.517).
Alignment The results above contrast with those reported in Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith
(2016) in that mine suggest similar degrees of regularisation behaviour across isolate produc-
tion and communicative interaction. This difference could be caused by the combination of
two factors. Firstly, input languages in this study are relatively more complex systems in terms
of the variants available: eight different variants across three phrase types. Indeed, partici-
pants in Experiments 5 and 6 already regularise these systems when they produce phrases in
isolation, and therefore the level of regularisation may not increase further once communica-
tion is added. The second factor is the lack of perfect alignment during interaction, i.e., the
misalignment between two interlocutors’ productions within a dyad. If participants within a
dyad regularise the input in different ways and therefore the distance between their production
systems is substantial, the admixture of the two systems will result in higher variability. I use
the Jensen-Shannon distance (Endres & Schindelin 2003) to measure the distance between the
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frequency distributions over variants in the production systems of each of the two participants
in a dyad. The Jensen-Shannon distance is the square root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence,
which is a symmetrised version of the more general Kullback-Leibler divergence metric. Let P














where M = (P+Q)/2. Figure 4.10 shows the Jensen-Shannon distance of all dyads—for whole
systems as well as for each NP Type. We observe that dyads are not perfectly aligned in most
cases, specially for two-Mod productions, where the use of different variants is often quite
distinct. I ran a linear mixed-effects model to explore misalignment (DV: Jensen-Shannon
distance) across conditions and across the different types of Phrase Types. As fixed effects
I entered Condition (Morphology Dyads and Word Order Dyads) and NP Type (Num Only,
Adj Only and two-Mod) with an interaction term. I used reverse Helmert contrasts across
fixed effects so the model’s intercept is the average across conditions and across NP types.
For Condition, Word Order is compared to Morphology; and for NP Type, Adj Only is com-
pared to Num Only, and two-Mod is compared to the average of those. As random effects, I
entered intercepts for Subject. The model intercept shows that the Jensen-Shannon distance
is significantly different from JSD(P||Q) = 0 (i.e., perfect alignment) on average across con-
ditions and Phrase Types (β = 0.294,SE = 0.043, p < 0.001). Moreover, I found a signif-
icant effect of two-Mod (β = 0.049,SE = 0.016, p = 0.004), suggesting that misalignment
between participants’ productions is higher for two-modifier than for one-modifier NPs (as
observed in Figure 4.10). Results did no show any differences between conditions (largest:
β =−0.043,SE = 0.028, p = 0.128).
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4.6.3 Discussion: the effect of linguistic level on regularisation behaviour during
communicative interaction
Previous work has framed communicative interaction as a potential mechanism for regulari-
sation of probabilistic unconditioned variation (Fehér et al. 2017; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith
2016). I therefore incorporated a communicative task into the experiment in order to determine
whether differences in regularisation across linguistic levels might emerge in this context. In
particular, participants had to use phrases in the language to describe pictures to a partner and
had to interpret phrases produced by that partner. Thus, an increase in regularisation was pos-
sible through priming or alignment in this experiment. However, results revealed no significant
additional regularisation compared to production in isolation in Experiments 5 and 6. More
importantly, no difference across linguistic levels was revealed.
This experiment concludes that the communicative context does not straightforwardly lead
to stronger regularisation behaviour. The discrepancy between my results and those in Fehér,
Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) might stem from the differences in the complexity of the systems
of variation. Unlike those in Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) and those in a later study
(Fehér et al. 2017), results from Experiment 5 and 6 suggest that participants regularise dur-
ing isolate production. Therefore, in combination with the relatively significant misaligment
between pairs of participants in Experiment 7, I find similar degrees of regularisation across
experiments.
First and foremost, I conclude the communicative context does not seem to provide an
alternative explanation for differences in regularisation across linguistic levels either. These
results thus suggest that simplification in contexts of pidgin formation or L2 production more
broadly cannot be reduced to the communicative context (cf. Klein & Perdue 1997; McWhorter
2001) and neither can the differences between linguistic levels.
4.7 Encoding
The majority of experiments on regularisation illustrate its effects using production (similar to
the production tests used in the experiments in this study); production in these studies is taken
to be a reflection of what learners encode during learning. However, recent studies have sug-
gested the possibility that regularisation indeed occurs mostly during production, with variation
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actually being learned or encoded with relatively high accuracy. For example, Ferdinand et al.
(2017) show that adult learners regularise across a number of conditions, from a very simple
task involving a single object with two alternating labels, to a much more difficult task with
many objects and alternating labels and thus many more frequencies to track. In fact Ferdinand
et al. (2017) show that participants are able to accurately report input proportions, even when
they exhibit regularisation in their productions. In line with this finding, Perfors (2012a, 2012b,
2016) shows that, although increasing working memory load during training does not lead to
regularisation (Perfors & Burns 2010), perception of variation does. The more random par-
ticipants perceived the system to be, the more they regularised input variation. Furthermore,
Fehér, Ritt, et al. (2016) reveal that the same participants regularise their input significantly
during language use in communication but they are nevertheless able to reproduce the input
variability during isolate production. Taken together, these results suggest the possibility that a
regularisation bias may be found specifically in production, rather than in learning or encoding.
Thus in order to shed light onto the cognitive roots of regularisation behaviour in the experi-
ments reported above, I investigate not just whether participant’s produce regularised systems,
but whether regularisation is found in encoding as well. I do this through grammaticality
judgements and post-experimental questionnaires in which participants are asked to estimate
the relative frequencies of variants in the input languages.
4.7.1 Materials and methods
All participants in Experiments 5, 6 and 7 were asked to complete a grammaticality judgement
task and to fill in an additional questionnaire (described below), which was displayed on the
monitor via a web browser.
4.7.1.1 Grammaticality judgement
After participants completed all training and testing phases, they were ask to provide grammat-
icality judgements for phrases in the language. Participants saw a picture and a description and
were asked to accept or reject the description as part of the language. They saw 24 picture-
phrase pairs, 12 one-modifier trials (six Num Only and six Adj Only) and 12 two-modifier




Participants in each condition saw the 16 variants they were trained on (with each ob-
ject appearing along with half of the variants), plus 8 ungrammatical phrases (two Adj Only,
two Num Only, and four two-modifier). Ungrammatical phrases included either word order
or morphological violations. Word order violations consisted of pre-nominal modification in
the morphology conditions, and the two unattested word orders in the word order conditions
(i.e., Adj Num N and Num Adj N in Experiments 6 and 7 and Adj Num N and N Num Adj
in Experiment 5). Across conditions, morphological violations consisted of unseen modifier
suffixes. In the morphology conditions, all ungrammatical one-modifier phrases consisted of
word order violations: they featured pre-nominal modification. In the word order conditions,
ungrammatical one-modifier phrases consisted of morphological violations: modifiers featured
different suffixes (e.g. nedro instead of nefri). Across conditions, half of the ungrammati-
cal two-modifier phrases contained word order violations and the other half, morphological
violations.
4.7.1.2 Post-experimental questionnaire
After participants completed the experiment and the grammaticality judgement task, they were
asked to fill in a questionnaire (displayed on the monitor in a web browser). Participants were
asked to estimate the relative frequencies of the majority variants in the input languages. They
did so by selecting from a scale of 0 to 100% with 10% intervals.
4.7.2 Results
4.7.2.1 Grammaticality judgement
Morphology Participants in morphology conditions perfectly distinguished between gram-
matical and ungrammatical phrases: the proportion of correct judgements was very high for
both Morphology in Experiment 5 (median = 1.00, MAD = 0.00) and Morphology Dyads in
Experiment 7 (median = 0.958, MAD = 0.042).
Word order Scores in the word order conditions were also high across experiments (median
= 0.917, MAD = 0.00). The majority of participants correctly judged phrases to be gram-
matical 91.7% of the time, which indicated two errors out of the 24 trials. An inspection of
the pattern of errors revealed that participants in this condition failed to reject the word orders
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absent form the training data as ungrammatical. These results suggest that participants assume
word order is free in the input grammars.
Altogether these results suggest that whereas participant in the morphology conditions
learn the restrictions of their input grammars, participants in the word order conditions do
not, i.e., they perceive word order to be free.
4.7.2.2 Frequency reports
To determine whether encoding error contributed to participants’ regularisation behaviour in
production, participants were required to fill out a post-experimental questionnaire where they
were asked to report estimates of the frequencies with which they read/heard majority input
variants during training. If participants’ reports of input frequencies differ significantly from
their productions, this will suggest that the regularisation bias is in production rather than
learning or encoding.
For each of the NP types, Figures 4.11 (isolate production) and 4.12 (communicative in-
teraction) show the reported proportions of majority input variants in the input languages com-
pared to the actual proportions in input and output languages. (For ease of comparison across
experiments, I exclude the Word Order condition in Experiment 5 in this section.) I ran logistic
mixed-effects regression models to explore the effect of encoding error on regularisation. In
order to avoid problematic collinearity, I ran separate models for one-modifier NPs and for
two-modifier NPs. However, model structures and data treatment were identical across. Train-
ing (input language) and production (output language) trials were dummy coded according to
presence or absence of the majority input variants in each trial. In order to be able to com-
pare production to reported relative frequencies in the questionnaire as the same dependent
variable, I converted the input and reported relative frequencies into dummy coded absolute
frequencies weighted accordingly to the number of input and output trials respectively. For
example, if a participant reported 70% of the two-modifier majority variant N Adj Num in their
testing and they produced two-modifier variants 30 times, I would code 0.7× 30 presences
and 0.3× 30 absences of the majority input variant respectively. I entered four fixed effects
into the model: NP Type (three ordered levels: Num Only and Adj Only or two-Mod for the
one-modifier and two-modifier models respectively), Linguistic Level (morphology and word
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Figure 4.11: Proportions of majority input variants in Morphology (green) and NoL1 Word Or-
der (orange), from Experiments 5 and 6 respectively (isolate production). From left to right, the
estimate proportion of the majority input variant observed during training reported by partici-
pant in the post-experimental questionnaire (input report) and the actual proportion produced
during testing. Results are shown for Morphology (green) and NoL1 Word Order (orange)
conditions, for each NP type. Input proportions of the majority variants are signalled by a grey
dashed vertical line.
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Figure 4.12: Proportions of majority input variants. From left to right, the estimate propor-
tion of the majority input variant observed during training reported by participant in the post-
experimental questionnaire (input report) and the actual proportion produced during testing.
Results are shown for Morphology Dyads (green) and Word Order Dyads (orange) conditions,




Language), and Experiment (Isolate production as reference, and Communicative interaction).
I used reverse Helmert contrasts across fixed effects except for Response Type. I entered all
interactions between fixed effects. As random effects I included random intercepts for Subject
with Interlocutor (each participant in a dyad) nested as well as a by-Subject random slope for
the effect of Response Type.
Results from the one-modifier model show that reported input frequencies did not dif-
fer significantly from actual input frequencies (β = −0.053,SE = 0.086, p = 0.534). On the
other hand, production frequencies significantly differed from input reports (β = 1.172,SE =
0.263, p < 0.001). I also found that production of majority input variants differed from the re-
ported input even more in Adj Only (β = 0.417,SE = 0.0916, p < 0.001), especially in Exper-
iment 7 with the inclusion of communicative interaction (β = 0.311,SE = 0.0916, p < 0.001).
These results suggest that the over-regularisation of majority variants in one-modifier phrases
might be better explained by a production bias rather than by a learning bias or encoding error.
However, results from the two-modifier paint a somewhat more complex picture: partici-
pants’ input reports do not differ significantly from the actual input frequencies (β = 0.1.033,
SE = 0.1.17, p = 0.3792) but neither does their production (β = −0.314,SE = 0.283, p =
0.268). A visual inspection of Figures 4.11 and 4.12 suggests that participants indeed do not
over-produce majority variants in two-modifier phrases as they do in one-modifier phrases. No
significant effects were found altogether (largest: β =−0.202,SE = 0.108, p = 0.061). Unlike
with one-modifier phrases, I find that no clear conclusions can be drawn from this data provided
the scarce over-regularisation of majority input variants and the limited data on participants’
encoding. Unlike for one-modifier phrases, the input languages comprise four variants for two-
modifier phrases and thus four different frequencies to track. Moreover, due to time constraints
on attention span, post-experimental questionnaires were designed to only record encodings of
majority input variants and thus only of one out of four different frequencies of two-modifier
phrases. Thus considering that participants do indeed regularise (see section 4.6.2.2) as well
as the the lack of over-production of two-mod variants, it is impossible to conclude whether
regularisation of two-modifier phrases is driven by encoding or production biases with this
data.
Altogether, results from the post-experimental questionnaires suggest a production bias
for more regular systems rather than a learning or encoding bias for one-modifier phrases.
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However, no conclusion can be drawn for two-modifier phrases.
4.7.2.3 Discussion: the roots of regularisation behaviour
Regularisation behaviour during individual learning and use has been proposed to be due to a
bottleneck in memory which could affect the encoding of variants and their relative frequencies
in training and/or in variant retrieval during production (Hudson Kam & Chang 2009). In this
section, I investigated whether the regularisation found in production in the experiments was
also found in encoding. I did so through grammaticality judgements, and post-experimental
questionnaires in which participants are asked to estimate the relative frequencies of variants
in the input. Results of the grammaticality judgement task suggest that participants had no
problem in recognising grammatical variants in their input languages across conditions and
experiments. Participants did indeed encode all variants, and not only the most frequent ones.
I also found that the perception of variation differed between conditions. Participants in the
word order conditions did not learn the restricted set of word order options, but instead per-
ceived word order to be completely free. The consistency of these results across participants
suggests that arbitrary restrictions in word order rules are very unlikely to be learned. By con-
trast, participants in the Morphology condition did not judge as grammatical morphological
variants other than those they were exposed to during training. This difference in the percep-
tion of variation suggest that participants in word order conditions perceived a more variable
system than participants in the morphology condition; nevertheless, the perceived additional
complexity did not lead to significantly stronger regularisation behaviour (cf. Hudson Kam &
Newport 2009; Perfors 2012a).
By contrast, results from the post-experimental questionnaire suggest that participants re-
port the input frequencies of the majority input variant quite accurately. Thus although partic-
ipants regularise their input in their productions, they nevertheless correctly estimate the input
probabilities for one-modifier phrases. However, given that input frequencies of majority vari-
ants are 60%, it is difficult to discern between accuracy in encoding and perception of random
variation (i.e., 50%). In any case, these results show that regularisation in production does not
match participants’ frequency encodings for one-modifier phrases. For two-modifier phrases,
on the other hand, participants do not over-produce majority variants and their use in produc-
tion matches the frequency encodings of the same variant in the input. From these results I
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cannot conclude either limits in frequency encoding or a source of regularisation in produc-
tion. I would require the estimates of all the different variants in two-modifier phrases to be
able to test whether the source of regularisation stems from limits in frequency encoding.
In line with Ferdinand et al. (2017), these findings suggest that regularisation behaviour
in production is not necessarily rooted in a memory bottleneck affecting the encoding of less
frequent variants, at least for less variable phrases (i.e., one-modifier NPs), for which there
were only two variables and frequencies to track. Nevertheless, regularisation behaviour could
still be due to problems with lexical retrieval. Although participants can correctly recall input
frequencies and the different variants in the input, they might struggle to retrieve them without
being cued during production; Hudson Kam and Chang (2009) show that participants regularise
their input less when lexical items are constantly available to them. Memory limitations can
interact with mechanisms at play during production such as priming, which might impede
the production of alternative variants to the ones immediately preceding and could affect either
production in isolation and during communication. However, lexical retrieval could only hinder
the production of variation in the morphology conditions, not in word order conditions because
in the latter lexical items remain the same amongst variants. Altogether, these results lead us
to conclude that regularisation also occurs (at least partly) during production.
4.8 General discussion
4.8.1 Regularisation behaviour is uniform across linguistic levels
In the present study I explored the extent to which level-specific biases interact with regular-
isation behaviour in language learning and use. Results showed that language users in fact
regularise unconditioned variation in a similar way across morphology and word order, sug-
gesting that a simplicity bias may be driven by a single, non-level-specific mechanism. Thus
the present study does not provide supporting evidence for level-specific bias driving the asym-
metries between regularisation of morphology and word order discussed in the language acqui-
sition (Anderssen et al. 2010; Raymond et al. 2009; Slobin 1966) and pidgin/creole formation
literature (Bakker 2008; Drechsel 1981; Siegel 2006). On the other hand, these results provide
experimental evidence for the hitherto untested assumption that regularisation behaviour can
be uniform across linguistic levels. However, this study constitutes only the first step towards
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uncovering cross-level differences and similarities in the interaction between linguistic struc-
ture and learnability (or simplicity more broadly) pressures at play in language learning and
use.
Comparable regularisation behaviour across levels in this study is conditioned on two fac-
tors. Firstly, the complexity of the systems of variation is also comparable across levels. Sec-
ondly, there are no specific biases targeting alternative variants available only at one level. If
the first of the conditions is not met, according to the experimental evidence available (Hud-
son Kam & Newport 2009), we expect that regularisation behaviour will vary accordingly; the
more complex the system of variation, the more it will be regularised. On the other hand, if
the second of the conditions is not met, as we showed in Experiment 6, and alternative variants
to the majority one are favoured or disfavoured, participants will accordingly over- or under-
produce majority variants leading to overall more regular systems. Altogether, these results
suggest that any asymmetry between levels in the context of L2 learners is more likely to be
due to the inherent complexity of level-specific systems of variation; provided by the amount of
variation within a given level or by its interaction with other features—within and/or between
input languages.
4.8.2 Regularisation behaviour is comparable between isolate production and
communicative interaction
Additionally, this study suggests that regularisation in contexts of L2 production cannot be re-
duced to the communicative context (cf. Klein & Perdue 1997; McWhorter 2001) and neither
can the differences between linguistic levels (cf. Jansson, Parkvall, & Strimling 2015). I found
that participants regularised to similar degrees in isolate production and during communica-
tive interaction, suggesting that simplification of linguistic paradigms has to be also sought
from learning biases or production biases at the individual level which are not induced by the
communicative context.
My results contrast with previous studies (Fehér et al. 2017; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith
2016), which concluded that the communicative context triggers stronger regularisation be-
haviour. I proposed that differences between regularisation behaviour in the present study and
Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) are likely to be due to differences in the complexity of the
input systems. Unlike in the present study, participants in Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016)
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and Fehér et al. (2017) do not regularise the input variation in isolate production, i.e., they
match the input probabilities on average instead. Studies demonstrating probability match-
ing behaviour in adults often consider systems of two variants, which appear with different
probabilities (e.g., Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Hudson Kam & Newport 2005; Reali &
Griffiths 2009) or equiprobably (Experiment 2 in Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016). The ex-
perimental evidence available suggests that adult learners regularise more complex systems of
variation (Hudson Kam & Newport 2009) and also that language users do not often eliminate
all variation in the input during communicative interaction (Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016);
these two results together, in combination with the relatively significant misaligment between
pairs of participants in Experiment 7, explain why I do not find an effect of communicative
interaction on regularisation behaviour in this study.
Other factors that could explain it are differences in task framing and/or in misalignment be-
tween participants in dyads. It is possible that Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) emphasised
the need for alignment between interlocutors more as they included a bonus for communicative
accuracy; being rewarded for communicative accuracy might have shifted the focus away from
faithfully reproducing the input language even more. However, it is worth noting that commu-
nicative accuracy was extremely high across studies, which at least rules out the possibility that
effort to communicate effectively might lead to stronger regularisation. It is also possible that
I did not find an effect of communicative interaction because participants within dyads did not
align very well, potentially worse than in Fehér, Wonnacott, and Smith (2016) and Fehér et al.
(2017). Misalignment could at the same time be caused by an anti-coordination bias whereby
participants act cooperatively to reproduce the input variability more closely. However, I can-
not provide any evidence for the effect of these factors. I thus conclude that differences between
studies are most likely an artefact of the complexity of the input systems of variation.
4.8.3 Regularisation behaviour takes place in production as well as in learning
This study has demonstrated that regularisation takes place in the context of artificial language
learning and that this cannot be reduced to the communicative context as it happens to similar
degrees in isolate production and during communicative interaction. Moreover, results from
grammaticality judgement tasks and post-experimental questionnaires also show that regular-
isation is a product of both learning and production biases (Ferdinand et al. 2017; Perfors &
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Burns 2010), independent from the communicative context.
Across experiments and conditions, we observed that participants encoded all variants with-
out problem, and not only the most frequent ones. Results from grammaticality judgements
suggest that participants in the morphology conditions perfectly encoded all input variants and
did not accept any that were not included in their training. Participants in the word order
conditions were also able to identify input variants perfectly, however, they perceived higher
variability in their input systems; instead of learning the restricted set of two-modifier phrases,
they perceived word order to be free. These results suggest that regularisation behaviour was
not due to error in the encoding of minority variants (Ferdinand et al. 2017; Perfors 2012b).
Further evidence supporting regularisation in production comes from the results of the post-
experimental questionnaires; participants report the input frequencies of one-modifier majority
variants quite accurately. Thus although participants regularise the input in during production,
they nevertheless correctly estimate the input probabilities for one-modifier phrases. Altogether
these results follow Ferdinand et al. (2017) in showing that adult learners regularise uncondi-
tioned probabilistic variation in the input even when they are able to accurately report the input
probabilities.
4.9 Conclusion
The literature on regularisation behaviour combines substantial data from language learning,
transmission and use in the attempt to explain universal tendencies of human languages, pro-
viding the perfect platform to start exploring the effects of linguistic level and units in ubiq-
uitous processes in language evolution. The present experimental paradigm (Culbertson et al.
2012; Hudson Kam & Chang 2009; Hudson Kam & Newport 2005) is ideally fit to explore the
conditions under which language learners modify their input to produce languages that better
conform to their biases and thus to investigate the link between these biases and typological
generalisations. Nevertheless, in order to spell out asymmetries between linguistic levels in
the structure and processes of natural languages, we require a better depiction of the different
natures of the biases and their interaction with language types during learning and use. The
present study has aimed to contribute to such need by providing evidence for commensurate




Language learners regularise complex systems of variation in their productions, suggesting
a relationship between individual biases and processes of regularisation in natural languages.
Nevertheless, the relationship between regularisation biases and asymmetries in regularisation
processes between linguistic levels cannot be inferred from our results. Regularisation biases
apply with similar strengths across linguistics levels given input languages with comparable
initial complexity. Nevertheless, preferences for certain patterns within a linguistic level might
in fact vary the strength of regularisation behaviour within the given level. Our study suggests
that asymmetries in simplification processes in language formation ought to be sought from
asymmetries in the input complexity of linguistic paradigms across levels and units and the
overlap of traits across contributing languages.
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5.1 Aims and contributions
In this thesis I have investigated the impact of language learning and use on absolute linguistic
complexity, in particular on morphology and syntax. Through three sets of experimental stud-
ies, I explored the dynamics of linguistic complexity over various time-scales: its alteration
during language learning and/or over the course of communicative interaction, and its evolu-
tion over cultural time. I built on previous work in the study of language change and evolution
through cultural transmission (e.g Kirby et al. 2008, 2015; Verhoef 2012; Winters et al. 2015)
to more precisely understand in which ways a drive towards efficiency in language learning and
use (i.e., the reduction of relative complexity) might shape the complexity of linguistic systems
and structures (i.e., absolute complexity) across the aforementioned different time-scales.
The majority of this thesis is devoted to a series of behavioural experiments that allow the
direct investigation of causal relationships between relative and absolute complexity during
language learning and use. Two basic steps were required to systematically investigate these
relationships. The first one was to arrive at a tractable characterisation of complexity. Given the
variety of approaches to measuring linguistic complexity, in Chapter 1 I proposed a taxonomy
of absolute and relative complexities (see Figure 1.1). Broadly speaking, absolute complex-
ity was defined in terms of the number of parts of a system or structure, and the directness
of form-meaning mappings (i.e., the more direct, the simpler); for a reminder of the specific
types of absolute complexity, see section 1.2.3. I argued that relative complexity, on the other
hand, is best thought of in terms of effort in language learning and communication. Relative
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simplicity is thus best thought of in terms of efficiency. Efficiency can be broadly defined as ef-
fort minimisation in unambiguously conveying meaning (Zipf 1949); an efficient system is one
which maximises its learnability (i.e., generalisability) without compromising communicative
effectiveness (Kirby et al. 2015).
The second step was to instrumentalise the learning and communicative contexts of lan-
guage transmission in the laboratory. I drew upon already existing experimental techniques in
artificial language learning (e.g. Culbertson et al. 2012; Hudson Kam & Chang 2009), inter-
action studies (e.g Galantucci 2005; Krauss & Weinheimer 1964, 1966) and iterated learning
(e.g. Kirby et al. 2008, 2015) that ultimately study the same question: how language learning
and use impact language structure. These experimental methods have proven to be of great
value for investigating language as a complex adaptive system shaped by the pressures acting
on language users during learning and communication. This thesis has further shown that these
same methods are also well suited to elucidate the relationship between relative and absolute
complexity within a learner/user’s individual behaviour and in the evolution of language as a
system of behaviours shared at the population level.
5.1.1 Summary of experimental results
Languages are culturally transmitted through a repeated cycle of learning and communica-
tive interaction. I departed from the assumption that these two aspects of cultural transmission
impose interacting pressures that, along with neutral evolutionary processes, can shape the evo-
lution of linguistic systems and their structure. I proposed that a drive towards the reduction
of relative complexity in language learning and communication can shape absolute linguistic
complexity during use and over cultural time. Table 5.1 provides a summary of how linguistic
complexity is shaped by learning and communication in the light of the findings in this the-
sis. More specifically, it shows the linguistic contexts wherein participants were required to
perform across studies (i.e., intergenerational transmission, learning and communication), and
the changes in absolute complexity observed (see section 1.2.3). In the following paragraphs
I will discuss more articulately how the relative complexity brought by the linguistic contexts
impacts absolute complexity in the different experiments.
The experimental work presented in Chapter 2 looked at the cultural evolution of complex
compositional structure from holistic (unstructured) languages. The findings in this chapter
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Table 5.1: Evolution and modification of absolute complexity by study. I show the linguis-
tic contexts wherein users were asked to perform in the experiments, and the reduction and
increase of different absolute complexity types in the experimental results. Check-marks indi-
cate the presence of the linguistic context. Plus and minus signs signify increase and reduction
of a given type of absolute complexity respectively. Equal signs signal the lack of an effect.
The absence of a sign indicates the lack of a test of this type of complexity in the study.
indicate that a complex meaning space paired with a learning bottleneck in transmission and
a pressure for expressivity can result in compositional hierarchical constituent structure. Hier-
archical compositional structure grants a learnable productive and productively interpretable
language; it only requires learners to acquire a finite lexicon and a finite set of combinatorial
rules (i.e., a grammar). The shift from unstructured systems to hierarchical compositional struc-
ture with regular combinatorial rules (see first column in Table 5.1) brings along an increase
in structural complexity (syntagmatic and hierachical) and a reduction of system complexity
(paradigmatic and organisational). Moreover, systems become isomorphic and their morphol-
ogy transparent (i.e., mainly one-to-one form-meaning mappings). The evolution of structural
complexity in the form of compositional structure is thus in the interest of the system’s learn-
ability (Culbertson & Kirby 2015; Mufwene 2013; K. Smith & Kirby 2012). Further support
for system-optimisation is provided by the cultural evolution of regularity in word formation
rules (e.g., plurality by suffixation only) and word order (e.g., fixed constituent order); this min-
imises the effort required to achieve productivity and productive interpretability and reduces
the overall system complexity, both paradigmatic (i.e., fewer and more productive forms) and
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organisational (i.e., no word order variation).
Chapter 2 also investigated the precise role of communicative interaction in combination
with a learning bottleneck. Previous work has mainly characterised communicative interaction
as a natural promoter of expressivity in cultural transmission (for an exception, cf. Winters
2017). I contrasted an artificial pressure against ambiguity with communicative interaction.
In comparison to the artificial pressure, communicative interaction facilitated the evolution of
systematicity and structure. I concluded that coordination in communicative interaction plays
an important role in language evolution. During communication, users need to coordinate on
learnable as well as expressive conventions, to solve not only the immediate task at hand but
also future interactions. This trade-off between learnability and expressivity in coordination—
in combination with language transmission—speeds up the emergence of efficient and struc-
tured linguistic systems over repeated usage. I provided further support for the importance of
coordination in language evolution by demonstrating that if coordination processes between
interlocutors are hindered (e.g., the piecemeal fashion in which conventions are established),
so is the evolution of linguistic structure. I thus conclude that the evolution of complex compo-
sitional structure and regularity in combinatorial rules is best characterised as a product of the
trade-off between at least three pressures at play in cultural transmission: a pressure for coor-
dination, a pressure for learnability and a pressure for expressivity (see also Winters 2017).
I further addressed the unique effect of communicative interaction on linguistic complexity
in Chapter 3 by removing (artificial) language learning and transmission completely. Speakers
used their native language to express novel meanings either in isolation or during communica-
tion. I demonstrated that the communicative context—where feedback is provided—leads to
more efficient and simpler linguistic systems: interlocutors output more productive and trans-
parent morphological lexicons (i.e., lower paradigmatic complexity and clearer form-meaning
mappings). There is thus a drive for simplicity imposed by the communicative context that
does not show up in isolated production with equally expressive systems. I proposed that this
difference could also be explained by coordination and its interaction with learnability pres-
sures during communication not specifically related to language learning but to generalisability
more broadly; in order to maximise the efficiency of a system of conventions, users need to be
conservative towards previously successful solutions to coordination problems and be able to
generalise them to new data. Taken together, this minimises variability in the lexicon.
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These first two chapters provided support for the claim that morphological and syntac-
tic complexity is shaped by an overarching drive towards simplicity to maximise learnability
without jeopardising communicative effectiveness. The experiments in Chapter 4 assessed the
uniformity of this simplicity bias across different linguistic levels which at the same time per-
tain to different types of system complexity. In this set of experiments, I built on previous
work combining statistical learning and artificial language learning techniques (Culbertson et
al. 2012; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith 2016; Hudson Kam & Newport 2005) to compare regu-
larisation of unconditioned variation across morphology and word order separately. Variation
in morphology and word order are quantitatively comparable but represent two aspects of sys-
tem complexity, i.e., paradigmatic and organisational complexity respectively. I showed that
language users regularise unconditioned variation to a similar degree across linguistic levels,
suggesting that the simplicity bias may be driven by a single, non-level-specific mechanism.
Regularisation results in a reduction of system complexity; paradigmatic in the case of mor-
phology, and organisational in the case of word order. By reducing system complexity, form-
meaning mappings become more transparent, which increases both efficiency and effectiveness
in communication; one-to-one mappings facilitate retrieval in production and comprehension,
and help contrast new and old information. Moreover, I compared regularisation across levels
in communication and in isolate production. In line with the aforementioned drive towards
efficiency triggered by the communicative context, previous work (Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith
2016) had shown that language users regularise unconditioned variation more during com-
munication than in isolate production. The results in Chapter 4 are not consistent with these
findings: language users in fact regularised unconditioned variation in a similar way in the
absence and in the presence of a communicative context. I argued that these results are most
likely due to the difference in the complexity of the system of variation. Learners tend to prob-
ability match simple (i.e., two variants) systems of variation (see Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith
2016). However, with more complex systems of variation, regularisation behaviour in isolate
production increases (Hudson Kam & Newport 2009). Thus with more complex systems of
variation, differences between isolate production and production during communication might
decrease.
Chapter 4 also investigated the cognitive roots of regularisation behaviour. Regularisa-
tion in language learning is often assumed to be due to a memory bottleneck that impedes
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the encoding of less frequent variants and their frequencies (Hudson Kam & Newport 2009).
Post-experimental questionnaires indicated that language users produce less variation than they
estimate in the input. These results suggests that regularisation behaviour is not only due to
problems in encoding; there is a drive towards regularisation acting on production as well (see
also Ferdinand et al. 2017). I will come back to this in the next section.
Across these different time-scales, results are consistent with an overarching simplicity
bias in language learning and use. Learners/users alter linguistic systems to maximise their
learnability and communicative efficiency. Such a drive towards reducing the effort of unam-
biguously conveying a message generally surfaces as a reduction of system complexity and the
establishment of transparent one-to-one form-meaning mappings. We observe in Table 5.1 that
a reduction in system complexity—in particular paradigmatic complexity—and an increase in
transparency are common processes in linguistic change during language learning and/or use
in communication, and over cultural time. These effects of an overarching simplicity bias
overlap with the general principles found across the most explicit (already existing) criteria
for complexity both in absolute approaches (McWhorter 2001; Miestamo 2006a) and relative
approaches (Kusters 2003); a general principle of economy—fewer parts and/or rules—and a
general principle of transparency in form-meaning mappings. Altogether, these two principles
maximise the generalisability of a system and its interpretability.
5.1.2 Roots of an overarching simplicity bias
A simplicity bias has been proposed as a unifying principle of learning within cognitive science
(Chater, Clark, Goldsmith, & Perfors 2015; Chater & Vitányi 2003; Culbertson & Kirby 2015;
Ferrer i Cancho et al. 2013). Much of learning involves finding patterns in data, and learners
are biased towards simple patterns out of infinitely many patterns compatible with the data
(Chater & Vitányi 2003). Specifically in the context of language learning, Culbertson et al.
(2012) argue that “whatever other biases learners have when they face some learning problem,
they are also likely to be applying an overarching simplicity bias”. What can we say about the
roots of such an overarching simplicity bias in the light of the experiments in this thesis?
A simplicity bias is best thought of as a learnability bias (Culbertson & Kirby 2015),
defined as a preference for generalisable behaviour. Learnability pressures imposed on the
learner/user during language learning and communication might trigger the effects of a learn-
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ability bias; over cultural time, the product of this bias accumulates, potentially leading to
languages that are better fit for human learning. In Chapter 1 I discussed two different types of
learnability pressures: a learning bottleneck provided by a limited amount of data and a mem-
ory bottleneck (a contrast already made in Cornish 2010). The findings in this thesis support
these two types of bottlenecks in language learning. In Experiment 1 (section 2.2, Chapter
2) I showed that the combination of a learning bottleneck in transmission and a pressure for
expressivity during production drive the evolution of linguistic structure in the absence of com-
municative interaction. In this experiment, both types of bottlenecks are present. Learners
were trained on half of the data they were later tested on, which imposes a data bottleneck
that triggers generalisability in production. In addition, learners cannot learn the 44 complex
holistic form-meaning mappings they are exposed to during training (see section 2.6.1); this
leads to a memory bottleneck.
Chapter 4 provides further evidence for the effect of a memory bottleneck in individual
learning, this time in the absence of a data bottleneck. Experiments 5 and 6 suggest that
learners cannot track the input frequencies of subsystems of variation of more than two variants
(i.e., two-modifier phrases). However, they can track the input frequencies of less complex
subsystems of variation (i.e., those of one-modifier variants). Altogether, these results suggest
that although regularisation behaviour is partially driven by problems with encoding, it also
occurs during production and might be even orthogonal to learning in some cases. These
results are not surprising if we think of language as an effective system of communication
(Zipf 1949). Unconditioned variation is redundant in a linguistic system and could slow down
processing and hinder production. In order to reproduce probabilistic unconditioned variation
and not regularise, users would need to refrain from the effects of priming and would need to
keep in memory more items always available for retrieval ( see Hudson Kam & Chang 2009).
The previous paragraphs have discussed different types of learnability pressures in individ-
ual language learning and production. Nevertheless, as posited throughout this thesis, learn-
ability pressures are also present during communicative interaction. Over the course of com-
munication, users coordinate with each other to establish linguistic conventions in order to
communicate effectively and efficiently. Coordination requires users to pay attention to their
interlocutor’s behaviour so they can match it and correctly interpret meanings; moreover, lin-
guistic conventions need to be generalisable to solve not only present but also future interaction
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events. Only by highlighting the role of learning in coordination can we straightforwardly ex-
plain the differences between the experiments in Chapter 2 and those between conditions in
Chapter 3. Experiment 2 in Chapter 2 suggests that the communicative context speeds up the
evolution of systematic and structured languages (see also Carr et al. 2016), accompanied by an
early drop in paradigmatic complexity and an early establishment of transparent form-meaning
mappings (see section 2.3). Experiment 4 in Chapter 3 further indicates that communicative
interaction leads to more efficient linguistic systems, with simpler morphological lexicons and
greater transparency. However, results from Experiment 7 in Chapter 4 imply that learners
regularise complex systems of unconditioned variation to similar degrees during isolated pro-
duction and during communicative interaction; post-experimental questionnaires suggest that
they encode input frequencies in similar ways as well. I proposed that in the presence of
stronger simplification biases in individual learning and production, the addition of learnability
pressures during communication does not make a difference; however, there is no experimen-
tal evidence yet available to further back up this claim. Further work is required to pin down
the different factors that trigger generalisation during communication (e.g., memory vs. data
bottlenecks) and the role of interaction in simplification processes more generally.
In sum, in the light of the work presented in this thesis, a simplicity or learnability bias is
rooted in memory and data bottlenecks in language learning and transmission (see also Cornish
2010; Culbertson & Kirby 2015), in processing constraints in production (see also Hudson Kam
& Chang 2009), and in coordination during communicative interaction (see also Winters 2017).
However, further work is needed to characterise simplicity pressures and biases in production
and communication.
5.2 Directions for future research
This thesis has demonstrated that laboratory experiments using artificial language learning are
an effective methodology to provide direct behavioural evidence of individual biases in lan-
guage learning and use, and their impact on linguistic systems and structure over time. The
experimental work presented constitutes one of the first attempts to apply these methods to
explore the relationship between relative and absolute complexity in language evolution (e.g.,
see Atkinson 2016; Bentz & Berdicevskis 2016; Fehér et al. 2017; Fehér, Wonnacott, & Smith
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2016; Tinits et al. 2017). And to my knowledge, it is the first attempt to explore how uniform a
simplification bias is across learning and communication, and across different linguistic units.
There are a number of directions for future research stemming from this thesis, related
directly to the experiments or to the study of the cultural evolution of linguistic complexity
more broadly. It is clear from the experimental evidence discussed that the link between learn-
ers’/users’ biases and language structure is complex and the roots of these biases are far from
clear. Future studies should help tease apart the different types of learnability pressures found
in language learning and use, i.e., help characterise different aspects of the posited overarch-
ing simplicity bias (Chater & Vitányi 2003; Culbertson & Kirby 2015). Most of the work
presented in this thesis comes from a tradition that started from the perspective of individual
learning (e.g Brighton et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2008; Kirby & Hurford 2002) and only recently
has been incorporating communication into the models (e.g. Fehér et al. 2017; Fehér, Wonna-
cott, & Smith 2016; Kirby et al. 2015; Winters et al. 2015). As a consequence, the different
types of learnability pressures at play in communication and their role in language evolution
are not as well characterised as they are in language learning and transmission. Further work
needs to systematically compare learning mechanisms in coordination and individual language
learning. We could start by contrasting memory and data bottlenecks in communication and
comparing their respective effects with those of individual language learning. We should also
systematically contrast encoding and production. In artificial language learning studies, pro-
duction is usually taken to be a reflection of what learners encode during learning. However, as
suggested in Chapter 4, users might be biased to simplify the learned input during production,
irrespective of how well they learned it. There might be types of production constraints—some
in memory (Hudson Kam & Chang 2009)—which lead to similar behavioural products to those
of encoding errors. If we find similar simplification patterns in production and in encoding (as
suggested in Chapter 4 here and in Ferdinand et al. 2017), it would suggest that cognitive bi-
ases at play during early language learning might turn into latent preferences later on even
with higher proficiency. Clarifying the connection between production and learning biases will
help strengthen cultural transmission as a solution to the linkage problem (Kirby 1999)—i.e.,
how individual behaviours penetrate linguistic systems. Finding similar behavioural products
in language learning and use could help solve the problem posited by the fact that language is
transmitted with higher fidelity with more exposure during development or over time. Regard-
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less of linguistic proficiency, the behavioural product would still be shaped by an overarching
simplicity (or learnability) bias than can equally penetrate the system over cultural time.
Another direction for future research is to design the same behavioural experiments for
cross-linguistic comparison. In the framework adopted in this thesis, I make inferences with
regard to a general learner/user. However, as experimentalists, we need to take into account that
prior linguistic knowledge affects participants’ behaviour (as we saw in section 4.4, Chapter
4). Running the same experiments with different linguistic populations would help us discern
universal from language-specific patterns linking relative complexity to absolute complexity in
language evolution. Additionally, corpus studies can also be used to test the hypotheses ex-
tracted from the results in behavioural experiments cross-linguistically. For instance, the work
presented in Chapter 4 could be complemented with a corpus analysis of input complexity—
measured comparably—of contact languages across linguistic units, and the difference with
output complexity (for a first attempt, see Good 2015).
Lastly, and crucially, future work has to explore the emergence of grammatical categories,
and of system complexity more broadly. In this thesis, we explored complexification and
simplification processes driven by selective evolutionary pressures in cultural transmission—
learnability, expressivity and coordination. However, the emergence of complexity has only
been shown in Chapter 2 at the level of structure—hierarchical and syntagmatic complexity—
and in the interest of system simplicity. System complexity, on the other hand, has always
been the subject of simplification across experiments. Moreover, Chapter 2 tests predictions
about the evolution of lexical morphology—corresponding to features of the meaning—and not
about the evolution of purely grammatical morphology—without direct correspondence to any
meaning feature. We need to explore the mechanisms by which system complexity emerges or
increases and in particular how purely grammatical categories emerge. This line of research
would at the same time further highlight the need to study the relationship between different
aspects of complexity in a system. Previous work has shown that complexity in certain linguis-
tic domains can affect complexity in others; e.g. the emergence of case marking might emerge
so as to increase communicative effectiveness in a system with highly variable word order (see
Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport 2011; Futrell, Mahowald, & Gibson 2015; Montemurro &
Zanette 2011).
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5.3 General conclusion
The experimental evidence presented in this thesis supports the hypothesis that the cultural and
cognitive pressures acting on language users to minimise relative complexity during learn-
ing and communicative interaction—for learnability, expressivity and coordination—are at
least partially responsible for the evolution of absolute linguistic complexity. In particular,
a drive towards efficiency in learning and communication leads to the simplification of system
complexity—across linguistic levels—and to the establishment of transparent form-meaning
mappings; both together help minimise the effort of unambiguously conveying a message.
Structural complexity can also emerge in the interest of system simplicity and productivity. I
thus concluded that a bias towards simplicity is a crucial driver of language change and evolu-
tion more broadly.
The approach taken in this thesis promotes a view of linguistic complexity as an evolving
variable—and languages as complex adaptive systems more broadly—determined by the biases
of learners and users as languages are culturally transmitted. Altogether, I believe the present
work has shown that linguistic complexity, can indeed be a “mask for simplicity” (Simon 1996),
that is, a simplicity determined by human cognition and culture in language evolution.
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Abstract
Human languages contain very little unconditioned variation.
In contexts where language learners are exposed to input that
contains inconsistencies, they tend to regularise it, either by
eliminating competing variants, or conditioning variant use on
the context. In the present study we compare regularisation
behaviour across linguistic levels, looking at how adult learn-
ers respond to variability in morphology and word order. Our
results suggest similar strengths in regularisation between lin-
guistic levels given input languages whose complexity is com-
parable.
Keywords: artificial language learning; statistical learning;
regularisation; variation; complexity; morphology; word order
Introduction
While languages exhibit variation at all linguistic levels, in
the form of paraphrases, synonyms, allomorphs and allo-
phones, that variation tends to be predictable: the choice
of variant is (at least partially) conditioned by some aspect
of the social or linguistic context. Occasionally, language
learners are exposed to input that involves inconsistencies,
for instance, when new variants are introduced into an es-
tablished system, or when conventions are still not estab-
lished, as in emerging languages (Senghas & Coppola, 2001;
Siegel, 2004). Learners under those circumstances tend to
reduce or remove such inconsistencies, i.e. they regularise
their input. This can be achieved either by removing com-
peting variants, or conditioning variant choice on the context
(Ferdinand, Kirby, & Smith, 2017).
Regularisation has been documented extensively across
linguistic levels (i.e. phonology, morphology, syntax and
the lexicon) in natural language; e.g. in language acquisi-
tion, language change, and in emerging languages (Senghas
& Coppola, 2001; Siegel, 2004; van Trijp, 2013). Experimen-
tal studies involving artificial language learning and statisti-
cal learning techniques report regularisation behaviour during
the learning and production of probabilistic unconditioned
variation in different linguistic units, across different linguis-
tic levels (Culbertson, Smolensky, & Legendre, 2012; Fehér,
Wonnacott, & Smith, 2016; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005,
2009; Wonnacott & Newport, 2005). Nevertheless, it still
remains an open question whether regularisation behaviour
applies with uniform strength across linguistic levels and to
what extent level-specific biases interact with regularisation
during language learning and use.
Level-specific effects in regularisation behaviour
Research in second language acquisition and pidgin and cre-
ole studies has highlighted different developmental paths
for morphology and syntax cross-linguistically (Good, 2015;
Slabakova, 2013). Studies in pidginisation suggest that, in
periods when pidgins are highly inconsistent, linguistic lev-
els might behave differently: morphologically complex traits
such as inflectional morphology seem to be highly simpli-
fied whilst syntactic traits such as word order tend to repro-
duce the input complexity more closely (Good, 2015; Siegel,
2004). Good (2015) argues that this asymmetry is given by a
break in transmission from source languages for morphologi-
cal traits, which are only successfully transmitted if an entire
contrasting paradigm is available to the learner, which is not
the case in periods of linguistic instability. However, word or-
der variation can be contrastive as well (e.g. S-Aux inversion
to distinguish illocutionary forces). Alternatively, a more par-
simonious hypothesis we could entertain is that a general ten-
dency for pidgins to comprise highly simplified morpholog-
ical traits and more conservative word order is rooted in the
differing complexity of these traits in the source languages;
Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) show that learners are more
likely to regularise complex systems of variation.
Recent experimental studies have separately explored the
effect of learning biases on typological asymmetries found in
morphology and word order respectively. In morphology for
example, St Clair, Monaghan, and Ramscar (2009) provide
evidence of a preference for suffixing over prefixing, mir-
roring the cross-linguistic preference for suffixing. In word
order, Culbertson et al. (2012) show that learners prefer con-
sistent harmonic word order patterns (i.e. all modifiers either
pre-nominal or post-nominal), also found more commonly in
the world’s languages. Moreover, Culbertson et al. (2012)
show that this bias leads to different regularisation behaviour
for different word order patterns. Nevertheless, no study has
hitherto tried to systematically compare regularisation be-
haviour across linguistic levels. Uncovering differences in
regularisation behaviour across linguistic levels could shed
light on the intriguing asymmetry found in pidgin languages:
morphological paradigms seem to be highly simplified whilst
input complexity is more closely reproduced in word order.
In the present study we combine artificial language learn-
ing and statistical learning techniques to systematically com-
pare the strength of regularisation of inflectional morphology
and word order, controlling for asymmetries in the complex-
ity and variability of the input languages.
Experiment 1
We utilise the methodology developed in Culbertson et al.
(2012); Hudson Kam and Newport (2005). Adult learners
are exposed to a miniature artificial language featuring an
inconsistent mixture of synonymous variants. We are inter-
ested in how learners restructure the probabilistic uncondi-
tioned variation in the input languages, and to what extent that
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restructuring is comparable across linguistic levels (specifi-
cally, morphology and word order).
Method
Participants Fifty-six native-English speakers (aged be-
tween 18 and 41, mean = 23.2) were recruited from the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh’s Careers Service database of vacancies.
Each was compensated £6. Twenty-six participants were as-
signed to the Morphology condition, and 26 to the Word Or-
der condition; the data from a further 4 participants (all in the
morphology condition) were excluded as they either failed to
learn the noun lexicon or failed to learn the associations be-
tween phrases and pictures.
Input languages We designed two novel languages which
contained probabilistic unconditioned variation either in mor-
phology or word order. Their respective probabilistic gram-
mars are shown in Table 1. Both languages were used to
describe simple pictures featuring one of two objects. Each
object appeared either singly or in a pair; and could appear
either in greyscale or coloured in blue. Descriptions were
noun phrases composed of a Noun plus a Num(eral) and/or
Adj(ective) modifier, which were presented orthographically
and aurally to participants during the experiment.
All lexical items were 5 graphemes/phonemes long and had
a neighbourhood density of 0 in the English lexicon. Nouns
and modifiers differed in their syllabic structure; while all
were bisyllabic, nouns (i.e. “mokte” and “jelpa”) conformed
to a CVC.CV pattern, and modifiers to CV.CCV (based on
English phonotactics and the Maximal Onset Principle).
Procedure Participants worked through a six-stage training
and testing regime.
Stage 1, noun familiarisation Participants were trained on
the two bare nouns that corresponded to pictures of the two
different objects in the artificial language. During this phase,
participants underwent a block of training consisting of 6 ex-
posure trials and 4 picture-selection comprehension trials (in
that order) —each noun-picture pair appeared 5 times (order
randomised). Common to all training blocks to follow, on
each exposure trial participants were presented with a picture
(in this block always of a single object in grey-scale) and a
corresponding description in the language (in this block, a
bare noun), displayed both visually and aurally. On compre-
hension trials, participants were asked to select a picture out
of an array of four (in this stage, the two objects seen during
training plus two distractors) that corresponded to the dis-
played description in the alien language, and received feed-
back on their accuracy.
Stage 2, one-modifier training In Stage 2 participants
were trained on one-modifier NPs, i.e. a Noun plus either
Num or Adj only. Pictures contained any of the two objects
presented either in blue and singly (Adj only) or in greyscale
and in pairs (Num only). For each picture, a variant was
selected randomly from the grammar assigned to the partic-
ipant. Both grammars contained majority variants with an
Table 1: Probabilistic input languages in the Morphology and
Word order conditions. Languages contain probabilistic un-
conditioned variation in inflectional morphology or word or-
der respectively. All morphological variation resides in the
suffixation of the modifiers. All word order variants conform
to constituent structure [Num [Adj N]]. There are three types
of NPs: Num Only (single Num modifier) refer to objects in
pairs and in grey-scale, Adj Only (single Adj modifier) refer
to a single object coloured in blue, and two-Mod(ifier) NPs
(with both Num and Adj modifiers) correspond to objects in
pairs coloured in blue. Languages include two different nouns
(each corresponding to a different object) and thus comprise
a total of 16 NPs (8 per noun) that correspond to a total of 6
pictures (1 per NP type, 3 per object).







0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ N nezno
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ N kospu
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N kogla nezno
0.13̄ NP→ N kospu nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N kospu nezno
0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ nefri kogla N
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
empirical probability of P = 0.6, and minority variants with
P = 0.4, as shown in Table 1. This phase comprised 40 trials
in total, divided in 2 blocks of 20 trials; each block consisted
of 15 exposure trials followed by 5 picture-selection trials.
Participants saw each of the four different one-modifier pic-
tures 5 times per block (order randomised).
Stage 3, one-modifier testing Stage 3 of the experiment
tested the participants’ knowledge of the language. They saw
the same pictures used in Stage 2 without accompanying text
or audio and were asked to type in an appropiate description.
They had to describe 20 pictures in total; each of the four dif-
ferent one-modifier pictures was presented 5 times in random
order.
Stage 4, full training In Stage 4 participants were trained
on a mix of one-modifier (a noun plus Adj or Num) and two-
modifier NPs (a noun plus both Num and Adj). Two-modifier
NPs were used to describe pairs of blue objects. For one-
modifier phrases, variants were chosen in the same way as
in Stage 2. For two-modifier phrases, variants were also se-
lected randomly from the grammars assigned, with empirical
probabilities of P = 0.6 and P = 0.13̄ for the majority and
the three minority variants respectively (see Table 1). This
stage comprised 100 trials (20 Num Only, 20 Adj Only and
60 two-Mod), divided into 4 block of 25 (15 exposure train-
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ing trials followed by 10 picture-selection trials). Participants
saw each of the four one-modifier pictures 10 times, and each
of the two two-modifier pictures 30 times.
Stage 5, full testing Stage 5 tested participants’ knowledge
of the whole language. They saw all pictures they had been
trained on and were asked to type in appropriate descriptions.
They had to describe 52 pictures in total: 10 Adj Only (5
per object), 10 Num Only (5 per object), 30 two-modifier (15
per object), and additionally, 2 pictures of bare objects by
themselves and in grey-scale (1 per object).
Results
Output variability Figure 1 shows the entropy of partici-
pants’ production systems for both the Morphology and Word
Order conditions. Analyses are run on Stage 5’s testing ex-
clusively, i.e. participants’ final production sets. Words in the
productions were corrected for typos (and only typos). Shan-
non entropy measures how variable participants’ productions
are; the higher the scores, the more variable and the lower the
scores, the more regular. The Shannon entropy (H) of phrase






where the sum is over the different variants, and P(xi) is the
empirical probability of variant xi in the set of a participant’s
productions, X . We treated the two nouns for the different
objects as the same variant when we calculated the entropy
of the phrase variants such that no variability is introduced
by the correct use of the different nouns. Entropy lower- and
upper- bounds will vary depending on the number of required
and possible variants as well as on the number of production
trials. The most regular expressive language contains only
one-to-one picture-phrase mappings and therefore only three
different variants, one Num Only (e.g. N nefri), one Adj Only
(e.g. N kogla) and one two-modifier (e.g. N kogla nefri). The
final production phase consisted of 50 trials (excluding the
two bare noun trials), divided up into 20 one-modifier trials
(half Num Only and half Adj Only) and 30 two-modifier tri-
als: the entropy lower bound for the language overall is thus
1.37 bits, and 0 bits for each of the NP types.
Figure 1 shows the entropy scores for the set of all partici-
pants’ productions (i.e. the overall language), as well as those
for the production sets for specific NP types in isolation: one-
modifier Num (Num Only), one-modifier Adj (Adj Only),
and two-modifier (two-Mod) NPs. Entropy lower bounds and
input entropies are represented as solid and dotted vertical
lines respectively. A visual inspection of the Morphology
and Word Order conditions in Figure 1 suggests that in many
cases participants failed to reproduce the full variability of the
input languages; entropy scores are generally lower.
We used the stats and lme4 packages developed in R
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015; R Core Team,
2015) to run a linear mixed effects regression model (which
we will call Model 1) to explore the effect of condition on
Table 2: Central tendencies of the proportion of majority in-
put variants in production by condition and NP type. From
left to right, the mean, median and mode(s).
Proportion Majority Input Variant in Production
mean median mode(s)
Num Only 0.704 0.8 0.919
Morphology Adj Only 0.669 0.7 0.916
two-Mod 0.609 0.65 0.843
Num Only 0.580 0.65 0.094 & 0.96
Word Order Adj Only 0.585 0.7 0.104 & 0.947
two-Mod 0.442 0.33 0.089 & 0.92
regularisation behaviour (dependent variable: entropy). As
fixed effects we entered Condition (two levels: Morphology
as reference, and Word Order), NP Type (reverse Helmert
coded with the 3 ordered levels: Num Only, Adj Only and
two-Mod) and System (two levels: Input as reference, and
Output). We also entered all interactions between fixed ef-
fects. As random effects, we included intercepts for Subject
as well as by-Subject slopes for the effects of NP Type and
System type. P-values were obtained through the lmerTest
package (Kuznetsova, Bruun Brockhoff, & Haubo Bojesen
Christensen, 2015). Results show a significant effect of Sys-
tem (β = −0.346, SE = 0.085, p < .001), suggesting that
participants did indeed regularise their input in their output
productions. We also found a significant interaction between
System and Condition (β = −0.284, SE = 0.119, p = .021),
suggesting that participants regularised their input signifi-
cantly more in the Word Order condition. Results show the
expected effect of higher input entropies in two-Mod NPs
(β = 0.21, SE = 0.024, p =< .001), and no significant in-
teractions between NP Type and System (largest: β = 0.027,
SE = 0.028, p= .324) or between NP Type, System and Con-
dition (largest: β = −0.041, SE = 0.039, p = .299). These
results suggest that participants regularised their input sys-
tems across conditions and NP types, and that participants in
the Word Order condition regularised them more than those
in the Morphology condition.
Variant production Table 2 provides the central tenden-
cies for proportion use of the majority input variant for each
NP type. We observe that all distributions in the Word Or-
der condition are bimodal, with modes of the distributions of
majority variant use at P≤ 0.1 and P > 0.9 across NP types,
suggesting two opposite trends amongst participants: one to-
wards the over-production of the majority input word order
variants and another, towards their under-production.
Participants under-producing the majority word order vari-
ant in one-modifier NPs are necessarily producing modifiers
pre-nominally. Figure 2 shows the overall proportions of the
variants produced for two-Mod NPs by all participants. The
input proportions are represented by the yellow vertical lines.
The word order produced the most is the majority input vari-
ant N Adj Num. Although the three remaining input vari-
ants (below the grey solid line division) were equally frequent
in the input language, the Num Adj N word order is overall
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Figure 1: Entropy scores of participants’ production systems. From top to bottom, scores for the Morphology (green) and Word
Order (red) conditions in Experiment 1 and for the NoL1 Word Order condition (orange) in Experiment 2. From left to right,
entropies of participants’ full production sets as well as entropies by NP type: one-modifier Num (Num Only), one-modifier
Adj (Adj Only), and two-modifier (two-Mod) NPs. Input entropy scores are indicated by dashed vertical lines. Minimum
entropy scores are indicated by solid vertical lines. Minimum entropy is always 0 for each NP type in isolation but 1.37 for the
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overall output proportions (Word Order)
Figure 2: Box plot displaying the output proportions of two-
modifier variants in the Word Order condition with individual
participants’ data points overlaid. Seen (bottom) and unseen
(top) variants during training are divided by a solid grey line.
Vertical yellow lines indicate input proportions.
more frequently used (although only by a minority as indi-
cated by the median value 0). Only 30% of participants pro-
duced systems with both harmonic variants (Num Adj N and
N Adj Num) —and only 19% produced both variants more
than once, suggesting that although both harmonic orders are
preferred overall, they do not generally coexist within the pro-
ductions of a single participant.
We ran a logistic regression model, which we will call
Model 2, to explore the average difference between the pro-
portions of Num Adj N variants in input and output linguistic
systems. We entered System (two levels: Input as reference,
and Output) as the only fixed effect. Random intercepts for
Subject as well as by-Subject random slopes for the effect of
System were also included. Results show that the Num Adj N
variant is produced significantly less in output languages than
in the input language (β = −7.641, SE = 1.943, p < .001).
Only a minority of participants overproduced this variant, the
majority of participants were in fact under-producing it. On
top of the observed preference for harmonic order, these re-
sults confirm a tendency to avoid systems with two opposite
N-peripheral variants, i.e. N Adj Num and Num Adj N.
Discussion of Experiment 1
Our results provide evidence that learners regularise proba-
bilistic unconditioned variation in both morphology and word
order. Regularisation behaviour is in line with an overarching
simplicity bias argued to be at play in language learning and
use (Culbertson & Kirby, 2016). Though the input languages
were similar in terms of overall system complexity, regulari-
sation behaviour was slightly stronger in the Word Order con-
dition than in the Morphology condition. A close analysis of
the variant usage in the Word Order condition suggests that
this difference is driven by a bias in favour of harmonic N
Adj Num and Num Adj N variants but against their coexis-
tence within a system. This bias could be the result of L1
transfer; participants may have overproduced the Num Adj
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Table 3: Probabilistic input language in the NoL1 Word order
condition in contrast to the Word Order condition in Experi-
ment 1. Changes in the variant set are indicated with boxes.







0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ nefri kogla N
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
0.6 NP→ N nefri
0.4 NP→ nefri N
0.6 NP→ N kogla
0.4 NP→ kogla N
0.6 NP→ N kogla nefri
0.13̄ NP→ N nefri kogla
0.13̄ NP→ nefri N kogla
0.13̄ NP→ kogla N nefri
N word order because it is the most common order in their
L1 grammar. To minimise the possible effects of this level-
specific word order bias, Experiment 2 investigated learning
in a second word order condition, removing the English-like
two-modifier harmonic pattern from the input.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 follows the same design as the Word Order con-
dition described in Experiment 1, with one difference: the set
of two-modifier NP input variants. As illustrated in Table 3,
we replaced the Num Adj N variant with the N Num Adj pat-
tern, maintaining the number of harmonic word orders (two,
i.e. N Adj Num and N Num Adj) but eliminating the L1 vari-
ant and the presence of opposite N-peripheral patterns. For
ease of reference, we call Experiment 2 the NoL1 Word Or-
der condition. We expect the change in the input language to
mitigate the effect of L1 transfer and to increase the coexis-
tence of both harmonic patterns.
Participants Twenty-eight native-English speakers (aged
between 18 and 35, mean = 24.8) were recruited via the
University of Edinburgh’s Careers Service advertisement
database. Participants received £6. Only the data from 26 par-
ticipants were fit for analysis as two participants either failed
to learn the noun lexicon or failed to learn the associations
between phrases and pictures.
Results
Entropy scores obtained in the NoL1 Word Order condition
are shown in Figure 1 (coloured in orange). We ran a linear
mixed effects model as in Experiment 1 to explore the effect
of condition on regularisation behaviour (dependent variable:
entropy), including the conditions in Experiment 1 plus NoL1
Word Order. The mixed-effects structure was the same as
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Figure 3: Box plot displaying the output proportions of two-
modifier variants in the NoL1 Word Order condition with
individual participants’ data points overlaid. Divided by a
solid grey line, seen (bottom) and unseen (top) variants dur-
ing training. Vertical light brown lines indicate input propor-
tions.
tion such that NoL1 Word Order was directly compared to
the Morphology condition from Experiment 1, and the Word
Order condition was compared to the average of the Morphol-
ogy and NoL1 Word Order conditions. Results show a signif-
icant effect of System (β = −0.483, SE = 0.051, p < .001)
and a significant interaction between Word Order and System
(β = −0.073, SE = 0.036, p = .046), ratifying the results in
Model 1. However, we did not find a significant interaction
between NoL1 Word Order and System (β = −0.063, SE =
0.063, p= .317), suggesting that participants in the Morphol-
ogy and the NoL1 Word Order conditions regularised their
input to similar degrees, and on average they regularised it
less than participants in the Word Order condition in Exper-
iment 1. As in Model 1, we did not find significant inter-
actions between NP Type and System (largest: β = 0.016,
SE = 0.015, p= .288) or between NP Type, System and Con-
dition (largest: β=−0.015, SE = 0.011, p= .168). These re-
sults suggest that participants regularised their input systems
across conditions and NP types, and that whilst participants
in the Word Order condition regularised more than those in
the Morphology condition, participants in the Morphology
and the NoL1 Word Order conditions regularised their input
to similar degrees. Excluding the Num Adj N variant in the
input language thus eliminated the difference between levels.
In other words, participants do not regularise probabilistic un-
conditioned variation in word order more than in morphology.
Figure 3 shows the overall proportions of the variants pro-
duced for two-Mod NPs in the NoL1 Word Order condition.
We observe that the most produced word order is the major-
ity input variant N Adj Num, and that the harmonic N Num
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Adj word order is overall more frequent than any other mi-
nority input variant. Unlike in the Word Order condition
where systems with both Num Adj N and N Adj Num pat-
terns were not common, 65% of participants produced sys-
tems with both N Adj Num and N Num Adj harmonic vari-
ants in the NoL1 Word Order condition. We ran a logistic
regression model to test the difference between the propor-
tions of N Num Adj variants in input and output linguistic
systems across participants. We used the same mixed-effects
structure as in Model 2. Results suggest that the proportion
of N Num Adj variants in the output languages is not signifi-
cantly different from the input proportion across participants
(β =−0.594, SE = 0.546, p = .277).
Discussion
Our experimental results reveal regularisation behaviour in
the production of complex systems of variation in morphol-
ogy and word order. They also suggest that regularisation
behaviour is of similar strength between these linguistic lev-
els given input languages with comparable initial complex-
ities. In Experiment 1 we found higher levels of regulari-
sation in word order than in morphology, apparently due to
the specific properties of the set of variants in the input lan-
guages. When both harmonic pre-nominal and post-nominal
two-modifier variants were included, the coexistence of both
variants in a single production system was rare. Although a
preference for harmonic order and consistent head position
may have been at play, the interference of L1 transfer can-
not be categorically rejected. Indeed previous research sug-
gests that L2 learners tend to access their L1 knowledge if it
matches the novel input (Weber, Christiansen, Petersson, In-
defrey, & Hagoort, 2016). In Experiment 2, we showed that
eliminating opposite N-peripheral positions in the subset of
two-modifier variants by replacing Num Adj N with N Num
Adj eliminates the difference in regularisation between lev-
els. Our results do not suggest general level-specific learn-
ing biases that could straightforwardly predict a typological
asymmetry between the strength and speed of regularisation
in morphology and word order hinted at in pidgin and creole
studies (Good, 2015). Instead, they suggest that asymme-
tries in regularisation processes in language formation ought
to be sought in asymmetries in the input complexity of traits
across levels, also taking into account the overlap of features
between contributing languages.
Conclusion
Our results suggest similar strengths of regularisation be-
tween linguistic levels given input languages with compara-
ble initial complexities. Nevertheless, preferences for cer-
tain patterns within a linguistic level might in fact vary the
strength of regularisation behaviour within a given level.
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The data sets from the experiments discussed in this thesis are uploaded on DataShare and can
be retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2235 (Saldana 2017).
B.1 Chapter 2
The workbook ‘Chapter 2 Experimental Data’ contains all the languages obtained in experi-
ments 1, 2 and 3 in Chapter 2. The corresponding README file provides the keys to under-
standing the data file. Each spreadsheet within the workbook contains the data from a single
transmission chain: the initial language and all the languages produced at each generation.
There are four transmission chains per experiment and thus 12 sheets in total. Each spread-
sheet is marked with a different colour that indicates the experiment they belong to: red for
Experiment 1 (Artificial Only, chains A1-4; see section 2.2), blue for Exp 2 (Communication
Only, chains C1-4; see section 2.3), and orange for Exp 3 (Communication + Artificial, chains
CA1-4; see section 2.4). The number of the chains within experiment corresponds to the order
they appear in the spreadsheet; e.g, the first spreadsheet within Exp 1 corresponds to chain A1
and the last spreadsheet of Exp 1 corresponds to chain A4.
B.2 Chapter 3
The data set for Experiment 4 in Chapter 3 is contained in the .csv file ‘Chapter 3 Experimental
Data’. The corresponding README file provides the keys to understanding the data file.
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B.3 Chapter 4
B.3.1 Experimental responses: languages and grammaticality judgments
All responses provided by participant during the experiments 5, 6 and 7 in Chapter 4 are con-
tained in the .csv data file ‘Chapter 4 Experimental Data’. The corresponding README file
describes the column heading of the data file. Note that the responses used to measure output
variability are exclusively those in the final testing phase (see section 4.3.1.3), which is coded
as ‘testing all’ in the data set. The grammaticality judgments (see section 4.7.1.1) can be found
under the ‘GrammaticalityJudgment’ phase.
B.3.2 Post-experimental questionnaires
Responses to post-experimental questionnaires (see section 4.7.1.2) are contained in the .csv
data file ‘Chapter 4 Questionnaire Data’. The corresponding README file provides the keys
to understanding the data file.
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